
ADD -ON COLOUR 
SILICON POWER DIODES 

AERIAL INPUT BALANCING 
SERVICING TV RECEIVERS 

YOUR PROBLEMS SOLVED 
ETC. ETC. ETC. 
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TELEVISION SPARES 
All Makes All Models By return of post 
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS FRAME OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 

DEFLECTOR COILS 
LINE AND FRAME BLOCKING OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMERS 

ALL POTENTIOMETER AND SLIDER CONTROLS 
MAINS DROPPERS METAL RECTIFIERS 
GERMANIUM DIODES FOCUS MAGNETS 
ION TRAPS E.H.T. CONDENSERS 

Our Range of Spares is probably the most extensive in the country and includes all Spares for Tape Recorders. 
Radio and Record Player Units. 
Technical Advice Free. Service Manuals supplied on loan. 
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. All Components are supplied at list prices, plus 2'6 p.p. 

Please enclose S.A.E. with oil enquiries. 

NEWBURY RADIO 
272, ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, LONDON, E.7. MARyland 3100 

SPECIAL FOR THE "HAMS" 
RADIO STATION 

lilustrated 

inch detachable bit 
soldering instrument 
List No. 70 

Combined Protective Unit 
with Wiper Abrasion Pad 
and Solder Reel 
List No. 700 

Apply SALES & SERVICE 

/4DCOLP\ 
(Rcgd. Tode Mark 

GAUDEN ROAD 
CLAPHAM HIGH ST. 

LONDON, S.W.4 
Telephones 

MACaulay 4272 - 3101 

British & Foreign 
Patents. Registered 

Designs, etc. 

Telegrams 
"SOUCINT. LONDON" 

TELEVISION TUBES 

__REBUILT 
* A NEW GUN IN EVERY TUBE 

* BUY DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY * 12 MONTHS GUARANTEE 

12 inch £5.0.0 
14 inch £5.10.0 

17 inch £6.10.0 
Immediate dispatch on receipt of Remittance 

Carriage and insurance 12/6 extra 

LI Refunded on receipt of your 
old Tube 

SPECIAL TERMS TO THE TRADE 

MARSHALS for TELEVISIO\ LTD. 
131 St. Ann's Road, Tottenham, London N 15. 

STAMFORD HILL 3267 
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D.C. OSCILLOSCOPE 
A.C. MAINS 200 -250 VOLTS 

+LMPLIFIEI) SERVI('IN& 
PROBLEMS WHEN 1.1 \G 

TH I) 

TESTGEAR' SCOPE 
Jin. D.C. OSCILLOSCOPE 

Engineered to precision stand- 
ards, this high -grade instrument 
is made available at the lowest 
possible price, incorporating 
the essential features usually 
associated with luxury instru- 
ments. 
This "SCOPE" will appeal 
particularly to Service Engin- 
eers and Amateurs. A high gain. 
extremely stable differential 

Y- amplifier (30 mV,C.M.). Provides ample sensitivity with A.C. 
or D.C. inputs. Especially suitable for measurement of transis- 
tor operating conditions where maintenance of D.C. levels Is 
of paramount importance. Push -pull X amplifier; Fly -back 
suppression; Internal Time -base Scan Waveform available for 
external use; pulse output available for checking T.V. Line 
0/P Transformers, etc.; Provision for external X I/P and CRT 
Brightness Modulation. Size 10in. high, 6íin. wide, 9in. deep. 
Wgt. 111 lbs. 215.15.0, plus P. & P. 7/6, or 30)- deposit, plus 
P. & P. 7/6 and 12 monthly payments of 28/6. 

FULL 12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE INCLUDING 
VALVES AND TUBE. 

ALIGNMENT ANALYSER 
A.C. mains 200/250V. Provides: "Wobbulator" (Swept 
Frequency) operation, for 
FM /TV alignment linear fre- 
quency sweep up to 12 Mc /s. 
From 400 kc /s-80 Mc /s. Capa- 
citance Measurement. Two 
ranges provided 0-60pF and 
0- 120pF. Special Facility 
enables true resonant fre- 
quency of any tuned cct, I.F. 
transformer, etc., to be rapidly 
determined. Cash price 26.19.6, 
plus 5/- P. & P. H.P. terms 
25)- deposit plus 5/- P. & P. and six monthly payments of 21/6. 

WOLSEY 3- ELEMENT FOLDED DIPOLE 
I.T.V. Aerial less mounting bracket for External use, complete 
with 12 yds. of coaxial cable, 15 /-: 4 element, 17/8; 5 element. 
25/ -. P. & P. on above, 3/6. 

TYPE 
MC12 

SIGNAL GENERATORS 
£6.19.6 or 25'- deposit and 6 
monthly payments of 21/6. 
P. & P. 5- extra. Coverage 
100 Ke s -100 Mc /s on funda- 
mentals and 100 Me/s to 200 
Mc s on harmonics. Metal 
case loin. x filin- x 511n., grey 
hammer finish. Incorporating 
three miniature valves and 
Metal Rectifier. A.C. Mains 
200 /250- Internal Modulation 
of 400 c.c.s. to a depth of 30 %; 
modulated or unmodulated 
R.F., output continuously 
variable. 100 milli- volts, 

C.W. and mod- switch, variable A.F. output. Incorporating 
magic -eye as output indicator. Accuracy plus or minus 2°,. 

Cash 24.19.6 or 25i- deposit 
and 4 monthly payments of 
21r6. Plus Postage and 
Packing, 5, -. 
Coverage 120 Kas -84 Mars. 
Metal case loin. x Olin. x 
4lin. Size of scale. Olin. x 
3lin. 2 valves and rectifier. 
A.C. mains 230 -250 v. Internal 
modulation of 400 c.o.s. to a 
depth of 30% modulated or 
unmodulated R.F., output 
continuously variable. 100 
milli- volts. C.W. and mod. 
switch variable A.D. output and moving coil output meter. Grey 
hammer finished case and white panel. Accuracy plus or minus 2% 

SIGNAL & PATTERN GENERATOR 

LINE E.H.T. TRANSFORMER 
With built -in line and width 
control. 14 KV. Scan coil, 
90' deflection, on ferrite 
yokes. Frames O.P. trans- 
former pf. 18 KV. smooth- 
ing condenser. Can be used 
for 1410., 171n. or 21ín. 
tubes. Complete with cir- 
cuit diagram. 

29/6 4.'P. & P. 
Focus Magnet suitable for 
the above (state tube). 

10 /- Plus 2/f 
P. & P. 

F.M. TUNER UNIT 
by famous German manufacturer. Coverage 88 -100 Mc/s. 
Complete with ECC85, size 4ín. z tin. x 2in. 

25/- p. & P. Circuit Diagram 1 / -. 
1 /6. FREE with Unit. 

10.7 Me/s. I. F. and Discriminator Coll, 4/- pair. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
All with tapped primaries. 200 -250 volts, 0 -160. 180, 200 v., 60 ma., 
6.3 v. 2 amps. 108. 320-0-320 v. 75 ma., 6.3 v., 2.5 amp.. 5 v., 2 amp., 
10.6. 280 -0- 280. 80 ma. 6.3 v. 2 amp., 6.3 v. 1 amp.. 1048. 350-0 -350 v.. 
70 ma., 6.3 v. 1 amp., 6.3 v. 2 amp.. 10 /6. 250-0-250 v. 70 ma., 6.3 v. 
2 amp. 10 /8. Postage and packing on the above. 3 / -. 

TRANSISTOR TESTER 
For both P.N.P. and N.P.N. transistors incorporating moving 
coil meter. In metal case, size 41 x 33 x 11ín. 
Scale marked in gain and leakage. Complete 19/A Plus 2/6 
and ready for use. J P. & P. 

BUILT POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
5 ma., aiso2 6.3 v, v.2 amp. hen ster winding. 

21/. Plu& P 

£6.19.6. P. &P. 3/- 
Or 25/- deposit. P. & P. 5/- and 
6 monthly payments of 21/6. 
Coverage 7.6 Mc /s. -210 Me /s. in 
five bands, all on fundamentals, 
slow motion tuning audio 
output. 8 vertical and hori- 
zontal bars, logging scale. In 
grey hammer finished case with 
carrying handle. Accuracy 
± 1% A.C. mains 200 -250 v. 

CHANNEL TUNER 
Will tune to all Band I 
and Band III stations. 
BRAND NEW by famous 
manufacturer- Complete 
with P.C.C. 84 and P.C.F. 
80 valves (in series). I.F. 
16 -19 or 33 -38. Also can be 
modified as an serial 
converter (instructions 
supplied). 
Complete with knobs. 
22/6 Plus 3/6 P. & P. 

HEATER TRANSFORMER 
To suit the above, 200-2.50 v., 6/ -, Plus 1/6 P. & P. 

8 -WATT PUSH -PULL 
AMPLIFIER 

COMPLETE WITH CRYS- 
TAL NUKE AND 8In. 

LOUDSPEAKER 
A.C. mains 200 -250 v. Size 1011n. 
x filin. x 2iin. Incorporatint 8 
valves. H.F. pen., 2 triodes, 2 
output pens and rectifier. For 
use with all makes and type 
01 pick -up and mike. Negative 
leed back. Two inputs, mike 
and gram., and controls for 
same. Separate controls for 
Bass and Treble lift. Response 
flat from 40 cycles to 15 Kos., 

±2 db; 4 db down to 20 Kcs. Output 8 watts at 5% total distor- 
tion. Noise level 40 db down all hum. Output transformer tapped 
for 3 and 15 ohm speech coils. For use with Std. or L.P. records, 
musical instruments such as Guitars, etc.24.19.6. Plus 

P. & P. 7/6, 
Or 20 /- deposit Plus P. & P. 7/6, and 4 monthly payments of 23/-. 

oao 

Ë! ÓJJáá 

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD. 
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3. 

All enquiries S.A.E. GOODS NOT DESPATCHED OUTSIDE U.K. 
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FROM YOUR 
POINT OF VIEW... 

Midland "New Alumina" rebuilt C.K.T.'s, completely rescreened and 
aluminised offer you the finest value available today! The ever growing 
demand for these thoroughly reliable tubes is your assurance of 
satisfaction and service. 

Now POPULAR TUBES 
at POPULAR PRICES... 

more Midland "rebuilds" -the tubes you can trust, at amazingly low cost 

All types carry a I2 -month guarantee and are available off the 
shelf NOW. Contact- 

MIDLAND Tubes Ltd. 37, GEORGE STREET, 
MANCHESTER, I. 

Telephone: CENTRAL 456819 

FR maMeinoosENSixcERs - THE - LITTEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 

Have you sent for your copy? 
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
is a highly informative 156 -page guide to 
the best paid engineering posts. It tells 
you how you can quickly prepare at home 
for a recognised engineering qualification 
and outlines a wonderful range of modern 
Home Study Courses in all branches of 
Engineering. This unique book also gives 
full details of the Practical Radio & Elec- 
tronics Courses, administered by our 
Specialist Electronics Training Division - 
the .13.1.E. T. School of Electronics, explains 
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and 
shows you how to qualify for five years 
promotion in one year. 

We definitely Guarantee 
4g NO PASS - NO FEE" 
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford 
to miss reading this famous book: If you are 

'earning less than ¿so a week, send for your 
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" 
today -FREE. 

WHICH IS YOUR 
PET SUBJECT ? 

Mechanical Eng.. 
Electrical Eng., 

Civil Engineering, 
Radio Engineering. 
Automobile Eng.. 

Aeronautical Eng.. 
Production Eng.. 
Building, Plastics, 
Draughtsmanship. 

Television, etc. 

GET SOME 
LETTERS AFTER 

YOUR NAME! 
A.M.I.Mech.E. 

A.M.I.C.E. 
AM .I. Prod. E. 

A.M.I.M.I. 
L.1.D.B. 

A.F.R.Ac.B. 
B.Sc. 

A. M.Brit.I.R,E. 
City d Guilds 

Gan. Cart, of Education 
Etc., etc. 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY (Incorporating E.M.I. Institutes) 
(Dept. SE/20),29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8 .... . 

HE B.I.E.T. 'IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD 

PRAC?ICAt 
INCLUDING 

" - EQUIPM I TOOLS! 
The specialist Elec- 
tronics Division of 
B.I.E.T.! incorporat- 
ingE.M.I, Institutes 
NOW offers you a 
real laboratory train- 
ing at home with 
practical equipment. 
Ask for details. 

BIE.T. 
SCHOOL OF 

ELECTRONICS 

Basic Practical and Theory 
tic Courses for beginners In 
Radio, T.V., Electronics, Etc., 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City & Guilds 

Radio Amateurs Exam. 
R.I.E.B. Certificate 
P.M.G. Certificate 

Practical Radio 
Radia & Television Servicing 

Practical Electronics 
Electronics Engineering 

Automation 

POST COUPON NOW 
Please send me your FREE 156 -page 

'ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES' 

(Write if you prefer not to cut page) 

NAME_ _ _...... ........... ............................... 

ADDRESS..., ... _.,.. -. ..- _- . "......... 

ABOBTE 
NTEq EST!t RAF 
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SPECIALISTS IN THE SUPPLY OF VALVES, TRANSISTORS, AND GERMANIUM DIODES 
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD. 
38 CHALCOT ROAD, CHALK FARM, LONDON, N.W.I. Telephone: PRIMROSE 909 

EXPRESS POSTAL SERVICE! ALL ORDERS DESPATCHED SAME DAY AS RECEIVED. FOR ONLY 2i6 EXTRA TELE- 
PHONE FOR THAT URGENT ORDER TO BE DESPATCHED IMMEDIATELY BY OUR SPECIAL C.O.D. SERVICE. 
DA2 17/6 
DB2 17/6 
DZ4 6/. 
A3 3/- 
A5 6/. 
A7 I5/- 
C5 12/6 
D5 9/- 
D6 10/6 
H5GT II/- 
L4 6/- 
LD5 5/- 
LN5 5/- 
NSGT le/ 
RS 7/6 
S4 
S5 7/6 
T4 6/- 
U5 10/- 

!A7 10/6 
!P 26/6 
0X2 4/6 
A4 7/. 
AS 10/6 
87 12/6 
D6 5/- 
Q4 7/6 
QSGT 9/6 
S4 7/6 
V4 7/6 

iR4GY 17/6 
iU4G 8/6 
iV4G 11/- 
iY3G 8/- 
iY3GT 7/6 
a3 12/6 
iZ4G 10/6 
iZ4GT 12/6 
iA7 26/6 
.A8 I0/- 
iAB7 8/- 
iABB 10/6 
iAC7 6/6 
AG5 6/6 

iAKS 8/- 
iAL5 5/6 
iAM6 5/6 
iAQ5 8/6 
iAT6 8/6 
iAU6 10/6 
AV6 12/7 
Z7 10/6 
i88G 4/6 
iB8GT 5/- 
iBA6 7/6 
iBE6 7/6 
BG6G 23/3 
iBH6 9/- 
4B16 7/6 
iBQ7A 15/. 
iBR7 23/3 
4357 25/- 
iBW6 10//6 
iBW7 7/- 
1BX6 7/- 
C4 7/- 
C5G 6/6 

iC6 6/6 
CE 12/6 
C9 12/6 
iC10 10/6 
NEW METAL 

6CD6G 36/6 
6CH6 12/6 
6D3 19/I 17V7 
6D6 6/6 
6E5 12/6 
6F1 26/6 
6F6G Y/- 
6F6GTM 8/- 
6F1I 17/3 
6F12 5/6 
6FI3 11/6 
6F14 26/6 
6F15 15/3 
6F16 9/6 
6F17 12/6 

6F33 16 
6G6 6/6 
6H6GT 3/. 
615G 5/- 
615GTG 5/6 
6J5GTM 6/. 
616 5/6 
617G 6/. 
6J7GT 10/6 
6K7GT 8/ 
6K7G 5/- 
6K7GT 6/- 
6K8GT 12/6 
6K8G 8/. 
6K25 19/11 
6L1 23/3 
6L6G 9/6 
6L6M 12/6 
6L7GT 12/6 
6L18 
6L19 23/3 
6LD3 8/6 
6LD20 IS/11 
6N7 8/- 
6P1 19/3 
6P25 12/6 
6P28 26/6 
6Q7G 8/- 
6Q7GT 11/. 
6R7G 10/- 
65A7GT 8/6 
65C7 10/6 
6SG7GT 8/- 
6SH7GT 8/. 
6SJ7GT 8/- 
6SK7GT 8/- 
6SL7GT 8/. 
65N7GT 6/6 
6SQ7GT 9/. 
6S57GT 8/- 
6U4GT 12/6 
6U5G 7/6 
6U7G 8/6 
6V6G 7/. 
6V6GTG 8/. 
6X4 6/6 
6X5GT 6/- 
6/30L2 10/- 
7M 12/6 
786 21/3 
787 8/6 
7C5 8/. 
7C6 8/- 
7D8 23/3 
7H7 8/- 

RECTIFIERS-FULLY 

7R7 12/6 
7S7 10/6 

8/6 
7Y4 8/- 
7Z4 18/7 
8D2 3/6 
8D3 5/6 
9BW6 15/3 
9D2 4/. 
10C1 12/- 
'IOC2 26/6 
10D2 I2/- 
10FI 26/6 
10F9 10/6 
IOLD3 8/6 
IOLD1115/11 

10P13 15/6 
10P14 19/3 
I ID3 24/7 
12A6 6/6 
12AC6 15/3 
12AD6 17/3 
I2AE6 13/II 
I2AH7 8/- 
12AH8 12/6 
12AT6 7/6 
12AT7 8/- 
12AU6 23/3 
12AU7 7/6 
I2AV6 12/7 
12AX7 8/. 
12BA6 8/. 
12BE6 I0/- 
12BH7 21/3 

I2J5GT 
30/- 

1217GT 10/6 
12K5 17/11 
I2K7GT 6/6 
I2K8GT 14/- 
I2Q7GT 6/6 
12SA7 8/6 
12SC7 8/6 
125G7 8/6 
1251-17 8/6 
125.17 8/6 
12SK7 8/6 
12SQ7 12/6 
125R7 8/6 
12Y4 10/6 
1457 27/10 
18 23/3 
19AQ5 10/6 
I9BG6G 

23/3 
19H1 10/. 
20DI 15/3 
20F2 26/6 
20L1 26/6 
20P1 26/6 
20P3 23/3 
20P5 23/3 
25A6G II/- 
25L6GT 10/- 
25U4 16/7 
25Y5 10/6 
25Y5G 10/. 
25Z4G 9/6 
25Z5 10/6 
25Z6G I0/- 

275U 19/11 
28D7 7/- 
30CI 8/- 
30F5 7/- 
30FLI I0/- 
30L1 8/- 
30L15 14/- 
30P12 8/. 
30P16 8/- 
30PLI 11/6 
30PL13 12/6 
33A/158M 

30/- 
35A5 21/3 
35L6GT 9/6 

35 34 10/6 
3524 6/6 
35Z5GT 9/- 
42 23/3 
43 12/6 
5005 12/6 
50CD6G 

36/6 
50L6GT 9/6 
53KU 19/II 
72 4/6 
75 24/7 
77 8/. 
78 8/6 
80 9/- 
83 15/. 
83V 12/6 
85A2 15/- 
150B 2 15/. 

185BTA 33/2 
304 10/6 
305 10/6 
807 7/6 
956 3/. 
1821 16/7 
5763 12/6 
7475 7/6 
9002 5/6 
AC/PEN 

5-pin 23/3 
7-pin IS/- 

AC2PEN/ 
DD 26/6 

AC5PEN 
23/3 

ACEPEN 7/6 
AC/SG 23/3 
AC/TP 33/2 
AC/VPI 15/- 
ATP4 5/- 
AZI 18/7 
AZ31 IO/- 
AZ41 13/II 
B36 24/7 
0L63 7/6 
Cl 12/6 
CIC 12/6 
CBLI 26/6 
CBL3I 23/3 
CCH35 23/3 
CK506 6/6 
CL33 19/3 
CV63 10/6 
CYI 18/7 

GUARANTEED 

CY31 16 7 
DI 3,- 
D15 1016 
D63 5/- 
D77 5/6 
DAC32 II/- 
DAF91 7/6 
DAF96 9/- 
DD4I 13/I I 

DF33 II/- 
DF66 IS/- 
DF70 15/- 
DF9I 6/- 
DF96 9/- 
DF97 9/- 

DH76 6/6 
DH77 8/6 
DH8I 46/5 
DH101 28/6 
DHI07 13/I I 

DK32 15/- 
DK40 21/3 
DK9I 7/6 
DK92 10/6 
DK96 9- 
DL33 9/6 
DL66 IS/- 
DL68 IS/- 
DL82 46/5 
DL92 7/6 
DL94 7/6 
DL96 9/. 
DM70 7/6 
EA50 2/- 

EAC9 7/6 
EAF42 9/6 
EB34 2/6 
EB4I 8/6 
EB9I 5/6 
EBC3 23/3 
EBC33 7/. 
EBC4I 8/6 
EBC8I 8/- 
EBF80 10/- 
EBF83 13/11 
EBF89 9/6 
EBL2I 23/3 
EBL3I 23/3 
EC52 5/6 
EC54 6/- 
EC70 12/6 
EC92 13/3 
ECC32 10/6 
ECC33 8/6 
ECC34 24/7 
ECC35 8/6 
ECC40 23/3 
ECC81 8/- 
ECC82 7/6 
ECC83 8/. 
ECC84 9/6 
ECC85 8/6 
ECC8823/II 
ECC91 5/6 
ECF80 11/6 
ECF82 10/6 
ECH3 26/6 
ECH2I 23/3 
ECH35 9/6 

ECH42 10.6 
ECH8I 9 - 

ECH83 13 I I 

ECL80 10.!6 
ECLB2 10/6 
ECL83 19/3 
EF9 2313 
EF22 14/- 
EF36 6/- 
EF37A 8/- 
EF39 5/6 
EF40 15/. 
EF4I 9/6 
EF42 11/6 
EF50(A) 7/. 

EF54(E) 5%- 

EF73 10/6 
EF80 7/. 
EF85 7/. 
EF86 12/6 
EF89 9/- 
EF9I 5/6 
EF92 5/6 
EF97 13/3 
EF98 13/3 
EK32 8/6 
EL32 5/6 
EL33 12/6 
EL34 IS/- 
EL38 26/6 
EL41 9/- 
EL42 10/6 
EL81 12/6 
EL84 8/6 

EL95 
13,51 

EL95 10/6 
EM34 10/- 
EM7I 23/3 
EM80 9/6 
EM8I 9/6 
EM84 10/6 
EN3I 37/- 
EY5I 9/6 
EY83 16/1 
EY84 14/- 
EY86 10/. 
EZ35 6/- 
EZ40 7/6 
EZ41 7/6 
EZ80 7/. 
EZ81 7/- 
FC2A 24/7 
FC4 IS,i- 
FCI3 26/6 
FCI3C 26/6 
FW4;500 

9/- 
FW4/800 

9/. 
GZ30 10/6 
GZ32 12/- 
GZ34 14/- 
H63 12/6 
HABC80 

13/6 
HL23 10/6 
HL23DD 

17/3 
HL4I 12/6 

r.....,:,,,. 

HL41DD 
19/3 

HL42DD 
19/3 

HN309 24/7 
HVR2 20/. 
HVR2A 6/. 
KF35 8/6 
KK32 21/II 
KL35 8/6 
KLL32 24/7 
KT2 5/- 
KT33C 10/- 
KT36 29/10 
KT4I 12/6 
KT44 15/- 
KT6I 12/6 
KT63 7/- 
KT66 IS/- 
KT8I 16/3 
KT88 22/6 
KTW6I 8/- 
KTW62 8/- 
KTW63 8/- 
KTZ41 8/- 
KTZ63 10/6 
L63 6/- 
MI-14(C) 7/- 
MHL4 7/6 
MHLD6 12/6 
ML4 12/6 
MUI4 9/. 
MX40 I5/- 
N37 19/I I 

N78 19/I I 

N108 19/I I 

N308 20/7 
N339 15/. 
P61 3/6 
PABC80 

13/11 
PCC84 8/- 
PCC85 9/6 
PCC8823/11 
PCC89 14/. 
PCF80 8/- 
PCF82 11/6 
PCL82 12/6 
PCL83 11/6 
PCL84 12/6 
PENA4 12/6 
PENB4 26/6 
PEN4DD 

26/6 
PEN25 19/II 
PEN36C 

10/6 
PEN4ODD 

25/- 
PEN44 26,16 
PEN45 19/6 
PEN45DD 

26/6 
PEN46 7/6 
PEN383 23/3 
PEN453DD 

33/2 
PEN/DD 
4020 33/2 

1..,n...,., 

PL33 19/3 
PL36 14/- 
PL38 26/6 
PL81 12/6 
PL82 8/- 
PL83 9/- 
PL84 12/8 
PL820 18/7 
PM2B 12/6 
PMI2 6/6 
PM12M 6/6 
PM24M 21/3 
PX4 10/6 
PX25 59/8 
PY31 16/7 

pYBO 
11/6 
76 

PY8I 9/- 
PY82 7/- 
pY83 9/6 
PZ30 19/I1 
QP2I 7/. 
QP25 15/- 
Q5150/15 

10/6 
R12 9/6 
R18 14I/- 
R19 19/11 
5130 IS/- 
SD6 12/- 
SP4(7) 15/- 
SP4I 3/6 
SP42 12,6 
SP61' 3 6 

SU25 26 6 

51)61 9 6 
T41 23 3 

TDD4 12/6 
TH4B 15/. 
TH4I 26/6 
TH233 33/2 
TH2321 20/- 
TP22 IS - 
TP25 19/6 
TP2620 33/2 
TY86F 13/3 
U12/14 12/. 
U16 12/. 
U18/20 9/ 
U22 8/- 
U24 29/10 
U25 17/I I 

U26 10/- 
U31 9/6 
U33 .26/6 
U35 26/6 
U37 26/6 
U43 9/6 

9/6 
U50 8/- 
U52 8/6 
U54 19/II 
U76 6/6 
U78 6/6 
U107 16/7 
U191 16/7 
U201 16/7 
U251 14/. 
U281 19/II 

ne....i a...;r... 

U282 22'7 
U301 23 3 

U329 14 - 
U339 16 7 

U403 16 7 
U404 8¡6 
U801 29/10 
U4020 16/7 
UABC80 9/- 
UAF42 9/6 
UB41 12/- 
UBC4I 8/6 
UBC8I 11/4 
UBF80 9/- 
UBF89 9/6 

UCC84 14/7 
UCC85 9/. 
UCF80 16/7 
UCH2I 23/3 
UCH42 9/6 
UCH81 9/6 
UCL82 I1/6 
UCL83 19/3 
UF41 9/. 
UF42 12/6 
UF80 10/6 
UF85 10/6 
UF86 17/11 
UF89 9'- 
UL4I 9 - 
UL44 26 6 
UL46 14 6 
ULB4 8 6 
UM4 17 3 

UM80 IS 3 

URIC 9 - 
UU6 19 I1 
UU7 I6 7 
UU8 26/6 
UU9 7/6 
UYIN 18/7 
UY21 16/6 
UY4I 7/6 
UY85 7/- 
VMS4B 23/3 
VP2(7) 12/6 
VP4(7) 15/. 
VP2B 14/6 
VP4B 23/3 
VP13C 7/- 
VP23 6/6 
VP41 M6 
VRI05 9/- 
VRI50 9/- 
VT6IA 5/- 
VT501 5/- 
W6IM 26/6 
W76 616 

W81M 6/- 
W 107 15/3 

WT19 18/7 
X24M 24/7 
X31 26/6 
X41 15/- 
X61(C) 12/6 
X6IM 26/6 
X63 10/- 
X65 12/6 

r...,,,, ....;nr 

X66 12 
X76M 14/. 
X78 21/3 
X79 2113 
X81 46/5 
X101 33/2 
X109 17/3 
XD(I.5) 6/6 
XFGI 18/- 
XFYI2 9/6 
XFY34 17/6 
XH(1.5) 6/6 
XSG(1.5) 

6/6 
Y63 7/6 

Z66 206 
Z77 5/6 

Transistors 
and diodes 

CGIC 7/6 
CG4E 7/6 
CG6E 7/6 
CGIOE 7/6 
CG12E 7/6 
GET103 1206 
GEX33 
GEX34 4/. 
GEX35 4/- 
GEX36 10/- 
GEX45il 6/6 
GEX55/I 

15 . 
GEX64 I1/6 
GEX66 13/- 
GTI3 12/ 
0A2 4 
0A5 4/. 
0A70 4/ 0A79 4/- 
0A81 41- 
OA210 4-- 
0A21 I 4;- 
OCI6 34/- 
0C28 40/- 
0C35 201- 
0C44 26 - 

OC45 23 - 

0065 22/6 
0066 25/- 
OC70 14/. 
0071 I4/- 
0072 17/- 
0073 20/- 
0075 20/. 
0077 20/- 
0078 17/- 
0078D 17/- 
0C200 54/- 
0C203 58/- 
XA101 23/- 
XA102 26/- 
XA103 IS/- 
XA104 18/- 
XB102 10/- 
(Red LF) 
White (HF) 

5/- each 
nf S_A.F. 

DRM -IB 15/4 RM -I 
DRM -2B 16/2 RM -2 
DRM -3B 23/3 RM -3 
LW7 21/- RM-4 
RM-0 7/I I RM -5 

7/6 8/6 WX3 3/6 14A100 27i. I4RA 1 -2 -8-2 17/6 I6RE 2 -1 -8 -I 
7/6 WX4 3/6 14A124 28'- I4RA I -2 -8 -3 21/. I8RA I -1 -8 -1 
9/6 WX6 3/6 14A163 38/- I4RA 2- 1 -16 -I 21/- I8RA I- I -16 -I 
14/. 14A86 17/6 148130 35/- I6RC I- I -16 -1 8/6 I8RA 1 -2-8 -I 
19/6 14A97 25/- 148261 11/6 I6RD 2 -2 -8 -1 2/- I8RD2 -2 -8 -1 

4/6 
6/6 
II /- 
IS /- 

VOLUME CONTROLS Standard Can ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS Wire -ended Tubular 
All with long spindle and 8 x 8 x 8 mfd., 400 v. 3/6 100 x 400 mfd., 275 v. 12/6 32 mfd., 350 v. 2/6 8 x 8 mfd., 450v, 3/- 
double -pole switch, 4/6 each, 32 x 32 mfd., 450 v. 5/9 100 mfd., 275 v. 2/6 8 mfd., 450 v. 1/9 16 x 16 mfd., 450v. 4/- 
10K, 25K, 50K, IOOK. 64 x 120 mfd., 350 v. 8/3 200 mfd., 275 v. 2/6 16 mfd., 450 v. 2/9 32 x 32 mfd., 350v. 41- 
1 mg. # mg. 1 meg. 2 meg. 60 x 250 mfd., 275 v. 9/6 100 x 200 mfd., 275 v. 9/6 32 mfd., 450 v. 319 8 x 16 mfd., 450v. 3/9 
TERMS OF BUSINESS: CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. POST'PACRLNG CHARGES Gd. PER ITEM. ORDERS OVER £3 
POST FREE. C.O.D. 216 EXTRA. SHOP HOURS 8.30 -5.30. SATS. 1 P.M. CATALOGUE OF HUNDREDS OF VALVES, TRAN- 
SISTORS, AND METAL RECTIFIERS, WITH FULL TERMS OF BUSINESS Gd. ANY PARCEL INSURED AGAINST DAMAGE 
IN TRANSIT FOR ONLY 6d. EXTRA. WE WILL QUOTE FOR ANY TYPE NOT LISTED. S.A.E. PLEASE. 
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BRAND NEW AM /FM (V.H.F.) CHASSIS AT £13.6.8. (P.& P. 10 -) 
Why buy a F.M. Tuner at the same price? 
Tapped input 220 -225 v. and 228 -250 v. A.C. ONLY. 
Chassis size 15 x 61 x 591n. high. New manufacture. 
Dial 149 x 41n. in gold and black. 
Pick -up. Extension Speaker, Ae., E.. and Dipole sockets. Five "piano" 
push buttons -OFF, L.W., MW., F.M. and Gram. Aligned and tested. 
With all valves & O.P. Transformer. Tone -control fitted. 
Covers 1,000 -1,900 M.; 200 -500 M.; 88-99 Mo /s. 
Valves E280 rect., ECH81, EF89, EABC80, EL84, ECC85. Speaker & Cabinet . 

to fit chassis. 47/8. 
10 x 6tn. ELLIPTICAL SPEAKER. 20 -. 
'PERMS:- (Chassis) 24.16.8 down -10'- carr. -and 6 Monthly Payments 
of 30'-, or with Cabinet & Speaker 33.9.2 down and 7 Monthly Payments 
of32 -. 

We are specialista in ITA Converters. Our converters give 
direct switching ITA to BBC, metal rectifier, co -axial plug. 
Can be fitted in 6-10 mine.. and need no alteration to your set. 
ALL AREAS. ALL SETS. ALL CHANNELS. 12 months' 
guarantee (3 months on valves). 

"READY TO USE" ITA 
CONVERTER 

Separate gain controls. Valves PCF80 
and PCC84. Switch positions ITA (1)- 
ITA (2) -BBC. Bakelite moulded cabinet 
61x4x61n.25.5.0. P. &P.3: -. 

3- VALVE AMPLIFIER (INCL. 
RECT.) Capable of giving 6 watts. 
Mains and output transformers. 
Valves ECC81. EL84 and Rect. 3 
Controls, volume, bass and treble. 
OnrOff switch. Fully guaranteed. 
Chassis size 64 x 3 x 2110.; with 7 x 
4in. elliptical speaker or 6110. 
round (Goodmans); state which. 

Only 67 - (P.&P.) 

STUPENDOUS OFFER! 
13- CHANNEL 'rUNER 

I.F. 34 -38 Mc/s complete with valves PCF80 
and PCC84. Removed from chassis but In 
working order. 

15i- (2 /6 
ess 

P. 
vaalves 

c P.) nobs 2 8 extra. Some tuners 
l 7'8. 

K 

1 I TABLE TOP AERIAL 
An ITA table top aerial with amazing 
performance. The Wolsey Hi -Q at 19'6 

miles, 
Gives 

, and has t reception 
oss -over unit In b se a 

with socket for BBC aerial. 
Sanie model but very slightly tarnished 
for ONLY 12/8 (2:8 post). 

PERSPEX UNSCRATCHED, (Post 9r- each or 6 poet free.) 
129 x 91 x 9 in. clear, 4/8; 141 x 11 x fn. clear. 5r -; 15 x 12 x i in. 
tinted, 11, -; (Also 15 x 1210. slightly scratched -at 8/-). 

1 O'l'OHATIC RECORD 
1i \\GERS, COLLARO 

(()NW EST with manual Play 
also. Turnover crystal pick -up. 
4 -speBd, A.C. mains 200 -250 v., 
see illus. 

£7.10.0 
B.S.R. 4 -speed U.A.8, auto- 
changer 88.15.0 (5.- carriage). 

For the last 311 ITA Con- 
verters et this type (Brand 
New and Fully Guaranteed) 
we will accept the "Below 
Cost" figure of ONLY 60 -. 
(3,- P. & P.) Reduced film, 
24.7.4. 
Two valves ECCOI -grey 
hammer finish- Switch posi- 
tions OFF, ITA. BBC, 
Own Power supply. BUY 
IT NOW. 

T II E BRA Y II E A D TURRET TUNER. 
27.7.0 post free. Complete 
with booklet and fitting 
instructions. State set 
and model Nb. when 
ordering. 
Converts your 5- channel 
BBC only set to receive 
ITA as well. 

y.,.^..' 

607- r.a- P. & P.i 

ITA AERIALS clipping to existing mast 1 -21n. dia. 3- element 

Comb Combined angle BBC 
50,'-; 

d 5-el. 
Loft mounting, 75 w1 hechimney- lashings 

Co -axial cable semi -air- spaced, 7d. yd. or 20 yds.. 11 -. Aerla 
prices cari'. paid. Postage on cable Ii -. 
511 SILVERED 111('.A AND CERAMIC CONDENSERS, loi -. 

50 RESISTORS, 5' , ALL NEW. 
NEW WAXED TUBULARS, 350 v. or above. 3 of each. 0.001. 
0.002, 0.005. 0.01, 0.02, 0.05. 0.1 tnF. Total 21 for 4 8. post paid. 

NEW ITA AND BBC TUNER. 
By well -known manufacturer for 
superhet TVa with 35-38 Mc: s LF'. 
For all areas; covers all 13 channels. 
Switch gives BBC and two ITA 
selections. Suits C.E.C, is BT4543. 
4544. 5148, 5147. 5543, 5642 and 8841 

without alteration. Easily adapted as aerial converter, and 
instructions can be provided free. Has I'TA and BBC co -axial 
sockets and separate gain controls. 
WITH VALVES PCF60 and PCC84, 84rß (P. & P. 3: -, 
Some without valves at uni, 12.8 ( & P. 3; -). 

GRAMOPHO. \l. 
AMPLIFIER with 5 in. 
SPEAKER. On Fabric - 
covered Baffle 129 x 5n. 
Mains and Output Trans- 
formers. Metal Rectifier. 
ECL82 Valve. Tone and 

Volume Controls. On /Off switch. Plenty of Volume. Fully 
Guaranteed. Two Knobs supplied. Ready to play. L'cefnl for 
Stereo. 

ONLY 57/ -, post 3/- 

GLADSTONE RADIO 
3 CHURCH ROAD, BRISTOL 5 

and 247 NEW ROAD, PORTSMOUTH 

LISTEN 
WITHOUT INTERFERENCE 

Fully built V.A.F. /F.M. set. Wired, 
aligned and tested. 8 Mallard valves; 
with mains transformer, 88-98 Mcis, 
ONLY 28.8.0 (4/- care.). Cheap room 
dipole 102-. 300 ohm twin feeder, 
8d. yd. All with 12 Months guarantee. 

Delivery by return. C.O.D. 2i- extra. Terms: Cash with order 
or oue -third down and balance plus 7/8 (up to £7.10.0) In four 
equal monthly payments. Balance over £7.10.0 add li- in £1 and 
pay in not more than 8 monthly payments. See special terms for 
A.M. -F.M. chassis. All new goods unless stated. Send 6d. for 
18 -page catalogue. 

POSTED ORDERS TO CAMBERLEY PLEASE 
58A HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY', SURREY. Tel.2273I 
(Camberley closed Bats; Bristol and Portsmouth closed Weds.). 
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The Editor will be pleased to consider 
articles of a practical nature suitable 
for publication ip "Practical Television ". 
Such articles should be written on one 
side of the paper only, and should con- 
tain the name and address of the sender. 
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself 
responsible for the manuscripts, every effort 
will be made to return them if a stamped 
and addressed envelope is enclosed. All 
correspondence intended for the Editor 
should be addressed to: The Editor, 
"Practical Television," George Newnes, 
Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street, 
London. W.C.2. 

Owing to the rapid progress in the 
design of radio and television apparatus 
and to our efforts to keep our readers 
in touch withsthe latest developments, 
we give no warranty that appartus 
described in our columns is not the sub- 
ject of letters patent. 

Copyright in all drawings, photo- 
graphs and articles published in 
"Practical Television" Is specifically 
reserved throughout the countries 
signatory to the Berne Convention and 
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations 
of any of these are therefore expressly 
forbidden. 

13 

Useless Gadgets 
THERE have been many outcries in the past about the rapidly 

increasing number of television aerials to be seen upon almost 
every rooftop. With the opening of each television trans- 

mitter, skylines all over the country have become more and more 
ugly, and, while many bodies -local councils, associations of 
architects and the like -have been conscious of this addition to 
Subtopia, their arguments against it have met with little or no 
result. With the possibility of further alternative television pro- 
grammes making their appearance, it is obviously desirable to 
seek some method of reducing the numbers, or at least the size, of 
aerial arrays. There are both aesthetic and practical grounds; 
large multiple aerials are not an attractive sight and, after all, 
most chimneys have not been built to withstand the considerable 
strain of supporting a large mass. 

In recent years the sensitivity of standard, as opposed to fringe 
area, models has been considerably increased. This has been 
achieved by the development of new circuits and particularly new 
valves -the frame grid double triode for R.F. stages is an in- 
stance. The increased sensitivity has enabled simpler aerials to be 
employed which are less obtrusive than multiple element arrays. 
In fact, near the transmitter, it is now common for receivers to 
operate from a simple, two -rod aerial placed on top of the set. 

So far as the general public is concerned, the technical prob- 
lems involved in television, and wireless, are unknown and 
therefore the opinions of experts arid, to a large extent, of 
advertisements, are the only sources of information. A situation 
has now arisen similar to that which developed early in the 
history of radio; readers may remember devices which were sold 
to eliminate the use of aerials. These consisted of a 1 or 2N.F 
condenser in an attractive tin box to be included between the 
earth lead and the aerial socket. These devices were sold by the 
hundred at a very high profit and can still be found on sale in 
certain market squares. The equivalent device in television, 
which is now on sale, is claimed to eliminate the use of conven- 
tional aerials and enables the TV set to be moved from roopt to 
room as a "portable" receiver. One device consists of approxi- 
mately 4ft of 14/36 PVC -covered wire to one end of which is 
fastened a coaxial plug while the other end is terminated in, a 
small plastic container. Of course, in areas of high signal 
strength, a picture can be obtained with this as with any other 
short length of wire, but good reception will rarely be obtained - 
ghosting and fluctuation with movement in the room are only 
two of the faults. 

Those who have some knowledge of television and radio are 
naturally aware that any device of this kind can only benefit its 
makers (financially). It is essential to use properly designed 
aerials and the layman should be protected from the marketing 
of virtually useless gadgets. 

Our next issue, dated Juiy, will be published on Jume 22nd 
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Simple Valve 
Voltmeter 

COMPLETE DETAILS OF THIS USEFUL 

INSTRUMENT 

By R. C. Marshall 

THE device to be des- 
cribed measures, in 
conjunction with a ImA 

meter and suitable power sup- 
plies, A.C. signals between 
10c /s and 60kc /s, of ampli- 
tudes between 0.1 and 10V. It 
has an input impedance of 
0.5M, so that it does not 
appreciably load the circuit 
under test. 

It can be used for checking 
test equipment, audio and 
supersonic voltages, measur- 
ing gain, feedback factor and 
output power. 

The voltmeter consists of an 
input attenuator, acting as a 
range switch, followed h ,t 

two -stage resistance-capas : 

coupled amplifier which drives 
a 1mA meter via a full -wave 
bridge rectifier. A total of 

All smell fixing 
holes No 33 d d/ 

I S` 

4 O(e 

A 

at 

2 

/4 

/ 

o 

Bend along 
dotted lines 

tz 

Fig. 2.- Chassis bending and drilling details. 

swz 
4,56 %__w /low 

Heaters 67v 
AC 

9 brown 

Fig. I.- Circuit of the valve voltmeter. 

30dB feedack is provided by unbypassed cathode 
resistors in both stages, and by overall current 
feedback from the output to the first valve cathode. 
This gives a feedback voltage proportional to the 
output current, eliminating much of the non - 
linearity associated with meter rectifiers. The 
amount of this feedback, and consequently the 
gain of the amplifier is adjusted by the wirewound 
potentiometer RV1. C2 and R7 reduce the feed- 
back at high frequencies to compensate for the fall 
in amplifier gain due to stray capacitances. 

The minimum frequency is governed by the 
values of C3 and C4, and is about 10c /s. 

The second stage feeds into a very low load 
impedance. and to give high gain without distortion 
a high -slope low -impedance valve is desirable. 
Consequently a I2AT7 double triode is used. 

The attenuator consists of high -stability resistors 
with a total resistance of nearly 0SM. This is a 
somewhat low value for a valve voltmeter, but it 
is the best that can be achieved without the use 
of a cathode follower. Even with the values speci- 
fied, on the 1V range where the resistance feeding 
the first stage is highest, stray capacitances cause 
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brown 
63V.AC 

yellow 

Fig. 3. -A mains power supply unit. 

the meter to read 5 per cent low at 25kc /s. On 
other ranges the maximum frequency is 60kc /s. 

The external power supplies required are 220 
to 320V D.C. at 3 to 5mA, and 6.3V A.C. at 0.3A. 
If it as desired to make the instrument self -con- 
tained, a larger chassis may be used to provide 
space for the power pack and 1mA meter beside 
the unit described in detail. A suitable supply 
unit is shown in Fig. 3. 

It is recommended that the layout shown in the 
diagrams be used. or modification to the values 
of R7 and C2 may be required. Chassis details 
are given in Fig. 2. 

Wiring 
First wire up the attenuator as a separate uni 

and then assemble the chassis and all those com 
ponents which are.bolted to it. Next wire up the 
power cable and on/off switch SW2. and connec 

COMPONENTS LIST. 
Capacitors: 

C1- 0.51'F paper 350VW. 
C2- 0001µF paper 350VW. 
C3- 0.005, F paper 350VW. 
C4 -2,,F paper 350VW. 

Resistors: 
R1 to R6 are attenuator resistors and oust 
be of high stability. The table on the nest 
page lists these and at the sane time shows 
the voltage readings which these values is ill 

give. 
R7 -3.9k. 

149 -100k. 
R10 -1M. 
R11-680!1. 
R12 -68k 1W. 
All 2W except R12 and all of 10 per cent 
tolerance. 

Miscellaneous: 
MR1 InmA meter rectifier. 
VI 12AT7. 
SW l -pole 6 -way wafer switch. 
SW2 DPS1 toggle switch. 
RVl 500(-2 wirewound potentiometer. 
Closed -circuit jack socket. 
Coaxial socket. 
ß9A valveholder. 
Aluminium 118s.a.g.) nuts, bolts, solder. 
tags, tag strips, grommets, wire, sleeving. 
knob. 

Points marked MC.' Output 
are 'earthing' tags Jack 

Fig. 4.- Underchassis wiring scheme. 

the attenuator to pin 2 of the valve. Lastly, the 
remaining connections should be made and the 
wire -ended components fixed. The meter should 
be connected by the wires supplied. as soldering 
directly to its tags will cause damage. Note that 
neither side of the meter is earthed; make sure 
that the jack used does not introduce such an 
earth. 

I 
Cl 

I 

m+uWItIIN01arIIIPaAMitlnitl 

I 

111' o tyJ)1 

C4 
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R2 4 
Input ,! 71 I i 

l p 
; o % 

O 
® 

l 

; . r! Sw/ 

d 
.® s it 

Connection 
to 

R 
IiI; Si 

chassi 

vTu 

tayy 
a/velo/der 

\` 
PV/ 

Sensitivity 

!S 
® 

To tag 6 
Oh 

2 on vdveh\ 

6\ 
® e 0) 

To rt. 
on 

MR/ 

e 

* Power Leeds 

I its. S. -Above chassis and panel wiring details. 
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4' 
Material:. 
/8 fiWG. 11 

Aluminium T /"1 ITr Fi--/- 

June, 1960 

I" 

Fig. 6. -Case bending and drilling details. 

Underchassis wiring. 

Calibration 
The meter should be calibrated initially against a standard, which may be any accurate A.C. meter. 
This may conveniently be done at 50c /s. The com- 
parison should be made on as many ranges as pos- 
sible, to check the attenuator. The meter sensi- 
tivity is adjusted by RVI. As a check on 
open -loop gain, turn RV1 to the position of 
maximum sensitivity and check that the meter is 
7 to 10 times as sensitive as it was when correctly 
adjusted. 

When correctly adjusted the meter reading is unlikely to be in error by more than +1 per cent or -4 per cent over any of the operating ranges 
specified above. Changing . valves may introduce 
up to 2 per cent variation, so recalibration is desirable but not essential. 

When the meter is used with speech or music 

ATTENUATOR RESISTORS 

(All ;W high -stability) 

R1-700k i.e. 200k + 500k. 
R2 -200k. 
R3-70k i.e. 20k +50k. 
R4 -20k. 
R5-7k i.e. 2k +5k. 
R6-3k i.e. 2k +lk. 

With these resistors, ranges are: 
1 -300m V. 
2-1V. 
3 -3V. 
4-10V. 
5-30V. 
6-100V. 

signals, it must be remembered that whilst calibration is in terms of r.m.s. voltage this is only true for sinusoidal inputs, as the meter actually measures average voltage. 

JOIN THE PRACTICAL GROUP 
PRACTICAL WIRELESS 

Every Month 
PRACTICAL MECHANICS 

Every Month 
PRACTICAL MOTORIST 

Every Month 
PRACTICAL HOUSEHOLDER 

Every Month 
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'`' Servicing 
Television 
Receivers .... 

453 

No. 56-THE H.M.V. 1824 SERIES 

THIS series of models include the 1825, 1826. 
1827 and 1829 which are all single band, five 
channel A.C. /D.C. receivers, the 1824 and 

1825 being 14in. with an emiscope 4/14 tube, the 
others being 17ín. with an emiscope 4/15. Most 
of these will have been fitted with a dual band 
tuner unit but notes will be included on fitting 
such a unit for the benefit of those who have the 
receiver as originally supplied and who are think- 
ing of adding dual band facilities. The chassis 
layout diagrams show the position of most com- 
ponents and it is pointed out that CK7 (choke) 
is only fitted on console models with, P.M. 

By L. Lawry -Johns 

speakers. The table models' use an energised 
speaker, the field winding of which functions as a 
smoothing choke. Several modifications were made 
from time to time and the circuits shown will not 
apply in every detail to all models. 

Later Versions 
Dual band models were produced with an 

incremental inductance tuner. some with some 
without AGC. These dual band models were 
suffixed " A ". Thus the 1824A is the dual band 
version of the 1824. 

p73' 
p72 

P71- 

P70 

Fig. 1. -View of the timebase chassis. 
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Tube Troubles 
Most of these models have by now had a new 

tube fitted or are badly in need of a new tube. 
When advancing the brilliance or contrast fails 

to produce a brighter picture merely causing a grey 
picture to become greyer with the light areas 
appearing to have a silvery effect, it can be 
assumed that the tube is nearing the end of its 
useful life. A temporary relief can be obtained by 
increasing the heater current passing through the 
tube and this can be done in two ways. The first 
is to apply a higher voltage to the heater from a 
separate transformer, removing the existing heater 
leads from pins 5 and 7. The second is to add an 
extra path for current to flow through the heater, 
in addition to the normal 0.3A of the heater chain. 
This is done by connecting a resistor of about 5 
or 6k (10W) from a mains point to pin 7. This 
method is particularly useful when the receiver is 
operated on D.C. mains where a transformer 
cannot be used. 

Heater Voltages 
Where a transformer is used, the existing 

voltage dropped across pins 5 and 7 should 
be measured as the type of the tube fitted 
has had its voltage rating altered over recent 
years. Most of the original tubes were rated at 
13 volts but later tubes were produced with 10 
then 8.5V heaters. Thus, if the voltage across pins 
S and 7 is 13, a transformer of this rating with a 

r0 
C3' 

boost tapping of say 20 per cent may be used. If the voltage is lower, the transformer can be used but without the boost tapping. 
When the original heater leads are removed, they should be connected together to preserve the con- tinuity of the heater chain and the mains adjust- ment raised say from 4 to 5 to compensate for the 

absence of the tube heater. 
When a resistor is used to boost the heater current, one end should connect to terminal 1 or 

3 on the mains panel, the other to the tube base 
pin 7 leaving the original wiring intact. 
Fitting a New Tube 

There comes a time however when these 
methods fail to coax even a small increase of 
emission from the tube cathode and it then 
becomes necessary to replace the tube. Most tube 
rebuilders do not undertake to regun Emiscope 
tubes but there are some who do and one at least 
advertises regularly in Pa,&cricAL TELEVISION. 
Sometimes it is necessary to change the base 
socket to B12A (duodecal) but this need cause no 
alarm. Reference to the timebase diagram will 
show the tube base connections as, heater 5 and 7, 
cathode 6, grid 3 and first anode 2. The resistors 
R76 and R77 should be removed altogether. The 
duodecal base has base connections: heater I and 
12, cathode 11 grid 2 and first anode 10. 
Electrostatically Focused Tube 

Sometimes it is desired to fit a different type of 
tube and in the case of the 14in. models and where 

Figs. 2 (a) and (b).- Circuit of the line and frame timebases (several 
modifications were introduced in later models, particularly in the line 

output and frame linearity circuits). 
A 
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it is necessary not only to alter the wiring as above 
but also to add an ion trap magnet, difficulty is 
experienced in correctly placing this owing to the 
new tube having a shorter neck. The beam shift 
ring can be dispensed with but even so difficulty 
is experienced. To avoid this, it is quite in order 
to remove the actual focus magnet completely and 
use an electrostatically focused tube such as the 
Mullard AW36 -21. With the focus magnet out of 
the way, the beam shift ring can be pushed for- 
ward and the ion trap magnet properly positioned. 
The focus electrode (pin 6) can be supplied from 
pin 10, 11 or 12. whichever gives the best focus or 
if the resistors R76 -77 are left fitted, the junction 
of these provides an intermediate tap.for optimum 
focus. 1f the beam shift sing cannot be used to 
centre the picture properly, a shift magnet (clamp) 
can be obtained and fitted immediately to the rear 
of the scanning coils. 

Dismantling 
Remove the volume and brightness knobs. These 

are secured by P.K. screws. Remove the two 
screws securing the chassis to the cabinet at the 
rear. Remove the CRT base socket and the 
beam shift ring. Slacken the four knurled screws 
securing the focus and scan assembly and free it. 
Withdraw the unit from the tube neck. Free the 
CRT anode lead and the cabinet wiring (which 
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connects to the chassis) and remove the chassis 
completely. Remove the loudspeaker, on table 
models, and lay the cabinet face downwards. 
Remove the four screws securing the neck clamps 
to the cabinet. Lift out the CRT and mask. 
Observe the positions of the corner pieces as these 
are not all the same. 

Common Faults 
When the picture lacks both width and height it 

is usually necessary to replace the 14A86 metal 
rectifier marked W4 on the chassis layout. Com- 
pression at the bottom of the picture normally 
denotes a failing LN l52 (ECL80) (V15 on the 
chassis layout) but this symptom is aggravated by 

heat in the cabinet and also if the 14A86 is 
beginning to fail. 

Lack of width should direct attention to V12 
N152 (PL81), to R56 (4.7k0 to pin 8) and to the 
setting of TCI. When a new line output valve 
(V12) is fitted, this control (TCI line drive) should 
be adjusted to suit the valve. To adjust. turn the 

control fully anti -clockwise (minimum capacity). 
On an otherwise normal picture. remove the aerial 
plug and observe the white line or kink down the 

centre of the screen. Screw in the control until - 

this white line just disappears. Do not screw in 

beyond this point as damage may result. 
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I I R48 Vt0 

{ C49 } 
R50 

R49f-1 C48 

Fig. 3.- Underside ciew of the timebase and power unit. 

Striations 
If rulings are apparent on the left side of the 

picture, adjust TC2 to eliminate them. If the 
striations are very noticeable and extend to the 
centre, check R74 (3.3k across L22) and then R59 
(4.7k across width). R74 is on the scanning coils 
panel. 

No Picture 
If there is no illumination on the screen when 

the brilliance is advanced, check for EHT at the 

U151 and listen for the timebase whistle which 
denotes that V12 and V13 are working. If the 
whistle is obvious and a spark is available at the 
single wire end of the U151 (V14) but this valve 
does not light up, it can be assumed that it is at 
fault and a replacement (U151 -EY51) is necessary. 
If there is little or no spark at the U151 attention 
should be directed to the N152 and associated 
components. In some cases it will be found that 
the line output transformer is at fault or perhaps 

(Continued on page 459) 
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ADD -ON 
COLOUR 

OLD -ESTABLISHED 
PRINCIPLES REVIEWED 

. By A. O. Hopkins 

THE Editorial of the 
February issue under the 

title Colour Vision, described 
Dr. Land's experiments with 
coloured light; and also voiced 
the need to simplify present 
colour systems, perhaps by 
similar methods. 

Although appearing revolutionary to the general 
public, Dr. Land's colour demonstrations owe 
their effects to two long -established chromatic 
optical principles. The first is that white light can 
be seen when blue, green and red lights of suitable 
relative intensity are superposed. The second 
principle is that of complementary colour, which is 
always present as a "trick" of the retina, but which 
can be seen clearly if presentation and relative 
intensity are favourable. 

O 
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Red Positive Cyan Positive 

Fig. 1. -The two colour -wheel " positives". 

Old Principles 
The first of these principles even allows two 

colours, preferably orange -red and blue -green 
(cyan), to combine to show white light. The second 
principle ties in with this because this red and cyan 
are complementary colours. Thus when Dr. Land 
makes a red image by using a filter -screen (red) 
which excludes blue and green light, he correctly 
uses a cyan filter for the complementary image. 
Superposed in their true colours the two images 
would form a perfect picture. To project the non - 
red image upon the red one, instead of cyan light 
he uses white, which is cyan plus red. Whatever 
the intention, he adds red to all the non -red parts 
of the picture. Complementary contrast resists 
this .maltreatment in some small areas, but loses 
the fight in larger, possibly more important, areas. 
The result is an inferior picture caused. not by 
simplifying the process, but actually by adding an 
unwanted colour. I cannot think of any pictorial 
process which would benefit by such bizarre 
treatment. 

The trick fails completely if complementary 
colour is absent, a frequent condition in natural 
scenery. For example, a common scene has green 
fields and foliage, blue -green hills and sea, and 
blue sky. This makes an excellent cyan positive. 
with almost invisible red -filtered image. Try white 
light instead of cyan and all trace of colour 
disappears. This is an important limitation which 
obviously robs the idea of any practical value. 

Too Much White Light 
We can, at least, say with certainty that Dr. 

Land's optical novelty will not help television, 
because it cannot convert our present picture- 

which is " black and white " (and therefore " black 
and blue + green + red ") -to a two -colour 
system. We do not want more white light added; 
we want some of this tri- coloured light taken away 
from our " monochrome " screens. 

Dr. Land has rediscovered a colour phenomenon 
which I tested in 1937, using apparatus which cost 
only a few shillings. Two domestic tungsten lamps 
and two cheap condenser lenses were housed in an 
empty (suitably cut) tea box. Two simple 
" reading " glasses completed my double projector. 

I planned a " colour wheel " which would show 
in contrast large and small areas of the two 
colours red and cyan, and which would also show 
them combined to form white and two other col- 
ours. To serve as my "positives" I cut two identical 
masks in thin black card, as shown in Fig. 1. I 
punched out a few pieces of both, and fixed 
tracing -paper over the smaller sector in each, 
punching one hole in each as shown. I mounted 
the masks on ground -glass, and stuck black 
punched -out pieces on glass and tracing -paper as 
shown. 

Colour Wheel Chart 
The diagram (Fig. 2) shows how I arranged my 

projector, with the two masks set relatively at 
120deg. (by reversing one). A red filter covers one 
lens; two filters, blue and green, cover the other. 
Superposed on a screen the two images formed a 
colour wheel of six equal sectors, with red and 
cyan sharing the colour combinations equally as 
in Fig. 3. I show the colour wheel inverted to 
make comparison with the two "positives" easy. 
Red has one whole sector and so has cyan; the two 
colours combine in a white sector, and are both 
obscured in a black one. Two sectors show orange 
and yellow -green respectively. Within each sector 
small areas of colour appear: five red, five cyan, 
and two white. This simple chart gives four 
distinct colours with contrasts demonstrated in 
each by large and small areas. Intermediate 
effects were easily deduced from this, and the same 
method later gave a colour wheel of ten sectors, 
showing a closely graduated spectral range, with 
small spots contrasting in each sector. I found 
that cyan looks more blue when contrasted with 
yellow or yellow green, and that red varies its hue 
widely in contrast with colours from orange to 
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cyan. This proved that the two basic colours could 
give a continuous range of colours extending from 
red almost to pure blue. This fact has, of course, 
been effectively applied in economical colour film 
processes and in other pictorial media. 

White Instead of Cyan 
The six- sector colour wheel having shown the, 

anticipated effects, I decided to experiment by 
reducing the relative filter densities with a view to 
increasing brightness. This meant letting white 
light replace the cyan. First retaining the 
red filter, I tried several lighter blue and 
green filters, at last applying just enough cyan 
to correct the tungsten light (now called Illumin- 
ant A for colorimetry) to approximate white 
(now Illuminant C). As I expected, although white 
light was replacing the cyan, that same colour, as 
complementary to the red parts, still persisted 
although at decreasing strength. 

White Instead of Red 
I then reversed the experiment, retaining a 

strong cyan filter, and weakening the other filter by 
stages from red, through orange and yellow to 
clear lamp -light. Again the complementary colour, 
reddish this time, persisted with decreasing 
strength. I claim no special credit, believing that 
others will have noticed these colour tricks during 
optical experiments, and have also considered 
them of secondary value. 

My experiment demonstrated that colour is far 
less stable than generally believed by many who, 
relying upon orthodox three -colour practice, make 
no allowance for " tricks of the retina ". Having 
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of the film, the worse the effect. The camera 
result is true -yet false! An artist must be artful. 
knowing that " black and white " pictures are 
completely unnatural, yet very effective when 
made to satisfy the eye by their only possible 
effect: contrast, the separation of light and dark. 

With this illustrator's technique in mind, I 

reasoned that a linked system of monochrome and 
colour television would present no problem. 
technically or artistically, provided that a suitable 
monochrome picture were transmitted for display 
as " black and white ", and also to serve as the 
foundation image in colour receivers. The latter 
should receive an additional signal conveying the 
colour omitted from the monochrome picture, and 
would combine the two images in full colour. 

Poor Contrast 
Television pictures before the war tended to be 

rather " flat ", badly needing some method of 
adding contrast such as an illustrator would 
employ. Some films televised would have cloud 
effects enhanced by photographic filter, but " live " 
television pictures received no such improvement. 
Technicians only called for stronger light, more 
sensitive photo -electric mosaics, and brighter C.R. 
screen phosphors. Contrast could then be improved 
electronically, they hoped. My idea, a much 
simpler one, was to filter the whole televised image 
through a light cyan filter. This would insert 
contrast where most needed, darkening the 
" warm " colours while leaving all other colours 
unchanged yet more effective in the general mono- 
chrome distribution of light and shade. Such a 
picture would be acceptable and even advantageous 
for monochrome reception. 

A " red filter " image would be 
simultaneously televised for 
reception by colour receivers, in 
which it would be added to 
the complementary image also. 
received and reproduced in full 
cyan. 

Fig. 2. -The projection system, 
trained in youth as an illustrator. I knew the 
importance of contrast in colour and monochrome. 
An artist learns that every colour must be trans- 
lated to a chosen shade of grey to obtain 
acceptable " black and white " pictures of any 
kind. I knew also that red parts of a subject to be 
reproduced in line or half -tone, for example lips, 
"ruddy " or tanned faces and skin, and red objects 
generally, appear best as a darker grey than green 
or blue parts of similar brightness with which they 
must contrast. 

Black and White Technique 
Photographers know the annoyance of weak 

grey or white effects when the perfectly lit subject 
showed bright colour patterns, the attractive con- 
trast being lost because the colours were of similar 
light value. The better the panchromatic quality 

Add -on Colour 
Having experimented with tele- 

vision from early pioneer days. I 

was able to test the idea by 
scanning portions of coloured 
lantern -slides by v a r i ou s 
" mechanical " methods, and by 
using a mercury- vapour discharge 

tube as lamp for the cyan- monochrome monitor 
picture on closed circuit. Comparison showed the 
cyan filter to increase the contrast without causing 
any parts such as faces, clothes and scenery to 
appear unnatural. I split the image to obtain the 
complementary pair by the method now used in 
some stereoscopic films; two mirrors set mutually 
at 270deg. My red image was provided by a neon 
discharge -lamp, and I superposed this on 
the cyan image to complete the coloured 
picture. 

Since the war I have scanned slides by C.R. tube 
on closed circuit, testing the density of cyan filter 
possible which improves contrast while retaining 
natural light and shade distribution on a modern 
monochrome screen. I have found that a cyan 
screen deep enough to use as complementary to a 
strong red is perfectly satisfactory. 
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This add -on idea would be easy to apply to 
current monochrome transmissions in this country, 
allowing our present transmitters and our ten 
million receivers to continue undisturbed, with 
some pictorial features and settings even improved. 
Development of suitable colour receivers would 
call for no new inventions or techniques. Projection 
receivers would again be in demand, for it is 
obvious that two small tubes, with suitable colour 
filters or phosphor, would be ideal for presenting 

White 

Black 

Fig. 3. -Six sector colour wheel. 

the two superposed images as a picture in colour, 
especially for public viewing on large screens. 
Other methods would include scanning two images 
on one tube face, and combining them by a choice 
of several optical arrangements. 

Highlights 
Every artist who uses colour knows that a 

" highlight ", a small area of light reflection upon 
a larger area of one colour, is not an intensifying 
of that same colour. For example, the "'shine" on 
a red billiard -ball is not red -it is just bright. My 
experiments showed me this, proving that the 
maximum frequencies of the cyan -monochrome 
signal would not be required for the red signal. 
This old principle of highlights, understood and 
practised for centuries by painters, has also been 
"rediscovered" in the U.S.A. since the war. It is 
incorporated in the colour system developed in 
N.T.S.C. laboratories. 

Were three primary colours to be insisted upon 
for my simplified system, the green signal would 
serve satisfactorily for both monochrome and 
foundation images, utilizing the widest band of 
video -frequencies; the two add -on images, in blue 
and red, would each need much less bandwidth. 

Clever Electronics 
The determined search for "color" in the U.S.A., 

first by rotating filter and later by covering the 
screen with lines or dots of phosphor, pooling all 
inventive and financial sources, has left Britain 
waiting hopefully for several years. The pioneer- 
ing spirit in this field, first opened up by Baird 
and others, the originators of ` Do it yourself ", 
seems dormant. Despite this, there is, I believe, a 
growing feeling that colour television based on 
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N.T.S.C. standards and technique is too compli- 
cated and fault -prone for general use, and too 
expensive for general enjoyment. Despite all the 
effort and prodigal expenditure, no new optical 
or colour principle has been discovered in the 
U.S.A. Clever electronics are no substitute for a 
practical and economical solution. 

Some additional circuitry was expected, but the 
N.T.S.C. system has trebled most of it. How many 
times have the fault and adjustment factors 
increased? Many monochrome receivers run for 
long periods of daily use without fault or even 
adjustment. What "color" receiver has run even 
one day without twiddling one or more of the 
many extra controls? The complications have also 
trebled the price, disadvantages reflected in slow 
sales in the U.S.A.. which would be even slower 
here. 

New Principles 
My add -on idea does, at least, break fresn 

ground while retaining simplicity. Many keen 
experimenters have never tried mixing coloured 
lights, misled into thinking it must be a difficult 
subject. I hope some readers will try my easy 
experiment, and that some may hit on even simpler 
ideas, remembering that to add colour, colour 
must be extracted from our already too -white 
screens. 

Only simple chromatic principles can bring an 
inexpensive foolproof system to our millions of 
viewers, accustomed to years of trouble-free 
monochrome television. 

SERVICING TV RECEIVERS 
(Continued from page 456) 

C55 (0.001µF) the EHT smoothing capacitor is 
shorted. In the case of this latter component being 
suspected it may be disconnected at one end to 
prove the. point. 

Frame Hold 
If the control VR7 is at one end of its travel it 

is reasonable to suspect R63 (1.5M) of changing 
value. If the height control seems to act as an 
additional vertical hold, even slight adjustment 
necessitating resetting of the hold, check C56 
(1µF). Where the hold control is at its optimum 
setting, but the picture will not lock securely, 
check W3, the interlace rectifier. A faulty rectifier 
often causes a jittery picture but C49 and VIS 
could also be at fault in this case. 

Poor Linearity 
As previously stated, when the picture is cramped 

at the bottom V15 is often responsible and should 
be checked first. The bias resistor R65 should also 
be checked and the resistors and capacitors assoc- 
iated with the pentode section generally. When 
the lower section of the picture expands 
enormously with severe cramping at the top, check 
R67 -TC3. A faulty component in this circuit 
could cause a serious rise in voltage at pin 6, 
leading to sparking across the base pins. 

(To be continued) 
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Television Receiving Licences 
THE following statement shows 

the approximate number of 
Television Receiving Licences in 
force at the end of March 1960, 
in respect of television receiving 
stations situated within the 
various Postal Regions of 
England, Wales, Scotland and 
Northern Ireland. 

Reston 
London Postal 
Home Counties 
Midland 
North Eastern 
North Western .. South Western 
Wales and Border Counties 
Total England and Wales 
Scotland 
Northern Ireland .. .. 

Grand Total ., 

Total 
1,810,384 
1,411,351 
1,580,589 
1,707,121 
1,401,442 

877.890 
829,105 

9,423.882 
903.111 
142.780 

10.489.753 

Australian TV Station 
A NEW Australian television 

station was officially opened 
by the Australian Postmaster - 
General, Mr. C. W. Davidson, at 
Adelaide recently. Situated at 
Mount Lofty, at a height of 
1.I30ft above sea level, and 
about 13 miles east of Adelaide, 
the station was equipped by 
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph 
Co. Ltd.. of Chelmsford, Essex. 
The order, placed by the Austral- 
ian government with Amalga- 
mated Wireless. (Australasia) 
Ltd.. was part of a larger order 
for the supply and installation 
of transmitting stations and 
studio equipment worth approxi- 
mately £400,000. The equipment 
supplied for the national trans- 
mitting station at A d e l a i d e 
included two 10kW television 
transmitters with associated 2kW 
FM sound transmitters, combin- 
ing equipment and eight -stack 
high gain aerial, a control desk. 
programme input equipment 
(vision and sound), transmitter 
studio link and extensive monitor- 
ing facilities and spares. The 
outputs of one vision and one 
sound transmitter are combined 

to feed four stacks of the aerial 
array, while a similar procedure 
with the second set of trans- 
mitters feeds the remaining four 
stacks. The two vision trans- 
mitters are thus effectively in 
parallel, as also are their sound 
counterparts. The total E.R.P. 
(vision) is approximately 100kW, 

ITA for Channel Islands 
THE ITA has decided that, if 

the Television Act is exten- 
ded to the Channel Islands, it 
will offer the programme con- 
tract for the Islands to a group 
known as Channel Islands Com- 
munications (Television) Ltd., 
which has been formed under the 
chairmanship of Senator George' 

Troy of Jersey. Subject to 
certain technical problems being 
overcome, the Authority hopes 
to be able to build a station in 
the Islands towards the end of 
1961 or early in 1962. This 
station which is likely to be in 
Jersey. will receive mainland 
programmes via the Authority's 
Devon station which will begin programme transmissions 
earlier in 1961. There will, 
however, be facilities for the 
broadcasting of programmes 
produced locally, and Channel 
Islands Communications (Tele- 
vision) Ltd., intends to establish 
a studio centre in the Islands. 
The Authority's station .is 
expected to have a population 
coverage of nearly 100.000 and 
to give service to the whole of 
the Islands with the possible 

The ITA's transmitting station at Dover came into full programme service on January 31st. This photograph shows 
the Transmitter Control Room with a view of the transmitter 

cabinets beyond. 
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exception of Alderney. The 
Television Act which governs 
the Authority's operations, does 
not at present apply to the 
Channel Islands but provision is 
made in the Act for its operation 
to be extended to them by Order 
in Council. 

E.M.I. at Hanover Fair 
ANEW Portable Contamina- 

tion Monitor, which carries 
its own battery supply and uses 
dual phosphor techniques for 
simultaneous monitoring of 
Alpha and Beta contamination 
on laboratory benches and other 
surfaces was among exhibits on 
the E.M.I. Electronics Ltd., stand 
at this year's Hanover Fair. Being 
battery powered this compact 
lightweight instrument, which 
has been developed to meet the 
full requirements of the 
U.K.A.E.A. gives maximum 
coverage without being restricted 
by length of power leads. The 
E.M.I. dual phosphor system 
makes it unnecessary to go over 
the same area twice with Alpha 
and Beta probes. Using all - 
transistor circuitry for long life 
and utmost dependability, the 
monitor gives high accuracy over 
the 0 °C to -f- 45 °C temperature 
range. 

"The Unseen Universe" 
TO commemorate the tercen- 

tenary of the Royal Society 
the BBC produced a new series 
of the well -known " Eye on 
Research" television pro- 
grammes, each one dealing with 
the work of a Fellow of the 
Society. To launch the new 
series the BBC " Eye on 
Research " team visited the 
Mullard Radio Astronomy 
Observatory, which is part of the 
Cavendish Laboratory of the 
University of Cambridge, to 
report on the work of Martin 
Ryle, F.R.S. Professor Ryle and 
his team have made contributions 
of outstanding importance in the 
relatively new science of radio 
astronomy and their eminence in 
this field is recognised through- 
out the world. Many people will 
remember how they made news 
by tracking the first earth satellite, 
launched by the Russians in 
1957. Radio astronomers study 
those stars and galaxies in outer 
space that emit radio waves, in 
much the same way that visual 
astronomers study bodies that 
emit or reflect light waves. The 
radio telescope, however, can 
" see " further into space than 
optical instruments and may help 
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scientists unravel some of the 
unanswered questions about the 
origin. of the universe. In the 
programme Professor Ryle, 
assisted by Drs. Graham Smith, 
Anthony Hewish and David 
Dewhirst (a member of the 
optical observatories at Cam- 
bridge), described some of their 
past and present work. Viewers 
were shown the large radio 
telescope at the Mullard Observ- 
atory, which is the most powerful 
in the world for detecting the 
radio waves emitted by the 
distant galaxies. Models and 
photographs illustrating modern 
ideas on the structure of the 
universe were also shown. 

which was designed and manu- 
factured by E.M.I. Electronics 
Ltd., f o l l o w s the recently 
announced trading agreement 
between the British company and 
the Fairbanks Whitney Corpora- 
tion of New York. Without 
closed- circuit TV the stock- 
brokers, Bear and Stearns, would 
have had to install fourteen 
ticker -tape machines and seven 
optical projectors in order to 
provide the same on- the -spot 
service. The television system is 

much less expensive and elimin- 
ates the need for noisy tape 
machines throughout the 
building. 

The BBC "Eye on Research" production team visited the 
Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory for the first of their 
new programmes in the series commemorating the tercentenary 
of the Royal Society. This picture shows the microwave link, 
which transmitted the signals from Cambridge to London, on 

top of the TV Outside Broadcast van. 

Closed- circuit TV for Wall 
Street Brokers 
THE first British closed- circuit 

television system to be in- 
stalled in Wall Street is now 
enabling busy executives of a 
large New York stockbrokers to 
study the latest ticker -tape stock 
market movements without leav- 
ing their offices. The television 
system relays a continuous 
picture of moving ticker -tapes 
giving price changes on the New 
York and American Stock 
Exchanges to seven large- screen 
monitors in offices throughout 
the building. 

The order for this equipment, 

Australian Factory 
EARLY this year Mr. C. R. 

Belling, M.I.E.E., laid the 
foundation stone of the new 
Belling and Lee (Australia) Pty. 
factory, on the outskirts of 
Melbourne, Victoria. Mr. and 
Mrs. Belling spent two and a 
half months in Australia, New 
Zealand and Tasmania. The new 
factory opened on March 1st and 
will produce TV aerials and 
accessories and electronic com- 
ponents. It stands on a 14 -acre 
site at the intersection of two 
main roads. near the foothills of 
the Dandenong Mountains where 
the Melbourne TV transmitters 
are sited. 
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Synchronising Timebases 
PULSE SHAPERS, INTERLACE AND OTHER CIRCUIT DETAILS EXPLAINED By G. J. King 
Timebase Synchronisation 

THE composite picture and synchronising signal 
is fed to the input of the synchronising 
separator stage, which should -for successful 

synchronising -completely eliminate the vision 
content, leaving only the sync pulses such as shown 
in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). 

Both line and frame saw -tooth oscillators are 
synchronised by these pulses which ensure that 
neither line scan nor frame scan last too long -and 
keep the electron -beam in the receiver picture -tube 
exactly in step with that in the television camera. 

The sypc pulses initiate the commencement of 
frame and line flyback. They are thus radiated at 
the finish of each frame and line scan respectively. 
The repetition rate of the former being 50 per 
second and that of the latter 10,125 per second. 
Usually about eight frame sync pulses are radiated 
collectively to form the frame sync signal. 

Obviously then, in order to supply either saw - 
tooth oscillator with its appropriate sync pulses a 
means is necessary whereby the line and frame 
pulses may be separated from each other. A 
popular method of achieving this function is to 
feed the line timebase from the sync separator 
through a differentiating circuit and the frame 
timebase through an integrating Fircuit. 

The Diferentiator 
Essentially, a differentiating circuit is a "high - 

pass- filter ". By its conclusion, not only are the 
relatively high- frequency line sync pulses conveyed 
to the line -generator with little attenuation, but 
they also undergo a shaping process necessary for 
correct " firing' of the line generator. The action 
of such a circuit is fairly straightforward and may 
be readily understood in conjunction with Fig. 2. 

As will be remembered, a resistor R connected 
in series with a capacitor C produces a time con- 
stant T equal to CR, which is the time required, in 
seconds, for the voltage or current to grow or 
decay to 63 per cent of its maximum value. 

Even Frames 

(a) 

It will now be instructive to consider the effect 
such a curcuit has on a square wave. Let the 
square wave be that of a line -sync pulse (Fig. 2 (b); as will be observed such a pulse occupies a 
time period of 10µs. 

Now, because the capacitor is uncharged, the circuit responds suddenly to the leading edge of a pulse, and the initial current through CR equals 
ein /R. Therefore, eR equals ein. 

As time goes on, however, C charges exponen- 
tially and the potential across R falls, so that eR equals ein -eC. Thus, after time CR, eR will fall 
to 37 per cent of its initial value, but, by the time the trailing edge of the pulse is reached, eR will 
have a relatively higher value if CR is greater than 
the pulse duration. 

IC 

(b) (c) 

R, eI 

(d) 

(a) 

Fig. 2. -A basic differentiator circuit is shown at 
(a) and a line sync pulse at (b), «hile (c), (d) and 
(e) are the output waveforms for a time constant 
much larger than, equal to and smaller than the 

. pulse duration. 

A change of input in the negative direction is 
created by the trailing edge of the pulse and eR is 
thus changed Instantly from a positive to a negative 
magnitude depending on the initial positive of eR, 

Odd Frames 

(b) 

IONMEM 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
Fig. 1. -A train of line and frame sync pulses fo r even and odd frames (a) and (b), differentiated 

puises (c) and Id). integrated pulses (e) and (f). 
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Saw -Tooth F /yback 
Oscillator initiated 
Fir /n9 Potential here\ 

(a) (b) 
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Sync Pulses 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 3.- Firing points of a saw -tooth oscillator (a) free -running, (b) 
during a normal line scan, (c) during a frame pulse, and (d) fired 

prematurely in the middle of a line scan during a frame pulse. 

which is followed by an exponential return to zero. 
Output wave -forms where CR is much larger 

than, and equal to the pulse duration are illustrated 
by Fig. 2 (c) and (d) respectively. 

From the foregoing it will be obvious that if 
CR is smaller than the pulse duration, C will 
acquire a maximum charge before the trailing 
edge of the pulse is reached. Therefore, eR will 
rise to a maximum positive value; reduce expon- 
entially to zero; rise to a maximum negative value 
and again exponentially return to zero. Fig. 2 (e) 
illustrates the resultant differentiated square wave- 
form. 

Actually this operational mode indicates that 
CR must be appreciably smaller than the pulse 
duration since C charges fully. Theoretically a 
capacitor will reach nearly full charge in a period 
equal to 4CR seconds. Therefore, for true differ- 
entiating action T should not exceed one quarter 
of the pulse duration, or in the case of a line pulse, 
10 /4ps equal CR. 

Usually, in practice, C is about 50pF. Thus: - 
2.5 x 10- ° equals 50 x 10-6R (it should be 
noted that C and R are expressed in microfarads 
and megohms respectively). 

Therefore, R= 2.5 X 14 - °/50 X 10- ', =50k. 

40 40 

I I r" Sec .1 r- -H 
C ein min eC ' 

T L-i i 
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig. 4. -A basic integrator circuit is shown at (a) 
and a frame sync pulse at (b). (c) is the output 

waveform across C. 

The Principle of Synchronisation 
The effect of feeding the mixed pulse train of 

Fig. 1 (a) and (b) into the differentiating circuit is 
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1 (c) and (d). It 
will be seen that the frame pulses when passed 
through the circuit lose their identity and are also 
differentiated to form a set of short duration 
peaked pulses, which keep the line oscillator in 
synchronism during the frame sync pulse. 

This will be better understood in relation to 
the general operation of a saw -tooth oscillator. 
The potential on the grid of the oscillator valve 
increases exponentially until it reaches a value 
which " fires " the valve (flyback). In the un- 
synchronised (free- running) condition this potential 

build up is determined by 
the circuit constants (Fig. 3 

(a)). 
The oscillator is synchronised 

by the application to the valve 
grid of a differentiated positive 
going sync pulse. The effect being 
that just before flyback condi- 
tions are reached, a sync pulse 
arrives and the valve is imme- 
diately " fired ", thereby exercis- 
ing complete control on the 
repetition frequency of the line 
saw -tooth oscillator (Fig. 3 (b)). 
This means then, that the line 

hold control should be so adjusted that the 
oscillator is running very slightly on the slow side. 

The pulses employed for line synchronism are 
marked , x " in Fig. 1 (c) and (d). Therefore, it 
can be seen that during the frame pulses the line 
oscillator remains synchronised due to the differ- 
entiated leading edge of every other frame pulse; 
the sync pulse for the half line during odd frames 
being clearly indicated. 

A condition may arise where the pulse which 
occurs in the middle of a line scan during a frame 
pulse " fires " the oscillator prematurely (Fig. 3 

(d)). This will have the effect of causing the top of 
the picture to be tilted over to the right -hand side. 
Usually, such a fault indicates that the sync pulses 
fed to the oscillator are too large and steps should, 
therefore, be taken to reduce their magnitude. 

t 
Sync. 

Separator 
Differentiated 

Output 

T 

Integrated 
Output 

Fig. 5. -A combined differentiator and integrator 
circuit. The inclusion of C is for D.C. isolation only. 

The Integrator 
The integrator circuit is also formed by an RC 

combination but with a modified time constant. 
The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 4 (a), and in this 
case it will be observed that the integrated sync 
pulses are developed across the capacitor. 

Unlike the differentiator. however, this circuit 
responds only slowly to steep fronted waveforms, 
which is rather obvious when it is considered that 
an integrated pulse is nothing more than the 
exponential rise and fall in potential across C due 
to its charge and discharge. 

Fig. 4 (c) shows the waveform across the capa- 
citor due to an input pulse such as (b). From this 
it will be seen that the amplitude of the integrated 
pulse is proportional to the duration of the applied 
pulse; since a longer pulse allows the capacitor to 
charge to a higher value. This feature enables dis- 
crimination to be made between the 10µs line sync 
pulses and the 40/Ls frame sync pulses. 

The effect of feeding both line and frame sync 
pulses into the integrating circuit is shown diagram 
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matically at (e) and (f) in Fig. 1. The short dura- 
tion line pulses are distorted and greatly reduced 
in amplitude, since they have little effect on 
charging C. However the first of the series of 
frame pulses, due to its longer duration, charges 
C to an appreciable value, and it discharges only 
slightly before the next pulse arrives. Thus, the 
next frame pulse charges C to an even higher value 
and so on, resulting in a build up of potential 
across C, which at some critical value "fires" the 
frame saw -tooth oscillator. It is necessary, of 
course, for the frame oscillator to he arranged to 
" fire " at a higher level than the peak output 
on a line pulse. 

The values for C and R are larger than those 
forming a line pulse differentiating circuit, and it 
is usually found satisfactory to make T about 5 
times the frame pulse duration, typical values 
being: R 20k and C 1,000pF. 

Interlace Problems 
From the waveforms of (e) and (f) Fig. 1, it can 

be seen that the first pulse following an " even " 
frame is only displaced half a line from the first 

Line 
Sync r 

R2 
e7KC) 

C2 

T 
óF 1 , 

47K() 

1P4 
6B0Kf) 

H:T+ Line 

Sync 
Separato' 

Va /ve R6 
RS 470Kf) 
/2oKf) 

f 

C4 
T.00, 

VF 

Fig. 6. -A frame pulse shaper circuit showing the 
waveform output at (a). 

pulse following an " odd " frame. This means that 
to secure a good interlace between successive 
frames the start of a frame scan must coincide with 
the start of a line scan every other frame only. 
Such conditions are difficult to achieve with the 
simple differentiator /integrator circuit of Fig. 5 and 
by its use a stable interlace is very rare. 

The limitations offered by this simple arrangement 
may be better understood when it is considered 
that the frame timebase has to be pulled only half 
a line at the end of an " odd " frame and the 
beginning of an "even" frame to impair the inter- 
lace severely. This means, that for proper inter- 
lacing, the frame timebase will need to " fire " on 
exactly the some serrations of the integrated wave- 
form of Fig. 1 (e) and (f) every " even " and 
" odd " frame. In practice minor circuit disturb- 
ances, such as fluctuation of signal or mains 
voltage, prevent this happening and, therefore, 
noticeably impair interlacing. 

TELEVISION June, 1960 

Furthermore, matters are made worse since no 
protection from the line pulse is offered; for it 
must be remembered that during the line flyback 
high peak voltages are developed which cause quite 
a disturbance in the receiver and are liable to "fire" 
the frame timebase, resulting in non- interlace. 

A Frame Pulse Shaper Circuit 
Usually, in order to prevent line pulses effecting 

the " firing " of the frame generator the integrator 
circuit is followed by a further circuit which 
eliminates the line pulses and shapes the train of 
eight frame pulses to form a single steep- fronted 
pulse. A pulse shaping circuit of similar function 
is shown by Fig. 6. 

Line sync pulses developed across R1 are differ- 
entiated by the action Cl, R2 and are applied to 
the line generator in the usual way. The frame 
pulses, however are mainly developed across R3 
and C2. These components form a time constant 
such that the line pulses are severely attenuated. 
The thus modified sync signals are conveyed, via 
C3, to the cathode of a diode which is positively 
biased by a potentiometer comprising R4 and R5. 
Blas magnitude is arranged so the diode conducts 
during the negatively -going pulses only, resulting 
in a rise of potential across R6 and the charging 
of C4. Since these components form a relatively 
large time constant the 10Rs interval between suc- 
cessive frame pulses has little effect on the dis- 
charge of C4. A single clean -cut frame pulse (Fig. 
6 (a). is thus produced and is transmitted via C5. 
to the frame generator. 

Line 
Sync. 

Circuit 

Sync 
Separator 

Va /ve 

R2 
22KC2 

Hi* 
Line 

Frame 
Sync 

Fig. 7. -A frame pulse separator circuit. 

Another Method 
Another popular circuit is shown by Fig. 7. Both 

line and frame sync pulses are developed across 
the sync separator load resistor Rl, which is in 
direct connection with the diode anode of VL (a). 

In conclusion, it should be remembered that inter- 
lacing may be considerably impaired if stray capa- 
citive couplings exist between 'the time bases. The 
line flyback pulse may also be radiated from a lead 
or component within the circuit to any of the post - 
detector circuits with similar results. It is worthy 
to note that unless a receiver is interlacing cor- 
rectly 50 per cent of the transmitted picture may 
be lost. 
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Silicon Power Diodes 
PRINCIPLES INVOLVED IN DESIGNING SUITABLE CIRCUITS 

By "Electron" 

l so modern silicon diodes compared with a 

rectifying valve and metal rectifier. 

THEHE 

majority of modern television sets employ 
technique. One reason for this is 

that the sets are then dual purpose and can be 
operated on D.C. mains with only an alteration to 
the plug and socket arrangements at the rear of 
the set. The technique also obviates the use of a 
mains transformer but gives rise to a " live 
chassis. The heaters of the sets are wired in series 
and the H.T. is obtained direct from the mains via 
a suitable rectifier. The rectifiers employed have 
previously been of two types: valve and metal. The 
metal variety are generally of the selenium type and 
are familiar to most servicemen. Both sorts of recti- 
fier. valve and metal, are not everlasting. The valve 
tends to lose its emission and the H.T. voltage 
drops. When the metal rectifier ages, the same 
effect is observed, but it is caused by the forward 
resistance of the rectifier increasing. However. a 
new rectifier for H.T. supply which is suitable for 
use with TV receivers has recently made its 
appearance although prototypes have been in 
development for some time. The units employ 
silicon and are little bigger than a conventional 
metal or glass encased " crystal " diode. These 
silicon power diodes have an extremely high 
inverse resistance (of many megohms) and an 
extremely low forward resistance. Provided the 
ratings of these rectifiers are carefully observed 
they age very little. 

Circuit Problems 
Although the rectifiers have high inverse resistance. 

for high current types. the reverse voltage rating 
tends at present to be less than that required for 
use on mains H.T. supply circuits in this country. 
When assessing the peak reverse voltage encoun- 
tered it must be remembered that the quoted figure 
for the mains supply voltage is the r.m.s value. 
Therefore it is recommended that two of the new 
silicon rectifiers are employed' in series in HJ. 
rectification circuits. 

Although the reverse resistance of each of the 

two diodes is high, the reverse 
resistances are not likely to be 
equal. particularly as they are 
dependent to some extent on 
the reverse voltage. It was 
mentioned earlier that the reverse 
voltage ratings of devices currently 
available are not high enough for 
the devices to be operated singly. 
It should therefore be clear that, 
when two of these devices are used 
in series, it will be necessary to 

conventional ensure that the reverse potentials 
across each of the diodes are equal. 
The reverse resistances are so high 
that they can effectively be 

swamped by a resistor of a value of about 470k. 
The circuitry involved is shown in Fig. 1 where 
the characteristics of each diode are enclosed in a 

Reverse conditions 

Fig. 1.- Reverse voltage conditions for two diodes 
in series. RI and R2 are the equalising resistors. 

Rl R2 
RL 

t 
E/ 

. Forward conditions 

Fig. 2.- Forward conditions for two diodes 
in series. 
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Fig. 3.- Typical curve giving overload current related to overload time. 
current surge when switching on the receiver is limited by the resistor 

the rectifying system. 

dotted line box. Resistors R1 and R2 are each 
470k and effectively swamp the reverse resistances 
of each diode so that, by application of Ohm's 
Law, it is evident that the reverse voltages will be 
equal within the limits required. 

The forward conditions for the circuit of Fig. I 
are given in Fig. 2. The forward resistance of each 
diode is extremely low and although a certain cur- 
rent flows through RI and R2 it is negligible in 
comparison with the current through the diodes. 

In some instances with diodes of certain manu- 
facture it must be noted that the manufacturers 
sometimes state that equalising resistors are 
unnecessary, but many amateurs using the devices 
would no doubt wish to include them. 
Current Limitations 

Manufacturers of the devices are generally 
pleased to provide conprehensive literature giving 
full details of the ratings. From this data another 
factor can be taken into account in the design of 
the circuit and this concerns the maximum allow- 
able output current of the rectifier. Generally the 
information is given in the form of a curve relating 
maximum permissible current to the time of over- 
load. Such a curve is given in Fig. 3. When these 
rectifiers are employed they are generally used in 
half -wave circuits and therefore large reservoir and 
smoothing capacitors are necessary. These must 
needs be of the electrolytic variety. These con- 
densers require the normal H.T. potential to be 
across them before they are effectively capacitors. 
When the circuit is first switched on and the mains 
applied to the rectifier system the electrolytic 
condensers are in effect low value resistors con - 
nected across the H.T. output. Naturally this 

Fig. 4 (inset) Initial 
Rlim in series with 

state does not persist, the condensers soon polarise 
and the leakage current is reduced to negligible 
proportions. However, the initial surge of current 
when first switching on may be of very large 
magnitude and could damage the rectifier unless 
it were limited. This limiting is carried out by the 
insertion of a resistor R lim as shown in the 
diagram Fig. 4 above. The value of this 
resistor needs to be as high as possible to limit the 
surge current but not so high that an appreciable 
voltage drop appears across it when the normal 
operating current flows through it. In practice the 
value of this resistance tends to be about 10 -20íz. 

Silicon power diodes tend to be more efficient 
than their conventional counterparts as the for- 
ward resistance is so low that the F/R losses give 
rise to such a small amount of heat that they can 
be air -cooled. The small size of the device is also 
an advantage and will enable reductions in receiver 
size to be made. 

Provided the ratings of these diodes are observed 
they should have a very long life and in this con- 
nection it is worthwhile to note that, as previously 
stated, manufacturers are generally very willing to 
supply users with comprehensive data. From this, 
it is possible to design all kinds of TV receiver 
power supplies. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS 
288 pages - - - - 156 Illustrations 

15 - net or 16 I by post from 
GEORGE NEWNES LTD. 

Tower House, Southampton St., London, W.C.2 
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Every keen radio man must see it! 
NOW COVERS RAD 10- ASTRONOMY 

11 AND WITHOUT OBLIGATION 

The long -awaited New Edition of this practical engineering and 
servicing work is now ready for you. If you are a Radio Engineer, 
Technician, Mechanic, Instructor, Student or Keen Amateur, this 
great wealth of data will prove invaluable. Newest developments and 
techniques are included -from latest transistors to low noise micro- 
wave devices; from advances in quality reception to radio -astronomy 
and space probe communication. Be up-to -date by sending to-day 
for FREE EXAMINATION. This New Edition is of absorbing 
interest to you -post coupon to -day! 

PACKED WITH DATA FOR DAY -TO -DAY 

NEEDS -WRITTEN BY 50 SPECIALISTS 

Formula. Calculations. Communication Theory, Electron Optics. 
Colour, Projection and Industrial T.V. Materials. Studio Equip- 
ment. Transmitter Power Plant. V.H.F. Transmitter -Receiver Equip- 
ment. Amateur Equipment. Waveguides. Receiver Design. Radio 
Links. Broadband Systems. Radio Navigation and Radar. Radio 
Astronomy and Satellite Communication. Valves. Cathode -Ray Tubes. 
Transistors. Crystal diodes. Resistors. Capacitors. Inductors. Trans- 
formers. Microphones. Gramophone Mechanisms. Loudspeakers. 
Interference. Recording. Measuring Instruments. Installation and 
Servicing. Ionospheric Forecasting. Units and Symbols. Developments, etc. 

SEE THESE PRACTICAL FEATURES 

Latest types of Transistors and their use Single -Sideband Trans- 
mitters V.H.F. Scatter and Meteor Burst Communication 
Systems Travelling Wave Tubes Radio Astronomy Modern Car 
Radio Receivers Stereophonic Reproduction and Recording Tech- 
niques T.V. and Radio- latest Practice in Receiver Installation and 
Servicing New Air Navigation Aids. 

Broadcasting Communications Navigation Radar, etc. 

Over 1,800 Pages 

47 Main Sections 

2,000 DIAGRAMS, 
TABLES, FORMULA 
& CALCULATIONS 

Many Exciting New 

Features 

GEORGE NEWNES. LTD , 15 -17, LONG ACRE, LONDON, W.C.99. 

Please send me Newnes RADIO AND TELEVISION ENGINEERS' REFERENCE 
BOOK without obligation to purchase. I will either return the work within eight 
days or I will send the first payment of 5/- eight days after delivery, then ten monthly 
subscriptions of 101 -, until the sum of 105/- has been paid. Cash price within eight 
days is 1001- 

Name._........._..._._.._....._.........._......._...._.. ..._.._.........._...._........ 

Address_...__......._____..._.__.._.__....._.._._........_.._.__....__....._.._......._....._._......._ .__..._. ...................... 

(Or your Parent signs it' you are under 21) 
..-_ 
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EDDY'S (NOTTM.) LTD. NOTTINGHAM 
ROAD 

LOOK ! at these NEW VALVE PRICES ! 
A7GT 11/9 
C5 7/11 
HSGT 9/6 
L4 3/6 
N5 9!6 
R5 6 

5 11 

T4 3 11 

3D6 4 11 

3Q5GT 8 6 
3Q4 7- 
354 6/3 
3V4 7/- 
5U4G 5/- 
5Y3GT 5,II1 
6A7 I0%11 
6AG5 4- 
6AL5 3 9 
6AM6 3 6 
6AT6 6 I I 

6B8G 2 11 

6BA6 S 1 1 

6BE6 5 II 
6BG6G 12 3 
6816 
6BW6 
6C4 
6C6 
6C9 
6C1-16 
6D2 
6F I 

All 
NEW OR SURPLUS 

GUARANTEED and TESTED 

BY RETURN OF POST 

6F6G 757 9/3 956 2/6 6F13 7Y4 7/6 9001 3 /11 6H6 I /II OP14 9/3 9004 3/II 6150 2/6 IDS 17/3 9006 3/11 6J5GT 3/6 2AH7GT AZ I 12/6 615M 4/- 6/6 CY3I 9/6 
616 3 /II 2AH8 9/6 DAF96 7/9 6170 5/- 2AT6 7/6 DF96 7/9 
617M 7/6 2K7G 5/3 DH77 6/3 6K7G I /II 2K8GTI1 /3 DK92 7 /II 6K7M 5/6 2SC7 11/7 DK96 7/9 6K8G 5/6 2SH7 4/11 DL96 7/9 6L6G 7/3 2517 5/3 DM70 7/6 6L6M 9'6 2SK7M 5/3 EABC806 /II 
6Q7G 6'- 2SQ7GT EAF42 8/3 6Q7GT 9- 5'11 EAL9I 4/3 
6SA7M 5 9 2070 5 3 E834 1/3 
6SG7M 49 9AQ5 6'1I EB4I 6/11 
6SH7M 4 3 25A6G 6 11 EB91 3/6 6517M 5 11 25L6GT 6 I I EBC33 4/11 6SK7GT S - 25Z4G 7 6 EBC4I 7/9 6SN7GT 4 3 25Z5G 7 I I EBF89 3/3 
6C6G 4 11 35A5 10 3 ECC35 6/6 

5 6 6C6GT 6 II 35L6GT 8 II ECC4019 /II 
8 6 6X4 5 I I 35W4 6 6 ECC8I 5/3 33 6X5GT 4 II 35Z3 9 /II ECC82 5 11 4 . 7C5 4/6 35Z4G 5/3 ECC83 6 11 
9;3 7C6 7/3 90AV 4/3 ECC84 8II 9/. 7D3 19/11 8078 3/6 

ECC85 7 I I 3/6 71-17 19/6 954 1/6 ECC91 S 3 6/6 7R7 10 /3 955 3/6. ECF80 
Any parcel insured against damage in transit for only 6d. extra per order. customers' risk. Postage and Packing 6d. per valve extra. Over £3 Free. C.O.D. charge 3/- extra. 

6- 
66 Build your own /!B RADIO! 

7 Transistors 

Long and 
Medium 

Waves 

Two Watts Output - R.F. Stage 
and Automatic Gain Control. 
6 or 12 volts (state which) 
supplied with full instructions 

at Its; Gros. 
Size 7; x 7+ x 2 +in. 

Speaker extra 17 /II 
(7 x 4 ellipt.) if required 

Postage and Packing 
5/- extra per kit 

ECF82 9/6 
ECH35 6/6 
ECH42 8/3 
ECH8I 3/- 
ECL80 7/6 
ECL82 9/I1 
EF36 3/- 
EF37 8/3 
EF37A 7/II 
EF39 4/- 
EF40 13/3 
EF4I 8/3 
EF42 7/3 
EF50 1/9 
EF55 5/11 
EF80 5/3 
EF85 6/3 
EF86 l0/- 
EF89 7/3 
EF9I 3/6 
EF92 4/6 
EF95 6/6 
EL4I 8/3 
EL42 9/3 
EL84 6/6 
EL85 10/3 
EL9I 4/6 
EY51 8/6 
EY86 7/II 
EZ40 6/6 
EZ80 6/. 
EZ8I 6/1I 

GTIC 6/II 
KT33C 6/11 
0Z4 4/II 
P61 2/- 
PCC84 7/3 
PCF80 7/3 
PCL82 8/6 
PCL83 11/3 
PEN36C 8/6 
PL8I 9/- 
PL82 7/3 
PL83 7 3 
PY32 10/II 
PY80 6/11 
PY81 6/- 
PY82 6/6 
U25 10/II 
UAF42 8/11 
UB4I 7/II 
UBC4I 7/6 
UBF80 8/3 
UCH42 7/6 
UCL82 11/3 
UF4I 8'- 
UF42 73 
UF89 6/11 
UL4I 7/3 
UL84 7/3 
UY4I 6/3 
UYIN I0/I1 
VP23 3/3 
VP4I 5/11 

Al uninsured parcels at 
C.O.D. or C.W.O. only. 
S.A.E. with all enquiries. 

ELECTRO VAC 
u x.12 MONTHS 

GUARANTEE 

B * BRAND NEW 
E GUN 

SUNBEATABLE 
PRICES 

Under the ELECTROVAC process at our fully equipped factory of 
over 6,000 sq. ft., all tubes are opened, ALL expendable parts re- 
moved, a Brand New Electron Gun fitted and a vacuum produced to 
give a performance and life AS NEW. Progressive picture and 
vacuum tests over five days ensure the utmost reliability in service. 
Each tube carries an unconditional Twelve Months' Guarantee. 
The following are prices for the most widely used types, ex stock : 

12" Mullard, Mazda, Ferranti, Emitron £6.6.0 Cathodeon, O.E.C., Cossor Types 
1 4" Ill PP Pt Pt £6.6.0 
17rr fa 19 ft ff £7.7.0 
21" Mullard, Mazda, Ferranti, Cossor and £9.9.0 Emitron types 
Plus carriage, packing and insurance 10/ -, refundable in full 
on receipt of old tube in our carton supplied. 

Cash with order. Regret no C.O.D. 
ELECTROVAC MANUFACTURING CO. LTD. 
,Dept. P.T.I5) Chapel Works, Sunnyfido Road, Chesham Bucks. 

For Safety's Sake 
use 

AVO Prodclips 

Pat. No. 748811 

.. with Trigger- Action Spring-Loaded Clips 

PRESS TRIGGER TO OPEN 

RELEASE TO GRIP 

Safety first every time with these patented spring - 
loaded AVO Prodclips. 
Cleverly designed for use as insulated prods. they are invaluable 
for reaching and holding test points which are difficult of access. 

Post Free Suitable for use with AvoMeter, Multiminor 
15/. and Avo Electronic Test Meter Leads. per pair. /' LTD AVOCET HOUSE, 

92 -96 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I. 
VlCroe,o 3404 (12 lines) 

A MEMBER OF TILE METAL INDUSTRIES GROUP OF COMPANIES 
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VIIJEOANIJ SYNC AMPLIFIER 
SP6I VALVES ARE USED FOR ECONOMY 

THE most common picture defects met with in 
fringe areas, apart from fading signals, are 
"snow ", line tearing and poor resolution -the 

latter usually being excused (or considered neces- 
sary) to minimise the former. ' 

Line tearing is a fault which should only be met 
in weak signal areas, as its primary cause is 

random "noise" pulses which erratically trigger 
the line timebase. 

With a low signal this triggering can be caused 
by valve "noise" alone -as distinct from outside 
electrical disturbances -and in a poorly designed 
receiver can make an otherwise usable signal of 
poor entertainment value. 

Sheer gain -as the user of converted "surplus" 
equipment will be well aware -is not the answer 
to this problem. The remedy -assuming an 
efficient aerial array and low -noise pre -amplifier 
stages are already in use -lies in the careful design 
of the synchronising circuits themselves. 

If one is just starting to build completely new 
equipment, some form of " fly-wheel " synchroni- 
sation would b the obvious choice, but there arc 
many improvements which can be made to the 
ordinary triggered timebase -the more advanced 
circuits to be described -comparing very favour- 
ably with the best " fly- wheel " type. 

Many keen amateur enthusiasts receiving pictures 
well outside the accepted range of the TV trans- 
mitter will protest that they do very well without 
the need for fancy circuits, but -in many cases - 
it is merely the distance that seems impressive; the 
measured signal strength may be well in excess of 
that met with in the poorer reception areas within 
30 or so miles of the transmitter. 

In undulating country -south -west England for 
example -as distinct from predominately flat areas, 
distance bears little relationship to the prevailing 
signal strength, and the terms ` fringe area " and 
" long- distance reception " can be very misleading. 

The increasing popularity of " fly -wheel " sync 
in commercial " fringe area " receivers and their 
inherent immunity from line tearing has " laid by 
the heels " the generally accepted belief that a 
restricted band -width in the vision channel was 
beneficial in !educing picture " noise " or " snow." 
Anyone who has seen the very much finer textures 
of the picture " snow " prevalent with a normal 

Vision 
Detector 

HPicture Channel 
Series-Shunt 

corrected 
Video Amp. 

To C.P7Ube vie DC 
potential divider 

-wend Limiting 
circuits if used. 

Total capacity below 
20pF If possible 

Channel 
Narrow To Sync. Separator 

bandwidth and A.G.C. circuits 
Video Amp. if used 

Fig. I (a). -Block diagram of picture and sync 
channels. 

By B. Osborne 

band -width, and how much less noticeable it is at 
the correct viewing distance, will be very dissatis- 
fied with the " smeary " picture inevitable with a 
reduced response. 

Philips type 
trimmer 

Detector 

4.71((] 
I watt 

37S,N. 
/70,uH. 

topic 

1K(1 471((1 
/ watt 

$P6/ 
VI 

L_ 
8íF 

.350v 

500 
PP_ 

Cl i C3 
rS00pF ,-40pF 

Trimmer 

0015YF ..- . 

C? 
40pP' 

To 
C.RT, 

/3.6KÁ 
(two 6.81((1 /watt) 

470 0 /NF 
/ watt 

f y /NF 11.1F 
Non -keyed 
AGC. neg, bias /001(0 

/01((1 

J V2 

Il MO 

o 
NT.t 

To Sync 
clippers 

Sync. 
Sep. 

COntra t 
HT 

o 

Fig. 1(b).-Theoretical circuits of the scheme in 
Fig. 1(a). 

CL- Adjust to reduce smearing with minimum 
overshoot. 

C2. -Turn C3 to minimum capacity then adjust 
for maximum response on highest frequency 

grating visible, I.e., 3 or 2SMc /s. 
R 1.- Reduce value to 68k if excessive " ringing " 

experienced. 
C3.- Increase to maximum value possible without 
visible response éutting -this trimmer is useful to 
eliminate any 3.SMc /s patterning which may be 

present. 
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Amp. 

F 
470 
KO 
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SP6/ 
VI 

MO 

WI 
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/SO 
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efficiency, with the addi- HTt 250 v0 

00/,uF 

470 
KC 

W3 
CG6E 

KO 47 
KO 

/st 
Clipper 

EC7Ç40 

R/ 
47KO 
/ watt 

D/fferentiator 
He /f 
Pu /se 

Remover 

ECC40 
V2 

10K1) 

22 
K!] 

Final 
Clipper 

/00 
PF 

Negative 
going 

Line sync. 
pulses. 

(Grid of 
biockinq 
osclllatör, 

H.T. -o 

To 
Line Time 

Base 

P2 
/OOKt) 
/watt 

Ma 

u 
Note: if a sufficient /y hard lock is obtained more efficient limiting Is possible by doubling the values of Pi and R2 

Fig. 2. -Two methods of line -pulse shaping. 

/SO 
PF 

H.Tt 

`002 
f/F 

Positive 
going 

Line sync 
pulses. 

Anode of 
blocking 

osci /lator) 

H.T.-p 

Of course, the reduced band -width enthusiast (who may regard sound rejectors as an unnecessary 
encumbrance) will insist that response cutting is still essential to minimise line tearing; but the band -width can be narrowed in or to the sync circuits themselves, where it is unquestionably 
beneficial with the triggered type timebase. 

For the effective sync separation -and to avoid that annoying fault " pulling on whites " -a response of 1 -¢Mc /s is required, so a separate 
narrow band -width channel to the sync circuits is quite practicable. 

A Simple Scheme 
One of the easiest methods of adapting an existing receiver chassis is simply to add an extra narrow response amplifier stage for the sync pulses, 

and utilise the existing video amplifier for picture 
signals only. 

In this way both functions can be carried out 
separately and, consequently, with greater 

being obtained 
former. 

Having reduced line tearing and made an improved video response possible, it may be neces- 
sary to widen the vision channel bandwidth to obtain full advantage of the modification. If no 
signal generator is available this is best accom- 
plished by using Test Card "C ", and, as the most 
favoured I.F. strips among amateurs seem to be 

stagger tuned anode or grid circuits " broadening 
the response curve by " trial and error " requires 
only a little patience. Contrary to many articles 
published on converting surplus I.F. strips, it is virtually impossible for the amateur to use a 
receiver with a 3Mc /s bandwidth without the aid of 
sound rejectors. 

For the other channels -even by using band - 
pass coupling transformers throughout -it is 
exceedingly doubtful whether a response up to 
3Mc /s could be obtained with the necessary drop of 35dB at 3.5Mc /s. 

tional advantage that there 
is now unlimited scope 
for experiment with the video 
amplifier (a much neglected 
field among amateurs) there 
being no longer the danger of 
interfering with picture syn- 
chronisation. 

A practical circuit for 
experimental video and sync 
amplifiets is shown in Fig. 1, 
with several variable com- 
ponents which can be adjusted 
for optimum performance, 
under the varying conditions 
that are met with in fringe 
areas. 

The line sync pulse can 
also be much improved after 
the sync separator by adopt- 
ing the technique shown in 
Fig. 2 (a) and (b). Basically 
both these circuits work on 
the principle that better results 
should be obtained by 
removing from the sync pulse 
all that is not wanted, and 
improving what is left. 

With this in mind the first 
step is to clip the negative 
going line sync pulse as it 
appears at the anode of the 
sync separator. Then it is 
differentiated, and the positive - 
going half so produced, 
removed; finally the negative - 
going pulse remaining is again 
clipped and fed to the line 
timebase. 

In the second circuit, Fig. 2 
(b), using triode valves, it is 
of course, the negative -going 
trailing edge which is removed, 
the output pulse, being posi- 
tive- going, should be fed to 
the anode if a blocking 
oscillator is used. the necessary 
negative pulse on the grid 

by reversal action in the trans- 
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Making TV Tubes 
THE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES AT MULLARD SIMONSTONE WORKS 

HE production of television tubes at Simon- 
stone begins with the component parts of the 
glass bulb; the cylindrical neck, the flared 

cone. and the rectangular faceplate. 
Assembly 

After the parts have been checked for accurate 
dimensions and inspected for blemishes the process 
of assembling them into the complete bulb begins. 
First, the neck is welded to the cone. This opera- 
tion is performed by automatic rotary machines. 
of which there are six in the Plant each having 
twelve stations. The two parts are first pre -heated 
by radiant cup gas burners and gas -air burners to 
bring them to the correct temperature for welding 
and the weld is then made by oxy -coal gas jets. 
Following this, the bulbs are transferred to a side 
sealing machine where the metal EHT connec- 
tion is fused into the side of the cone. The region 
of the seal is pre -heated by radiant cup burners 
and gas -air jets, and the seal is made by oxy -coal 
gas jets. To remove any strains in the glass. the 
neck and cone assembly is annealed in an oven, 
which also serves to pre -heat the assembly ready, 
for the faceplate to be joined on. Meanwhile, the 
faceplate is pre- heated to the same temperature 
in another oven. The twenty -four automatic 
machines for welding the faceplate to the neck 
and cone assembly are among the most ingenious 
in the Plant. Gas -air jets pre -heat the two com- 
ponent parts and cross -fires of ox -coal gas jets 
further "raise the temperature of the welding 
region. The actual weld is accomplished by an 
electric arc struck through gas flames which brings 
the edges of the two components up to melting 
point when a perfect seal takes place. With the 
thick glass necessary for television tubes it is 

essential to heat the two components evenly to 
avoid strains or cracks and to ensure this the gas 
jets automatically follow the contour of the face- 
plate keeping a constant distance from the glass 
as it rotates. 
Annealing 

The complete bulb is annealed by raising it to 
a certain temperature and allowing it to cool 
slowly. This removes any stresses which would be 
potential weaknesses in the finished tube. The 
bulbs are now introduced to the extensive and 
elaborate overhead conveyor system that runs' 
through the entire plant, and around which all the 
subsequent processes are planned. Almost two 
miles in length, the conveyor is laid in over 30 

separate sections for flexibility. Besides carrying 
the tubes from one process to the next. it is actually 
involved in many of the operations. By arranging 
journeys of suitable length between processes. the 
conveyor is used for operations like slow cooling 
and drying; and it can also act as a store between 
processes. reducing handling costs and the pos- 
sibility of damage. Furthermore, it is designed so 
that many operations can be performed without 
removing the bulbs or tubes. 

The cooled bulbs are thoroughly washed with 
different solutions, finishing with purified water, 

171 

to make ready for the vital process of laying the 
fluorescent screen. 

The screens are laid by means of specially 
designed rotary mills. These are fitted with 
dispensers which automatically deliver the correct 
amount of butler solution. water glass and 
fluorescent powder. As the bulbs travel round the 

mill the fluorescent powder gradually settles down 
through the buffer solution evenly on to the surface 
of the glass. where it is held by a gel -like forma- 
tion produced from the different solutions. As they 
complete their journey the bulbs are automatically 
tilted to remove the liquid, leaving the screen 
deposit undisturbed. The bulbs are dried by infra- 
red lamps and filtered air and are then given 

internal coatings of lacquer and graphite. the latter 
to form an electrical connection between the final 

anode and the EHT connector. 
Aluminising 

' The bulb is then ready for laying a film of 

aluminium on the inside of the screen and cone. 
The film acts as a mirror behind the fluorescent 
screen, increasing the brightness of the picture. It 
also prevents the screen being damaged by heavy 
ions during the tube's working life. To form the 

mirror a small pellet of aluminium is attached to 
a wire filament and inserted in the bulb. Air is 

then removed from the bulb, and the filament 
heated by an electric current: the aluminium pellet 
evaporates in the vacuum and spreads evenly, and 
microscopically thin, over the inside surface of the 
screen and cone. 

The bulbs are next passed slowly through one 
of two continuously operated 100ft long Lehr 
furnaces to drive off all moisture and to bake out 
the unwanted constituents of the various coatings, 
which would otherwise make it impossible to main 
tain the necessary vacuum in the finished tube. 
This baking process also fixes the fluorescent 
screen firmly to the glass face. The Lehr furnaces 
are indirectly heated by gas fired tubes and are 
the biggest single gas consuming units in the entire 
Plant. They each have a starting consumption of 

6,000cu. ft of gas an hour and an average hourly 
running load of 4,000cu. ft. The bulbs travel 
through the furnaces on a 12ft wide conveyor belt 
and the whole process takes 125 minutes. The 
temperature through the furnaces is zoned auto- 
matically at 7 points rising from 20deg. C through 
420deg. C and back to 25deg. C. 

Now, after a thorough inspection of the screen, 
using ultra- violet light, the bulb is ready to receive 
the electron gun. The guns are assembled in a 

separate part of the factory by highly trained 
female operators. The component parts (over 60 

to each gun) are manufactured to extremely high 
standards of accuracy and a system of statistical 
quality control is applied throughout so that there 
is no possibility of faulty parts reaching the 

assembly operation. Oxy -coal gas lets are used in 

the assembly of the guns, to weld the glass support 
rods in the electrode assembly. 

(Continued on page 476) 
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A Two -Band Pre -An 
HIGH GAIN, LOW NOISE CASCOC 

CIRCUIT 

THE coverage of the tele- 
vision services in Great 
Britain has been extended 

greatly in recent years; in fact, 
many areas which were origin- 
ally thought to be too remote 
are now within reach of tele- 
vision. The stage has now 
virtually been reached, however, 
where further large extensions 
in the coverage cannot be 
made. Although there are many 
areas where reception is very 
difficult, at present there is no 
economic means of providing, 
for instance, local transmitters 
of very low power. Therefore, 
the only method available to 
achieve reception is to use the 
existing signals to best advantage. 
At first sight, it would seem 
necessary only to amplify the 
signals to a sufficient degree. 
It is not usually realised that 
the limit to amplification is set 
by the signal -to -noise ratio: 
" noise " in this context refers 
to any unwanted signals which 
are picked up with the tele- 
vision signals and amplified 
with them. These noise signals 
may proceed through the ether 
or be caused by the random 
movement of electrons in the 
first valve of the receiver. The 
current flow from the cathode 
of this valve to the anode and 
any other electrodes is not 
steady because it is composed 
of negative charges (electrons) 
and the quantity of electrons 
emitted from the cathode in a 
given time is not constant. 
The effect is a change in anode 

SK2 
Output 
to set 

SPS 

510 .. 
L9 L8 L7 

SKI 8e, e LW 
Aerie/ input 

L1Ó L3 

L2 

I 

° S/B 

By R. E. F. Street 

current and this gives rise to 
spurious signals in the output. 
The noise voltages are only of 
appreciable magnitude in the 
first stage where they can 
become comparable with the 
signal voltages. It can there- 
fore be seen that one of the 
limiting factors in the ampli- 
fication is the choice of a low 
noise valve for the first stage 
in the receiver. 

HT* 
140V- 
/80V 

bL6 

0 
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6 
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6 

Fig. 1. -The circuit diagram. 

A 
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Cascode Circta. 

The completed 
unit. 

The standard input circuit which is employed is 
the "cascode " and this consists of two triode 
valves in series. The first triode operates as a 
neutralised, grounded cathode, amplifier and the 
second as a grounded grid amplifier. Triodes are 
used to reduce the number of active electrodes 
and thereby reduce noise and, as the same H.T. 
current flows through both of them, noise is still 
further reduced. In this pre -amplifier the cascode 
valve used is the PCC89, a comparatively recent 
introduction. This valve has a very high slope and 
was described with other frame grid valves in the 
article on page 172 in the January issue. 

Of course, the use of high gain, low noise valves 
must be accompanied by the use of the optimum 
aerials for the particular site: a signal must be 
present at the input of the receiver before it can 
be amplified. As we have stated many times in 
these pages, the best aerial for a particular location 
is not always the most complicated array; much 
depends on local conditions, particularly upon the 
incidence of reflections which give rise to in -phase 
and out -of -phase effects. Thus, in fringe areas, it 
is extremely important to test out various aerial 
arrays, or at least, move the available one around 
until a comparatively strong signal is found. The 
use of a low loss downlead is also a necessity 
which is seldom appreciated; the normal downlead 
can give rise to sufficient losses to reduce the 
signal reaching the set to negligible proportions. A 
low loss downlead, while more expensive, is 
essential. 

General Design 
When designing this pre -amplifier various 

circuits and valve types were reviewed but as 
previously stated a cascode circuit was chosen with 
a frame grid valve for low noise and high gain. 

As this pre -amplifier is intended to cover both a 
channel on Band I and a channel and Band III 
some form of coil switching was obviously 
required and although the arrangement shown in 
Fig. I may appear over complicated it does permit 
the circuitry used for .each valve to be altered to 
match both the receiver and the downlead (and 
aerial assembly) with which the unit is to be used. 
This was one of the problems in the design. Whilst 
it is possible to design a circuit and unit which will 
give some improvement in most locations it is 
virtually impossible to make a design to give 
optimum results with every receiver and aerial 
system. Naturally, the input circuit of the pre -amp 
tends to be the most critical as regards losses and 
therefore some alternatives will be given later. 

Circuit Anaiye 
Apart from the switching the circuit employed 

is conventional. The input is designed for 75f1 
coaxial cable but cables of other impedance or 
balanced cables could, no doubt, be employed 
with suitable alterations to the input circuit. For 
coil switching, a four -wafer switch is used and 
can be seen clearly in the illustrations. The first 
wafer is used to switch the aerial coupling circuit 
and is SIA in the circuit diagram (Fig. 1). The 
second wafer, SIB, switches the tuned coils asso- 
ciated with the grid of VI. Coils L2 and L4 are the 
tuned windings for Bands I and III respectively 
and the associated coupling windings are LI and 
L3. 

Bias for the first triode is provided by R2 in the 
cathode circuit and this triode is neutralised by the 
two capacitors Cl and C2. These two capacitors 
form two arms of a bridge circuit, the other two 
arms being the inter -electrode capacitances of VI. 
Capacitor C2 is made variable so that the bridge 
circuit can be balanced to give lowest noise. From 
the anode of V 1 the signal passes to the cathode of 
V2 via the inductance L5 which is adjusted fo' 

Fig. 2. -The circuit diagram of a simple 
power supply. 

best results. As previously mentioned the grid of 
V2 is earthed but only so far as R.F. is concerned 
and this decoupling is achieved by capacitor C6. 
Resistors R4 and R3 form a potential divider across 
the H.T. supply to the valve for biasing purposes. 
It must be emphasised here that the capacitor C6 
must be wired with short leads otherwise the com- 
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bination of capacity and inductance may give a 
resonance resulting in ineffective decoupling. 

The output from the anode of V2 is taken to 
SIC which is used to switch in the Band I coil L6 
and the Band III coil L8. The other ends of these 
two coils are common and decoupled by C7. The 
H.T. feeder resistor to this point is R5 which gives 
a measure of decoupling. The Band I and Band 
III output coupling coils are switched by SID and 
are L7 and L9. 

.`._ .... 

Another view of the unit. 

The H.T. used is not critical and can have a 
voltage of about 140 -180; for highest gain the 
voltage should be in the region of 180. As might be 
expected, the decoupling capacitors used in the 
circuit and their wiring have a large bearing upon 
the results obtained. The associated leads must 
be made as short as possible and it is best if the 
" earthy " leads of these capacitors are taken to 
a common point as indicated at X on the circuit 
diagram. This common point can be the metal 
spigot of the valveholder. The spigot is then wired 
to chassis by the shortest route, probably to a 
soldering tag underneath a bolt used to secure the 
valveholder. 

Constructional Details 
The construction of this pre -amplifier is not 

unduly critical but the layout given in the diagrams 
has been proved to give good results and should 
be used. The chassis is a box type about 10in. x 
bin. x tin. but these dimensions are not critical 
and will depend to some extent on the parts 
employed and on the chassis available. In the 
Prototype the valve is mounted on a bracket inside 
the..chassis (as can be seen from the illustrations) 
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and this means that the unit must be operated 
with the open side of the chassis upwards to secure 

- good ventilation. However. the valve could be 
mounted more conventionally- through the chassis -but this might cause wiring difficulties as all of 
the wiring to the switch must be very short. 

The coils for the station in Band 1 (LI and L6) 
are wound on small polystyrene formers with 
purple coded dust cores. No spacing is employed 
between turns and the ends of the winding are 
fixed to the formers with cellulose cement. The 
coupling windings are wound on a suitable 
former slightly larger in diameter than the 
tuned windings so that they may he slipped 
over them before the tuned windings are 
soldered into circuit. The ends of the coupling 
winding are taken to the switches SIA and SIC. 
spare tags on these switches being used as anchor- 
ing points if required. When final adjustments 
are made, and the optimum positions of the 
coupling coils have been found, they may be 
cemented lightly in position. The wire used for 
LI, L2 and L6. L7 can be D.C.C. or enamelled 
22- 26s.w.g. and is not unduly critical. 

The Band III tuned coils are wound with 18- 
22s.w.g. bare copper or tinned copper wire and are 
self -supporting -are not wound on formers. The 
coupling coils L4 and L9 are wound with PVC - 
insulated wire and, like the Band I coupling coils, 
are supported by the switch wafers S1A and S1D. 
Inductance L5 is wound with the same wire as LI 
and L6 and on an -kin. diameter former. It is wired 
between pins 9 and 1 on the valveholder. 

Switch 
It is obvious from the description and the 

circuit diagram, that the construction of this pre- 
amplifier depends to a large extent on the switch 
employed. In the prototype, this switch was a 
long, four -wafer type. To reduce the losses, a 
ceramic switch was used. Unfortunately such 
switches are not a standard item and the best use 
must be made of the type available. The main 
requirements are that the switch should have four 
wafers approximately equally spaced along its 
length. The valve can then be positioned between 
the middle two which makes for short wiring. Each 
wafer must have at least a one -pole two -way 
switch on it but it is likely that the types encount- 
ered will have more poles on each wafer and 
probably more ways per pole. Thus if each wafer 
had three poles, each having four ways, one pole 
and two ways only would be used on each wafer. 
Any remaining tags could be used as anchoring 
points for the various other components provided 
that the spare ways on the poles in use are left 
vacant. If the local " surplus " dealer does not 
have a suitable ceramic switch in stock then it may 
be ossible to adapt or construct one from spare 
wafers. Alternatively, a suitable switch could be 
purchased from several of the advertisers in this 
magazine who deal in government surplus. 

Power Supply 
The H.T. circuits of the power supply employ 

half -wave rectification for convenience. The trans- 
former used is of the type commonly sold for 
converters. A tapped primary is not essential 
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Fig 3.- Layout of the pre -amp. (As the layout naturally depends to some extent on the parts 
employed, no detailed wiring has been given.) 

provided the correct rating is obtained for the local 
mains voltage. The H.T. secondary winding should 
be rated at about 150 -200V r.m.s at 30mA. The 
heater winding should give 7.2V at 0.3A if the 
valve heater is to be run correctly. However if it 
is difficult to obtain a transformer with a suitable 
heater winding rating is should be remembered 
that many converter transformers rated at 6.3V at 
I or 2A give about 7V when that total load is 
only 0.3A -the winding resistance is comparatively 
high. The H.T. smoothing is by R6. C8 and C9. 
The value of R6 is not critical and may be 
adjusted when tests are made to give the optimum 
H.T. voltage. The values of C8 and C9 are also 
not critical but should be at least 8uF. As the H.T. 
consumption is low, a small metal rectifier can 

conveniently be used and a contact -cooled type is 
ideal. The rectifier should be rated at about 30mA. 

Wiring 
As already stated, the aim in wiring is to keep 

all " hot " leads short, particularly those associated 
with the grid of VI and the anode of V2. It will 
be noticed in the ci uit diagram that these two 
leads are wired to poles on SIB and SIC respect- 
ively. In order to reduce the effective inductance 
of these two leads it is worth while to employ two 
separate leads in parallel (the inductance of two 
inductors in parallel is less than the inductance of 
the smaller-compare resistors in parallel). 

(To be continued) 

COMPONENTS LIST. 

Resistors: 
R I -82k. 
R2 -82i2 
R3 -100k 10 per cent. 
124 -100k 10 per cent. 
R5-180O. 
Valve: PCC89. 
Coils: (see text). 
Switch: (see text). 

Capacitors: 
C1- 2.2pF. 
C2 -2 to 10pF, bee- 
hive type (or similar). 
C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, 
1000pF, min. ceramic. 

Power Unit Components: 
Resistor, R6, 1k or to suit H.T. voltage. 
Capacitors, C8 and C9, 8 to 32í.F, 350VW. 
Rectifier, miniature contact -cooled type for 
200V r.m.s. input and rated at about 30mA. 
Transformer -type used for converters, with 
tapped primary and 7V, secondary. 
Chassis: approximately 6 x 8 x 21in. 
Solder, wire, wooden case, etc. 

COIL WINDING DETAILS. 
Band I Channels 

1 -3 4 -5 
L1 (over L2) 3 turns 3 turns 
L2 17 turns 15 turns 
L6 (over L7) 3 turns 3 turns 
L7 14 turns 12 turns 
Band I coils are wound on lin. small Polysty- 
rene coil formers with purple coded dust cores. 
No spacing is used between turns -the coils 
are closewound. 

Band III All channels (8-12) 
L3 (over L4) 1 turn 
L4 3 turns 
L8 (over L9) 1 turn 
L9 21 turns 

Band III coils are wound on an kin. former 
which is then removed and turns are spaced 
by the diameter of the wire. Coil details for 
Band III are necessarily approximate and 
dependent to some extent on the layout and 
components employed (see text). 
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Aerial Input Balancing 
A NOVEL USE FOR A DIPLEXER 

THERE is no need to adjust your sensitivity 
control each time the channel is changed. 
Using a diplexer and an odd resistor the 

levelling of signal inputs can be exactly controlled 
without recourse to climbing up the chimney stack 
and trial and error attenuating in the teeth of a 

To both Aer/a /s 
ReceTo 

TV 
/ver 

c.ca.. e3aao3a. Braids 
neatly 

trimmed 
back 

PVC only 
projecting 

Selected 
resistor 

Fig. 1. -The necessary wiring. 

biting north -easter. This method can match up 
inputs without spoiling either band, and in the 
comfort of the living room at the back of your 
set. 

The printed circuit diplexer is an accurate 
frequency discriminating filter, allowing only one 
band through one output terminal, and the other 

By L. E. Jones 

band through to its associated terminal, each 
strongly rejecting signals of the opposite band. Use 
is made of this. 

Cut the aerial coaxial cable at some convenient 
point a few inches from the TV aerial plug (see 
Fig. 1). To the end coming from the aerial con- 
nect the common, or output, terminal of the 
diplexer, making sure that no whiskers of wire 
touch any other part. Twist the strands well before 
joining. 

Strip and prepare the 'set end of the cut cable. 
carefully joining it to the diplexer terminals of 
the weakest channel. This is important. The 
makers give instructions identifying the band 
terminals and the way to prepare and connect the 
cable. 

Now test the work so far by switching on the 
TV and receiving the weakest channel, setting the 
sensitivity and contrast for best results. This 
should be as good as it was before inserting the 
diplexer. If not check the work and clear the 
fault. 

Switch to the strongest channel and if the 
diplexer is accurate the received station will be 
weak and grainy -this is what is wanted. 

From a selection of # or +W resistors, pick 
one that when connected from the vacant strong 
hand terminal in the diplexer to the weak band 
terminal going to the TV gives the best balanced 
results when switching from channel to channel. 
This can vary between ten to one thousand ohms, 
according to the aerial, cable and signal strength. 
The small resistor can then be fitted in the diplexer 
case, and the whole tied or hung on the back of 
the set to take the weight off the coax plug. 

With a good quality diplexer, and care in select- 
ing the resistor, perfect matching is possible. 

MAKING TV TUBES 
(Continued from page 471) 

The assembled guns are checked by microscope 
to ensure that the spacing of the electrodes is 
correct. They are then washed to remove contam- 
ination before passing to the rotary sealing 
machines, which seal the gun, mounted on its 
glass base, into the neck of the bulb. Each sealing 
Machine has 12 stations and employs radiant cup 
gás burners for pre- heating the region of the join 
and oxy -coal gas jets for the actual seal. The posi- 
tioning of the gun in the neck is critical and every- 
thing depends on the accuracy of the machine and 
the correct adjustment of the gas flames. 

From this operation the tubes are transferred to 
the pumping machines where air is withdrawn 
from the bulbs and the internal components 
degassed to create the necessary very high vacuum. 
Each tube is pumped by an individual pumping 

and while the air is being removed the 
trolley carries the tube through a long heated 
tunnel. This heating process drives off any gasses 

present in the metal electrodes. the glass bulb. or 
the screen materials. At the same time, an electric 
current is passed through the heater to give the 
cathode the necessary emissive properties. These 
operations completed, the getter is " fired " by 
induced high frequency currents. (The getter is 
necessary to trap the last traces of gas remaining 
in the tube and any which may be released during 
its working life -so maintaining the vacuum at a 
high standard.) 

The tube is now connected to power supplies 
and its internal metal components are bombarded 
by electrons from the cathode to establish its 
performance: It is then subjected to a `series of 
rigorous tests under working conditions to ensure 
its high performance and reliability; and at this 
stage the quality control department selects 
batches of finished tubes at regular intervals and . 

subjects them to extensive tests. By comparing 
the results of successive tests, any trend away from 
the high standard of performance required can be 
quickly detected and rectified before quality is 
adversely affected. 
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TUBES DIRECT FROM OUR FACTORY 
New low prices. New top quality guns. 

ALL GUARANTEED 
6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS 

Carriage and Insurance 12/6 REVACUUMED REGUNNED 

CRESS, MW22 -7, MW22 -14, MW22 -14C, 
MW22-17, MW22 -I8 
12KPA, 121K, 012B, CRM121, CRM121A, 
CRM121B, CRM122, CRM123, MW31 -14C, 
MW81 /18, MW31 -18, MW31174 
141K, 7E014, C14FM, CRM141, RM142, 
RM143, MW86 -24, MW86 -44 
17ASP4, 171X, AW38 /21, C171M, RM171, £7 -15 
CRM172, MW48 -64, MW43 -69 
7401A, AW4 3-80, C14BM, C17BM, CRM151, 
CRM152A, CRM182B, CRM153, CRM173,i r r MrW43/64 
AW53 -80, RM212, MW53 -20, MW53 -80 f 314 -15 316 -15 £.8 -10 
NEW 108K (97) TUBES SPECIAL OFFER: 39/- 
PLEASE NOTE: Many other types not listed available. S.A.E. enquiries 

£2 
£2 -10 

£3 -5 

i£3-10 if9-10 

£5 -5 

112 MONTHS 
NEW 
TYPES 

MW31/74 

£4 -10 
MW36/24 

£3 -15 £5 -15 

13 CHANNEL TV's 
TABLE MODELS, FAMOUS MAKERS. Complete with all 
valves and tubes. These sets are unequalled in value due 
to huge purchase direct from source. They are untested and 
are not guaranteed to be in working order. 

AMAZINGLY POPULAR -IDEAL SECOND SETS 

12" - £3.19. (P12/8 ) 

14" - £6.19. (Plb 
R) 

17" - £9.19. (P17,s ) 

12" 5 CHANNEL TV'S 45/- (P.N.) 

14" 5 CHANNEL TV'S 85/- (Pá2 s') 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
ALL DRY PORTABLES 

Stella l.ightweig tit Shoulder -strap model. super 
finish, economy valves, listed at 413.2 -6, medium 
and long waves, absolutely complete £7.1.7. in manufacturers sealed cartons. 

4 -SPEED RECORD PLAYERS 
Latest B.B.R. TU9. Turntable together with 
lightweight Steer Galaxy dual sapphire crystal 
turnover pick -up head.. 10. Carr. 
Truly amazing value at 3/ -. 

100 CONDENSERS 10 /- 
Aseortment of miniature silver mica and ceramic 
condensers. 3. 10,000 PF. List value over £5. 

100 RESISTORS ¡°°mow etr:` 7/6 

PMSPEAKERS performance guaranteed, 

Olin. 8/- 7X4 11/- 00X6 13/- 
D I O D E S 

General purpose, famous make, Dd. 
SI- dur.. GEX44 type. 319. 

CO-AX standard and low loss, 25 yds., 12/6. 
50 yds., 22 /6. 100 yds., 42/6. 

Co-as. Plugs 1/3. Wall outlet bone., 3/6. 

12in. TV's 5 channel table models in- 
cluding speaker, line tram., 

cabinet. Top makes requiring only valves and 
tube to complete, your choice if available 

1 
G /- 

(caer. 4/.). (Or £8 per dozen, carr. free.) 

14in. TV's o 
channel as above 35/- Icarr. 41-1 

CONNECTING WIRE 
25 FT. P.V.C. Insul., cellent 1/- (5 coils, dIR, colours, 4 /8) 

RECTIFIERS 1S0 volt 80'má'.° 916. 

RMI, 6 /6; RM2, 8 / -; RM3, 9 / -: RM4, 15/8; R315. 
21/ -; 14A86, 17/ -; 14A97, 28/ -; 14A100, 25; -; 
16R01.1 -16 -1, 7/9: 18RA1- 1 -16 -1, 7/9: 18R1)1.2- 
8.1, 14 / -; 14RA1- 2 -8 -2, 17/ -: 14RA1.2.8 -3, 20 /-. 

TURRET TUNERS 
38 Me. IF. Standard Famous Make with coils 
listed £7. Complete with PCF80 
and PCC84 valves, boxed (earn 3/-1. I 
Ditto complete except for 1 oscillator coil, 291 -. 
Ditto 16MCIF complete all coils, 55/ -. 

EXTERNAL I.T.V. CONVERTERS WITH IN- 
TERNAL POWER PACK. Finished In hammered 
gold. Very compact. Trimming controls, 
Gain and Trimming controls. Listed 
at 47.7.0. Our Price, cary. 2/6. 

SINGLE RECORD PLAYER (cary. 4/ -) 
COLLARD 4 -speed 4/546 .. .. £5 19 
EMI 4.speed Stereo .. .. .. 26 19 
GARRARD 4.speed 48P .. 27 7 

GARRARD 4.speed TA MKII .. £8 19 
GARRARD 4.speed 4HF . £17 15 

10 RECORD AUTOCHANGERS (carr. 4/.) 
B.S.R. (UA81 AUTOCHANGERS .. 26 15 
COLLARD CONQUEST CHANGERS 26 19 
GARRARD RC120D MK II .. .. £9 7 
GARRARD R01.21/4 MKII .. .. £9 19 

VALVES SOILED, GUARANTEED 3 MTH &. 

EY51, PL81 VALUEG 4;6 
TAPE RECORDERS (Carr. Free) 

LATEST ELPICO. Using the B.B.R. Monardeck 
31 i.p.e. takes 5in. spools, and is absolutely 
complete in attractive carrying case. 26 ana. 
ALBA tape recorder, similar to above. 26 ans. 
FIDELITY Super tape recorder. 29 cnr. 
S.8.ß! MONARDECK TAPE DECKS £9 10 0 

COLLARD TRANSRIPTION DECKS 213 15 0 

59/- 

VALVES BY RETURN OF POST 
IFREE TRANSIT INSURANCE. All valves are new 

or of fully guaranteed exGovernment or ex-equip- 
ment origin. Satisfaction or Money Back Guaram- 
tee on goods if returned unused within 14 day., 

10% DISCOUNT TO PURCHASERS 
of any SIX VALVES marked in blank type (15% 
in dosen). Post: 1 valve, 6d., 2 -11, 1/, 

NEW LOW PRICES 
GUARANTEED 3 MONTHS 

07.4 618 6AT6 7/- 6K6GT 8/8 6XSGT 6/- 12K7GT 5/6 SOCS 9 6 PF33 9/9 ECC81 6/9 EL91 4/9 N78 151- 81.12150A4/6 

1A6GT 6/- 6AU6 7/9 6K7 6/9 7A7 10/S 12K8GT11/6 5001160 19 - DF91 41- ECCAS O/0 EM34 8/6 N108 1S/- T41 718 

1A7GT 11/9 6B7 9/6 6K70 2/8 7B5 12/6 12Q7GT 6/8 50L6GT 91 DF96 7/9 ECC83 7/- EM80 9/8 N152 10/6 TH3pC 12/8 

1C6GT 919 6B80 818 6K70T 5/- 7136 9/6 12807 6/- 63KU 10/8 DH83 6/9 ECC84 8/9 EMI 9/3 P41 4/6 U14 8/- 
1DS 9/6 6BA6 0/- MG 518 7B7 7/8 12837 5/8 54KU 8/9 DH78 5/6 ECC85 8/3 EM84 9/9 P61 2/3 U38 816 

1D6 9/9 613E6 6/- 6KeGT 10/- 705 7/6 125K7 5/0 610PT 11/- DH77 71- ECF80 9/9 EM85 10/0 PABC8011/-U22 6/9 

1H5GT 9/9 6B060 12/6 8H25 7/6 7C6 7/8 128N7GT8/6 75 81- DK32 11/9 ECF82 9/9 ENel 16/- PCC84 7/6 U24 15/- 

1L4 3/6 6B116 61- 6L1 12/6 7E7 9/8 12Y4 910 77 8/6 DK91 6/- ECH21 14/- EY51 PCC85 9/3 U25 13/0 

1LD5 816 61336 8/- 6176 9/9 7H7 7/6 1487 14/9 78 7/6 DK92 818 E01135 9/9 SMALL 8/9 PCC88 19/- 11126 11 /- 

1LN5 4/8 6BR7 9/8 6L60 7/6 7K7 8/- 19AQ5 716 80 6/8 DK96 7l9 ECH42 8/8 EY86 8/- PGC89 15/9 U31 7/3 

1ry5GT 9)9 6BW6 7/9 6L7 9/- 7R7 10/8 19B06616/- 83 9/8 DL33 8/9 E01381 8/8 EZ35 6/- PCF80 716 U33 13/- 

1R5 6/- 6BW7 6/6 6L70 7/6 787 9/6 20D1 9/890AV 4/8 DL35 919 ECM 718 EZ40 6/9 P01,82 7/6 U35 8l9 

184 8/6 68E8 5/3 6L18 9/- 7V7 7/9 20F22 9/6 117Z7 10/6 DL82 918 ECL82 10/- EZ41 713 PC1.82 818 U37 26/8 

185 518 6C4 8/6 61.19 18/6 7Y4 7/- 20L1 13/6 186BT 10/- DL91 8/9 ECL83 14/6 EZ80 813 PCI.83 1148 U43 8,9 

1T4 4!- 605 5/8 6LD3 8/8 77.4 718 20P1 11/6 723A 29/- DL92 6/- EF22 121- EZBl 7/- PCL84 9,49 1150 0/- 

2D21 416 606 4/9 6LD12 7/6 8D8 318 20P3 18/0 807A 5/- D1.94 7/- EF36 3/3 GTIC 7/- PENN 416 U62 5/- 

8A4 518 609 9l8 6LD20 8/0 10C1 11/- SOPS 17/- 807E 3/9 DL06 7/9 EF39 4/3 0232 8/9 PEN45 7/3 U76 5/8 

3Q4 718 60D60 1818 6N7 610 1002 18/6 20P5 10/- 808 15/- EA50 94. EF40 13/6 GZ34 12/6 PEN48 6/3 U78 510 

3Q5GT 8/9 OCHS 9/3 6P1 14/- 10014 9/- 25A66 8/- 955 8/9 EABC80 7/8 EF41 8/8 áZ37 10/8 PL88 9/- U191 9/8 

384 8/- 6D1 94. 6126 9/- 10F1 819 25L60 6/9 956 2/9 EAC91 4/8 EF42 718 HARM 9/6 PLe6 11/- U281 916 

3V4 7/- 6D8 819 13128 1210 10F9 10/8 26L6GT 9/- 2050 818 EAF42 816 EF60-BR 2/- HL41DD9/8 PL38 14/6 U282 151- 

5114G 9/6 6D3 1218 6Q7G 619 10L14 8/- 251150 9/- 5763 10/- EB84 1/6 EF50-USA HVRS 7/6 PI81 9/9 U301 141- 

5U4088 6/- OD6 4/9 6Q7GT 918 lOLD3 8/8 25Z4G 7/3 9001 41- EB41 7/- 2/6 KL36 7/9 PL82 7/8 U309 12/8 

514G 9)8 1521 619 614715 7/6 1OLD12 8/9 25Z5 8/- 9003 41- EB91 8/9 EF54 8/3 KT82 619 PL83 7/6 U329 12/8 

513G 6/- 6F6G 6/8 61147 5/9 10P13 916 26Z6 9l- ATP4 2/9 EBC3 9/- EF80 5/3 KT33C 818 P1.84 11/- C*339 111- 

T Ì 

616M 
3 / 8 

16/- 
1 0 611H7 7 410 10P18 81- 3001 7/6 538 816 EBC4i l / 818 EF86 10/3 KT44 9Í8 PY31 8 

SZ4G 8/6 8F12 3 U404 6%6 

5Z40T 111- 6113 6/9 6635 5/- 12A6 6/8 30E5 7/-1385 4/9 EBC81 7/9 EF69 8 /- KT46 818 PY32 10/6 U801 19)- 

6A7 10,'- 6F14 9/6 65K7 5/8 12AH7 8/9 30FL1 910 CRL31 21/- EBF80 8/6 EF91 3.46 KT81 9/- P180 7/- UABC80 8/9 

6A80 918 6F15 9/6 88L7áT 81- 12AH8 9/9 30L1 7/9 CCH35 7/6 EBF89 8/8 EF92 4/9 KT63 BIB PY81 616 HAM 91- 

eA8C4T 18/8 6516 8/9 68N76T 4/9 12AT6 7/9 30P4 12/6 CL33 18/- E13L21 14/- EF95 6/9 KT66 12/8 P18'2 6/9IIH41 8/- 

OAB9 813 6F33 6/9 65427 8/8 12AT7 5/9 30P12 8/-CY31 9/9 F.RL31 21/- EK32 7/9 KTBI 14!- l'V.4:i 81- UBC41 8/3 

6AC7 4/9 OHO ß/- 0857 5/- 12AU7 8/6 30P16 7/9 D63 1/8 EC52 3/9 EL32 4/8 KTW61 5/6 PZ30 12/- UBC91 301- 

6A05 418 6J5 4/8 6U4GT 10/6 12AX7 7/- 30PL1 10/6 D77 3/9 EC90 8/8 EL83 9/- KTW63 419 I: I8 12/8 UBF89 8/8 

13A07 8/- 0150 2/9 13115131 6/8 12BA6 8/- 35L6GT 9/- D152 816 EC91 4/6 EL35 11/8 KTZ83 5,0 R 19 18/8 UBL21 14/8 

6AK5 6I9 6.11507 8/9 6V6G 5/6 12BE6 8/9 35W4 6/9 DA30 12/6 ECC31 916 EL37 11I6 L88 2'9 `iUe 91- UCC84 14/8 

EA1.5 8/9 6J6 4/- 6V6GT 6/6 12BH7 1016 3SZ4GT 618 DA90 2/8 ECC32 4/- EL38 1218 LI4162 716 SP6 3/9 UCC85 8/- 

6A805 4/8 BJ7 719 6X2 8/9 1208 8/6 36Z5GT 8/8 DAC32 9/9 ECC33 4/9 EIAl 8/61.Z319 7148141 2/6 UCF60 10/- 

S AMS al 817G 618 6X4 5/6 12E1 12/8 42 718 DAF91 818 ECC34 IQ 9)- E1,42 9/6 HU 14 8/- SIM 2/6 UCH21 1416 Z152 

6AQ5 61- 6J7GT 719 6X50 5l8 1'2J50T 3/6 43 7/6 DAF96 719 ECC935 8;9 1:1.84 7/- N37 11/- SU25 15I- DOH4E 719 Z719 

UCH81 8/S 
UCL81 11/3 
UCL83 18/6 
ÚF41 8/6 
UF42 6/9 

9l. 

14/6 

7/6 
12 /8 

9/9 
719 
9/6 

12/6 
9/8 

16/6 
111- 

16)6 
ÚY85 6/9 
VR150/30 

W61M 11//ó- 
W76 5/6 
W77 410 
W81 5)9 
161M 13/6 
X63 916 
165 11)- 
166 11 /- 
X781 9/6 
178 14)6 
X79 16/6 
Y63 6)8 
Z63 513 
Z66 9/6 
Z77 3)6 

5,13 
5/3 

UF80 
UF85 
11186 
UF89 
IIL41 
UL44 
UL4O 
UL84 
UM80 
UU6 
DU7 
UU8 
UY1N 
UY2I UY 

Post: 2 bs. 1/6, 4 lbs. 2/-, 7 lbs. 2/9, 15 lbs. 3/6 etc. No C.O.D. ALL ITEMS LESS 5', & POST FREE IN DOZENS. 
SNIPS 6d. 

TECHNICAL TRADING Cos 350.352aFRA °ON °RUAR PORTTSSDMOUTH. 
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Go buy Suffolk Tubes... 
they're better ! 

EVERYTHING IN C.R.T.'s 

REBUILT 

RESCREENED 

RE- ALUMINIZED 

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD 

SUFFOLK HALL 1 -3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD PUTNEY S.W.15 
Tel: VANdyke 5267 and 4304 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 
-RAINING TECHNIQUE 
f « RA D / O s EL EC Ti Q O N/C S 

t/ouafkt/svhi/e you ROW 
S/ MPLE... PRA GT /G4L... FASCINATING .. ..Ist stage re receiver 
ANNOUNCING -after many years of highly successful operation in the U.S.A. and in Europe -the latest system in home training in electronics is now introduced 

Dby 
an entirely new British training organisation. AT LAST-a 

with 
practical 

mn means-the basic 
YOU LEARN B radio 

UILDINGtaactu a1 equipment with the components and parts which we send you. You advance by simple steps using high quality equipment and perform- in Seg a whole series of Interesting and instructive experiments. No receivers mathematics! INSTRUCTION MANUALS and our teaching stall employ the latest techniques for showiñg clearly how radio works In a practical and interesting manner. You really have fun whilst learning! And you end by possessing a first rate piece of home equipment with the full knowledge of how it operates and -very important -how to service and maintain It afterwards! A full library of magnificent Illustrated textbooks are included with the Courses. IN FACT for the 'Do- It- Yourself' enthusiast. the hobbyist. or those wanting help with their radio career training, or to Amplifier. set up their own full or part -time servicing business -then this new and oscillator and exciting instructional system is exactly what is needed and it can all be detectorcircults provided at very moderate cost. Easy payments available. Post the coupon sow, for full details. There Is no obligation. 

Test equipment `. 
SUP lied ,.. 

con. Of /A/ST/21/CT/VE 

F.YOER/MENTS AT HOME,/ 

Power supply circuits 

BUILD YOUR OWN RADIO EQUIPMENT TEST GEAR I To: RADIOSTRUCTOR (Dept. 040), 
HI -FI INSTALLATION -AND LEARN AS YOU DO IT 

RADIOSTRUCTO 
BRITAIN'S LEADING RADIO TRAINING ORGANISATION 

I 40 Russell Street. Reading, Berks. 
Please send brochure. without obligation. ta 

BLOCK 
CAPS. 
PLEASE 

7 

(821) We do not employ representatives 6 -60 J 
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Curing Ilifliçult Faults 
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SHORT CUTS IN SERVICING By L. E. Higgs 

ONCE every now and again, the odd technical 
trouble crops up in our TV experience, 
which seems to defy solution. Everyone 

comes up against it, a blank wall that will not 
yield to any of the many rule of thumb solutions, 
or past successful methods. Valves all tested, hours 
spent tracing and trying, no obvious clue and 
having tried each of the many different approaches 
we are forced to admit to reaching a particular 
limit in our knowledge. What can we do? 

Methods 
The challenge of overcoming the baffling defect, 

gives us an opportunity to develop improved 
diagnostic methods, compels a closer examination 
of that which we thought was familiar. and 
becomes a valuable exercise in our thinking and 
leads to more flexible procedure. There follows, 
too, the exhilaration when finally the trouble is 
located and solved. 

Lack of information is the main cause, and many 
who say they do not need a circuit diagram really 
mean that they carry a good approximation in 
their head. The problem therefore, is to obtain 
the required extra information whether it be a 
service manual, circuit diagram, or comments of 
an expert on the particular model. 

Manufacturers, generally are not helpful and 
refer enquiries to the nearest local dealer, but some 
of the smaller makers may send data if a postal 
order and stamped envelope are enclosed, espec- 
ially for persons far from a dealer, or off the 
beaten track. However, the maker's service depart- 
ment can be most helpful on the phone. Usually a 
technician answers, and if you take the trouble to 
have a table of measured voltages and all avail- 
able symptoms, model number, etc., he will most 
likely provide a clue or new line of thought. 
Purchasers of Radio and TV servicing books such 
as Newnes' " Radio and Television Servicing " will 
have all the data they require. Readers of this 
periodical also have a postal service but must 
always remember the stamped and addressed 
envelope and queries coupon. It is a good idea for 
those who are frequently repairing TV sets of 
different makes to collect any data published in 
magazines and compile a scrap book. You never 
know when this information will be needed. 

Tracing the Circuit 
All of this takes time, and while waiting for 

something to come through the post, try to make 
up a circuit diagram by tracing out the details in 
that part of the set that is suspected. Starting from 
the valve base, trace and list the components, 
voltages, and valve pins, by searching through the 
section with a bright light and an insulated dental 
mirror. Fill in the diagram with the resistance of 
windings as you measure them and note the effects 
of altering controls. This systematic checking 
often takes us to parts of the receiver that 
formerly we overlooked and quite likely 
this new objective task will show up the 

defect, or give a clue to it, before the 
postman calls. If it does not, then at least you 
have a circuit diagram and a better knowledge of 
the set. Commonly this method will show up dry 
joints, concealed damaged resistors and shorts to 
chassis. As a quick aid, a circuit of another set 
with similar timebases and circuit can be consulted, 
mainly as a guide to the kind of voltages to expect. 
but care must be taken not to rely on it. 

New thinking, when "going stale" on a hard fault 
can be stimulated by recalling each action taken 
since starting on the job. Perhaps the present 
trouble is not the original fault but has an extra 
defect caused while working on it, such as a wire 
broken or shorting as the chassis was removed 
from the cabinet, or two valves accidentally trans - 
posed -even a bent valve pin suffered when re- 
fitting. One case of crackling starting up since 
working on a set was traced to a thin line made by 
a pencil on a capacitor white probing about on 
another fault. If the trouble arose since, say, 
replacing a brightness Control -then checking 
around that quarter is obviously going to be the 
most profitable. 

Phones 
Make sure Mains plug 
is correct way round 
and chassis is 'earthy' 

00 /pF /000 wkg. 
Capacitor 

X Chassis 

Fig. 1. -Using earphones with a condenser for 
signal tracing. 

Probe 

Assumptions 
Quite often an incorrect recognition of the 

symptom leads one up the wrong track, and it is 
not until a tip to look elsewhere is received and 
followed that a prompt solution is found. Many 
are deceived into thinking a picture tube has 
failed because no light can be raised on the screen, 
yet EHT is present. Sometimes a bias fault or 
displaced ion trap magnet or missing accelerator 
anode voltage is the cause. Very often the telltale 
spot of light appearing when switched off is un- 
noticed. It is worth questioning assumptions again 
on these faults: we may he looking in the wrong 
place. Time spent trying to improve low EHT in 
flyback systems finishes up with replacing the H.T. 
rectifier to the whole set. Just one simple voltage 
test before starting could save this. 

" Intermittents " are a big headache, in annoy- 
ance, time testing and waiting. But here a 
methodical approach can be made, usually in caus- 
ing the set to perform its tricks to order. The 
formula to apply that covers most eventualities is 
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Turret 

No tests this side 
of line except with 

special Signal Tracer 

Vision 
/F 

Weak 
buzz 

1110 

-i Common 
IF 

Sound 
IF 

Vision 
Detector 

Weak buzz 
and whistle 

Vision 
Output 

Strong..- - 
buzz r 

Weak 
whistle 

Horizontal 
Oscillator 

Danger 
No tests 

Horizontal 
Output 

Sync. 
Separator 

Cathode 

Scan 
Coils 

EHT 

Strong 
J 

Sync, 
Vert. 
hear 

tick 
Osc.) srt.,rottn 

Sound 
Detector 

Sound Vertical 
Oscillator 

Vertical 
Output 

Weak 
sound 

Output 

Weak 
rattle 

Weak 
Stop 

to 
Fig. 2.- Sounds to be heard at various points in the circuit. 

heat, time, vibration, interference, position, and 
mains fluctuation. 

Heat 
Effects of heat may be speeded by covering up 

with a cloth but care should be taken not to 
overdo it as the temperature can rise high enough 
to soften plastic parts such as channel knobs. 
Remember to test sets with their backs -in position -the increased cabinet heat may be warping a 
speaker cone, and distortion caused; not fitting 
the back on will improve the vèntilation, and the 
speaker will not become warm enough to show 
the fault. 

Time has to be allowed for with many intermit - 
tents, possibly resistors dropping in value with 
time or temperature, or gas in valves blocking 
grids in time, so a wait is required here. Yet others 
show up in the first warming -up period only, so 
switching off to cool takes up most time. 

Vibration 
Vibration of the receiver affecting valve elec- 

trodes, poor connections on controls and dry joints 
can be simulated by gently probing the wiring and 
components during examination with the set on. 
Much vibration comes from the speaker shaking 
the chassis and will not show up outside the 
cabinet. This is one form of sound on vision. 
Position of the set can mislead; and some oil -filled 
line transformers, with arcing taking place above 
the oil level, will work well on their side on the 
bench when the oil slopes upwards and quenches 
the breakdown. Other outside effects such as 
mains variations and sporadic interference can 
give rise to effects that are blamed on the receiver 
and take a long time to prove otherwise. The 
aerial, too, must be considered. 

Complete breakdown of the receiver or part of 
it. however, does allow some form of fault pro- 

Picture 
Tube 

cedure to be attempted, and unlike the intermittent 
we do know that the trouble is cleared when the 
normal operation is restored. Strange to say, 
" tracing " is not the most often used or quickest 
way of clearing trouble. " Probability " is often 
best used first. such as trying the valves in a 
section, or testing fuses. or perhaps trying the 
control of a section through its full extent in the 
case of an open circuit. After this, " trial and 
error " is often quicker than tracing (and what 
else can be done if there is no diagram handy ?). 
The most easily checked parts may be checked by 
substitution, or measured with the set off. and the 
working voltage checked with the set switched on. 
Some tracing can take place once a missing voltage 
or waveform is proved. 

Listening to Waveforms 
Knowing the sound to be expected at key 

parts of the set, and listening to them with a pair 
of phones and capacitor speeds up diagnosis 
greatly (see Fig. 1). In the case of timebases, the 
driven type, coupled from an oscillator, the buzz 
from the vertical, or whistle from the horizontal 
can be checked first to see if it is arriving at the 
grid of the output valve. If it is not, try working 
backwards to the oscillator. If it is, then examine 
the output stage. Unfortunately, the output multi - 
vibrator cannot be checked this way, as these 
circuits are two valves see -sawing together (the 
output and a section of another small valve). If 
any part fails, the whole circuit fails. Video wave- 
forms can be traced from the detector to the tube 
this way, as can the sync from the video valve 
anode to the sync separator, and off to each of the 
timebases. It is necessary to stop the timebase for 
a short while for this check as the noise from it 
drowns the sync signal. so turn down the brilliance 
to avoid burning the screen, or take out the ENT 
connector. 
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7 -VALVE AM /FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 

3 Valve Line up: 
ECC85, ECH81, 
EF89, EABC80, 
EL84, EM81, EZ80. 

3 waveband and switched gram 
positions. Med. 200 m.400 m., BAND 3 TV CONVERTER Long 1,000 m. -2,000 m., VHF /FM 88-95 Me /s. 
4 Controls. Vol., On-off, Tone, Tuning, I All channels 7.13 (180.206 Mo/ ». 
Wavechange. P.U., As. and E., and speaker sockets. Magic eye tuning. IYt. 2 Model. Latest oe.ode circuit tiling 

Philips continental tuning insert with permeability tuning on ñ.n nq l Euiit-In 1Powegiai Supply 
FM, and combined AM /FM IF transformers, 460 Ke /s and 10.7 Me/s. Dust 1"21;!;¿;',.. A C. Rue 6(la. z 31,.. z 4in. Simple 
core tuning all coils. Latest circuitry, including AVC and Neg. Feedback. to fit -only external plug-in connection.. 
3 watt output. Sensitivity and reproduction of a very high standard. Iwired and aligned ready to use. Only 79/0. 

Chassis size 134in. x 61in. Height 7-kin. Edge illuminated glass dial 113ín. F. k P.1 /6. 

a 34in. Vertical pointer, Horizontal station names, gold on brown back- B1 -B3 changeover Bw. and BBC Aerial Socket 

ground. A.C. 200 250 v. o operation. 
I and sorrel,. 8/- extra. 

g p Bend 3 Aeriad. Single Dipole with 4 yds. 

Icable, 18/9. 3 Element Beam, S6 / -,a Element, 4 3.10.0 Corr. and Ins. 5 / -. Complete with 4 knobs walnut or ivory w choice r 39/9, ciao BlD3 Croeeovcr U uiG, 718. 

Ae previously announced fresh supplies am now being received, but we regret some 1 RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS 
slight. delay may be experienced In fulfilling orders for this ponder item. 

NEW RELEASE by E.M.I. -4 -speed Single P ayev 

RE- GUNNED TV TUBES PDLLY VALVES NEW REDOCEDI 
Unit fitted with latest stereo and monaural Xtal 

GUARANTEED PRICES 
and star and duel tang 

buy 
only 

and stared A fidelity unit and bargain buy at only 
New Reduced Pri cell 1R5,1T47/6 DAF9tl 9)- EFSO 9/6 PÚ3'82 10/0118.19.8. 

And now 12 months' Guarantee) 
llln, as 37ìn. 18.10.0 
14in. /7 9110. 110.10.0 
16in. 17.10.0 Oerr. and /mar. 10 / -. 
All tubes Rebuilt with new Heater Cathode and Gm 
Assembly- reSoaditloaed virtually as new: Full 
6 months' unconditional Guarantee. As used by our 

down 
Service Dept. Comprehensive stooks -quick 

eilvery._10 /. part esetante allowance on your old 
tub. 

RECORD PLAYER CABINETS 
Contemporary Cabinet 
styled, ravine Pries 
eawrad cabinet Sea 11 
in two -tone 
fawn and brown, Carr. and 
or mottled red Ins. 3 /6, 
with white ppoollee 
dot. Sloe 18( z 
119 z ht. 091e.. 
fitted with all 
accessories, in. 
eluding baffle 
board and ano- 
dised metal fret. 
Spaa available 
for all modern 

smpllflen 
and 

itoc hangers 
etc. Uncut record player mounting board 14 z 
lain. suppled. 

2 -valve AMPLIFIER Mk.2 

latest developed circuit giving a higher fidelity 
response and greater output (2 -3 watts) nclug twin 
stage. valve EOL82 and neg. feedback Tune Control. 
Complete with knobs, etc., wired and tested ready to 
8t in above cabinet. 

ONLY 12.17.6. P & P. 1 / -. 
6:n. speaker and matching transformer, 22/-. 
P. k P. 1/6. 

SENTEROEL SNOTIPIERB. E.H.T. Type Ely - 
1,s,'k Voltages, KS /26 2 kV., 5 / -; K3/40 3.2 kV., 
6i0; K3/46 3.0 kV., 7/3; K3/30 4 kV., 7/9; K3 /100 
8 kV., 12/6. MAINS TYPES.-ItMl, 115 v. 60 inA. 
4/9; RM2, 136 v 100 InA., Oil; EMU, 120 v. 1.20 rA., 
711; 11114, 230e. 250 ma.. 18/ -: I(M4B type 170 rA., 
17/6; RHO, 230 v. 300 105., 21 / -. 

8PEARRE PRET. -Expanded Bronze anodised 
metal 8 z Sto., 9/8; 19 z 81u., 91 -; 12 z 121u., 4/6; 
12 z 151u., 8/ -; 24 a 121u., 91 -, etc. 
listed above are only a few Items from our very 
large atoek. Send 3d. stamp today for Complete 
Bargain List, 

186 7/ 
354, 3V4 8/- 
584 9/ 
6E7 5/6 
6E8 8/6 
6Q7 8/9 
OSNo 7 e/8 
Ov 7/6 
0X4 7/6 
705 
Y4 8/6 

331.6 9/8 

1111911 9/- 
!DUO 9/- 
EABC80 9/6 
EBC41 9/6 
ECC88 9/6 
ECC84 10/6 
ECF99 11/6 
RCF81 11/9 
RCH81 10/9 
RCf,80 19/6 
E01,81 11/6 

EF80 18/8 
EF91 8/9 
EL41 1018 
EL84 9/e 
EMI 9/8 
EYb1 10/- 
RY80 101- 
E280 71e 
Ez81 7/e 
MUl4 9/6 
PCC66 1016 
PCF80 10/6 

PCIAS 18/8 BBB -UA9 Model.- 4-speed aatochanger it 
P1.01 1810' crystal turnover cartridge, sto., wired for stereo. 
PL82 9/6 Bargain 86.19.6. 

11/61 Garrard-Latest 80181 /D /Mk. 11-fitted with acO PY80 716 'metal cartridge, plug -In monaural head. Auto/ PYel 9/61 manual selector, etc. '('he oonnolreer'e choice for PY89 7/e audio perfection. Bargain 10 pee. 

v15 12/6 PY88 12/61 PlugIn stereo head (100/10 DO extra. 
U191 14116I All above are Arend row, )ally prssvawYW model. 
I1CH49 10/6 Carr. and ins. 4/6. 
UF41 10 /- IComprehenolve bargain range of Gallaro, Oita 

Iand (arrant Unite In stook. Bend for comprehensive 
bargain lists. 

27/61 

Bend for List of mon Valve Bargains. 

SPECIAL PRICE PER SET 
1116, ITS, 1116, 184 or :IV4 .. .. .. 
DK90, DP96, DA326, D196 .. .. 86,- 
0E8, 617, 6(17, OVO, 6E4 or 6X6 .. .. 86/ -1 

COAX 80 OHM CABLE. Bland 
gin. diem. Low loss Semi -Air Spaced Aeraxlel. 
Top grade able -not to be confused with 
is /air types 

SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES 
20 yds. 12 /8. P. k P. 1)6; 60 yds. 8216, P. k 
P. d /.: 40 yds. 22/6, p. & p. 2/6; All other 
lengths 8d. per yard 
Coat Plugs 1 /-, &Mots 1/ -, Couplers 1/8, 
Cable End Sockets 1/6, Outlet Boxes 4 /6. 

TRANSISTOR 'ONE -WATT' 
AMPLIFIER 

6 v. Battery operated 
Latest Push -Pall, 4 Transistor circuit giving 
full 1 watt Output Into standard 3 olun speaker. 
Good sensitivity- and Improved freq. response. 
Neg. feedback. Var. Tone and Volume Controls. 
Cherie Elise Om a 311n. z lily (;current con. 
gumption 10 m1 quleeoent-.250 mA at 1 watt. 
2 matched GEC OET15 lransietore..42 /. pr. 
2 GEO 0E13 Transistors 21 / -Pr. 
Driver Trans 8/6 
Output Trans. (to a ohms) 10,8 
t'ompbde Kit of Ports incl. circuit etc. lead spao,'er. 

ONLY 99/6 P. k P. 2/6. 

elreuii and instruction booklet 1/0 poet fee. 

C.R.T. Heater 
Isolation Transformers 

New Improved types -mains pries). 
200/250 v. tapped. 

All Isolation Transformers now supplied with 
lternative no beast plus 25 %, and Plw 50!ó 
boat teps, at no extra sharps. 

2 v. 2A typa 12/8 (P. k P. 1/61 
6.3 v. Jiff 1216 , 
10.5 v. .3A ,. 12/6 

1:3 v. .3A 12/6 .. 
Olbw 1,011008 available st WWI pekes. 
Small sire and tag terminated for say fifties. 

JASON FM TUNER UNITS 
(87.105 Mc/e) 

liesignerapproved kits of parts for these quality 
and blghy popular tuners available as tollowal 

STANDARD MODEL (FMT) -as previously 
extensively advertised. COMPLETE KIT. S pee., 
post free. Bet of 4 spec. valves, 80/-, post free. 

LATEST MODEL (FMT2)--- attractively presented 
shelf mounting unit to enclosed Metal Cabinet 
with Built -in Power Supply. COMPLETE K11', 
17. p. k p. 3/6. Set of 6 spec. valves, N /S. 

NEW JA80N COMPREHENSIVE P.M. HAND. 
BOOK, 216 post tree. 48 hr. Alignment semen, 
71e. P. k P. 310. 

VOLUME CONTROLS 
10,000 ohms -1 Megohme. All long spindles. 
Morganite Midget type, lije. diameter. Guar. 
1 year. Log or I.In. Ratios. Iras 8w. 3/ -. D.P. 
ow. 4/9. Twin Ganged controls, f mops, I meg., 
1 meg., leu 8w. 8/9 ea. 

II TYOAN FRET (Murphy pattern) 12 z 111e., 2 / -; 
I 12 z 1SIu., 8 / -; 12 z 14iu., 4 / -, etc. 

ISPEAKERS P.M. 3 ohm 291n. Eiae, 16/6, 39in. 
Ooodmam. 1816. lin. R. k A., 17/S. Ola. Celestion 
18/6. 7 z 41o. Goodman, 18;6. Sin. Rol*, 801 -. 81u 
Special Cone trauma, 21¡6. 103a R. k L. 26/e. 

Term.: C.W,O. e. C.O.D. Kindly make cheques, P.Oa etc., payable to T.R.N. Post /Parkin y tip to 118.74. 1(b. 1 /1, 3)ó.1J8.0(6.1 /.,1010. 2/s 

Hours: 9 a.m: 6 p.m. I p.m. Wed. Open oll day Saturday. 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS (Est. 1946) 

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY (THO2188) 

50 .a. cs T',o..nron Flcatl, "a. on. Busen 130A. 133, 159. 166 and 190 
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lei c.c.s. 
PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

RADIO and 
SERVICING 

TELEVISION 
ELECTRONICS 

EXAMINATION COURSES FOR:- 
C. & G. Radio 

Servicing Certificate 
(R.T.E.B.) 

British Institution of 

C. & G. Radio 
Amateurs' Exam. 

(Amateurs' Transmitting 
Licence) 

Radio Engrs., etc. 
Whether you plan to have your own business, 
to become an electronics engineer or to take 
up a career in industry, an I.C.S. Course will 
help you to success. You learn at home in 
your own time, under expert tuition. Moderate 
fees include all books. 

LEARN -AS-YOU-BUILD 

A basic course in radio, electronic and electrical theory 
backed by thorough practical training. You build a 4 -valve 
T.R.F. and a 5 -valve superhet radio receiver, signal genera- 
tor and multi -tester. 
Other Learn -as- you -Build radio courses are available 

Practical Radio Course 

5 -VALVE 
SUPERHET RECEIVER 

MULTI -TESTER 
(Sensitivity 1,003 
ohms per volt) 

RF AF SIGNAL GENERATOR 

careers in Radio, etc. 
for FREE book on 

details of I.C.S. Courses 

International Correspondence Schools 
(Dept. 164B), Intertext House, Parkgate Road, 

London, S.W.11. 

Please send book on 

Name. 
(Block Letters please) 

Address 

Occupation 6-= 
ad e ime 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

June, 1960 

* TOP QUALITY AT 
UNAPPROACHABLE 

PRICES 
With 12 Months 

Full Guarantee 

NEW GUN TV TUBES 
*This means Completely New Gun Assembly 
with New Button and Base. Rescreened and 
Realuminised. VIRTUALLY A NEW TUBE. 
All Mullard and Mazda and Hardglass Types. 

I2 " -14" - - £6.0.0 
I5 " -17" - - £6.10.0 
21" - - - £9.0.0 

Electrostatic Focus I0/- extra. 
Trade enquiries welcomed. 

All carriage and insurance now paid by us, to your 
address and on return of old tube all by passenger 

train, inclusive at LI extra. 
All C.W.O. Old tubes must be returned to us, or 
an extra charge of 10,- will be made on 12 to 17 in. 

tubes. 

SABRINA C.R.T. COMPANY 
"ELECTRON WORKS," NORTH BAR 

BANBURY, Oxon. Phone 2390. 

RESTORE TV TUBE PICTURE 
PRICE 

30r. 
plus 

26 P. & P. 

QUALITY & BRIGHTNESS 

Pat. No. 
836161 

Reg. design. 

JUST PLUG IN! 
No technical knowledge required. 

This Unit removes the cathode contamination, restores low 
emission on all sets operating off A.C. mains. 
IMPORTANT. State make and model No. of set and tube 
in block capitals, please. If not satisfied money refunded 
if returned within 7 days. 

REBUILT TUBES ALSO AVAILABLE 
12 months guarantee 

12" L5.0.0 14" L5.10.0 17" L7.0.0 
carriage and insurance 7 6 extra. 

SINCLAIR ELECTRONICS 
33 BERWICK STREET, LONDON, W.I 
Terms: C.W.O. C.O.D. Phone: REGENT 5520 
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Im p r o v i n g Performance llllillllillilillllllllllilllllillilllllllllllllillllilllilillll 

SET ADJUSTMENT FOR THE BEGINNER By J. Kingdon 

MANY constructors find themselves responsible 
for keeping the family's TV receiver in 
good order. One common fault which 

may be difficult to clear without sufficient informa- 
tion is an out -of- centre raster; that is to say, large 
corner shadows appear to give the raster, or the 
diffused patch of light, a new moon effect. Such 
a combination of easily remedied defects can 
be extremely disconcerting to the constructor, 
especially if he is new to the art of TV construction. 

Centring 
The constructor should take heart, for the cause 

of the deranged raster is not often as bad as the 
picture -tube first shows it. It is advisable, first of 
all, to get the raster in some sort of order, after 
which the constructor can then concentrate on 
improving sound and vision. The aerial should 
be taken out, and the contrast control turned to 
minimum. Next, the raster should be brought to 
some form of focus; this will give it a clear edge, 
and indicate its boundaries so that centring is 
facilitated. 

Receivers may employ either electro- magnetic 
focusing or, as is more usual, a focusing magnet. 
In the former case, alteration of the external 
focusing control should do as it indicates -it may 
to a degree, but more than likely hard over on 
one of its " stops," the raster just starts to focus. 
Should this occur, all is well, for it simply means 
that the focus coil is not quite correctly positioned 
on the tube neck. 

With electro- magnetic focusing we energise the 
focus coil by passing a certain current through it 
as determined by the setting of the focusing 
control. This allows the focus coil to behave with 
an electron beam as a lens does with light rays; the 
electron beam is brought to a point of focus on 
the screen by modifying the focal length of the 
coil. Clearly, then, the coil must be correctly 
positioned on the tube neck in the first place so 
that the approximate midway setting of the 
focusing control will effect a perfect focus of the 
electron beam. 

Fig. 1(a) and (b) illustrates the general method 
of focus coil mounting; a circular bracket drilled 
to take the neck of the picture -tube is secured to 
the chassis. The bracket carries three threaded 
bolts, which line up with holes drilled in the focus 
coil cowling. Three compression springs provide 
loading for the coil, and three nuts allow its axial 
movement. With the focusing control set to its 
midway position, and the coil set as far as possible 
towards the tube base, the three adjusting nuts 
should be given equal clockwise turns (about one 
complete turn at a time) and the position of the 
raster noted. A point will be reached where the 
horizontal scanning lines are clearly defined on the 
tube face, although it is possible that the raster 
may be well out of centre with its corners cut off. 

At this point the picture width and height con- 
trols should be adjusted so that the raster occupies 
about two -thirds of the screen area. It is then an 

easy matter to centre the raster by slight readjust- 
ment of individual nuts, the correct nuts and 
direction of adjustment being readily found by 
trial and error. Should it be found that, instead 
of the raster being wholly in focus, the centre is 
very sharp, and focus deteriorates towards the 
side and corners, correction may be effected by 
moving the coil very slightly along the neck of the 
tube towards the screen. The final centring and 
focusing must be carried out with the aid 
of test card "C" in conjunction with the settings 
of the horizontal and vertical linearity controls. 

With permanent magnet focusing, the field 
strength along the tube neck, and thus the virtual 
focal length is adjustable by means of a soft iron 
sleeve, which can be made to traverse the tube 
neck in such a way that it gradually by- passes the 
focusing field as it enters the magnet. The magnetic 
gap is sometimes adjustable by three screws, which, 
apart from focusing the raster, also act as a picture 
shift. Adjustment of this arrangement may be 
followed by the method recommended for the 
focus coil, althought the optimum focus adjust- 
ment must be performed by this means as no 
external focusing control is available to facilitate 
this function. 

Finally, it should be remembered that it is 
pointless to perform these adjustments, to an 
optimum limit, if the picture tube is not securely 
fixed to the chassis, for only a slight alteration in 
the position of the tube when it is fitted into the 
cabinet will be sufficient to necessitate further 
adjustment. 

Picture shift adjustments 

Focus 
coil 

Securing 
bracket (a) 

Picture shift 
adjustments 

(b) 
Securing 
bracket 

Fig. 1.- A method of focus -coil mounting.' 

Shadowing 
This fault has several variations, since the 

shadows may be no more than slight shadings at 
one or more of the corners; or there may be 
complete blackout of the corners with clearly 
defined edges. Adjustment of picture shift screws 
or nuts probably tends to prevent shadowing, but 
only when the raster is well out of centre. In the 
end the exasperated constructor realises that it 
appears impossible to have it both ways -no 
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shadowing and a perfectly centred raster -by the 
mere adjustment of the picture shift screws, so a 
compromise is usually aimed at. 

Little is said in construction manuals about this 
type of fault, although it can present quite a head- 
ache to the builder. The fault is, of course, pro- 
duced by an obstruction of the electron beam, 
where the deflection is greatest, by the glass 
envelope of the tube. Fig. 2(a) clearly illustrates 

/NO raster nere u // raster 

Obstruction 
of beam 

by tube neck 
Scanning 

unit 

Focus 
coi/ 

Electron 
beam (a) 

Fig. 2.- Showing how a wrongly positioned 
scanning unit can cause corner shadow. 

how such a fault could occur. The scanning unit, 
as will be noticed, is not as far as possible up the 
tube neck, and deflection is taking place about 
one -third of the way down, resulting in sharply - 
defined corner shadows. It is, therefore, essential 
that the scanning unit be well up to the top of the 
neck of the tube as shown by Fig. 2(b). 

Sometimes the corner shadows are less clearly 
defined, which generally means that the electron 
beam is not coming up to centre of the tube. This 
fault is usually indicative of bad alignment of the 
tube in relation to the focus unit. The mechanical 
mounting of the tube should be such that the tube 
axis passes centrally through both the scanning and 
focus units. With home -constructed equipment 
special attention should be given to this very 
important point. 

Slight misplacement of the gun electrodes in the 
tube itself can be responsible for corner shadow- 
ing, and more than one such instance can be 
remembered by the author. It is frequently 
possible to avoid shadowing by rotating the tube 
into a different position, and then re- setting the 
shift adjustments. Apart from changing the tube -if it is still under guarantee return it to the 
dealer- little more can be done. Care should be 
taken if the tube is rotated, to provide adequate 
clearance between the EHT connector and chassis. 

External fields, either electrostatic or electro- 
magnetic, can distort a raster and give rise to 
corner shadowing. The electrostatic charges 
develop on the tube and associated mask; usually 
due to slight dampness. A complete dry -out is 
the answer coupled with a coating of anti -static 
tube polisher. 

Instability can be very difficult to trace, but it 
must be rectified before further alignment is 
attempted. Special attention should be given to 
the screening between coils or stages. Mechanically 
it may be perfectly sound, but from the R.F. point 
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of view, probably, sadly lacking. Frequently, 
screens and shields of this nature are secured to 
the main chassis by B.A. nuts and bolts, and so 
far as R.F. is .concerned this method of fixing is 
totally inadequate. In fact, in certain cases, where 
the screen is also employed to earth decoupling 
capacitors, etc., the receiver would probably 
behave better if the screen were omitted altogether! 

This is because R.F. voltages induced into the 
badly- secured screen are fed back again, via the 
capacitors, to the valves, and if these voltages are 
of the right phase conditions for positive feed- 
back are developed. First of all, then, make 
absolutely certain that any R.F. shielding is really 
doing its job -and where possible solder all round 
any mechanical joint, especially where the shield 
is making contact with the main chassis - dozens 
of cases of tricky instability problems have been 
so cured by the author. 

Decoupling capacitors must be returned direct 
to a common point, for the stage in question, and 
not to random sections of the chassis as is unfor- 
tunately very common practice. The circuit of 
Fig. 3 illustrates the arrangement which should be 
adopted. Grid and anode leads must be kept as 
short as absolutely possible, and it is essential to 
earth the metal centre portion of the valve base, 
since this acts as a screen between grid and anode 
pins pf the valve. 

The early stages common to both sound and 
vision channels are more likely to develop 
instability than later stages. Both loudspeaker and 
picture -tube will respond violently to instability 
here, and in extreme cases a microohonic howl 

Fig. 3.- Single -point wiring is carried out as shown 
here. 

may build up in the loudspeaker accompanied by 
an uncontrollable brilliant screen. In less severe 
cases the loudspeaker may go conspicuously quiet, 
and all valves appear microphonic if gently tapped; 
at the same time herring -bone or wire -netting 
patterns come and go on the screen, and alter in 
form as the contrast control is adjusted. 

To determine quickly the actual stage which is 
unstable (oscillating) a valve current check can be 
taken. A voltmeter connected across the cathode 
resistor of each valve in turn will indicate an 
abnormal reading across the resistor of the valve 
which is oscillating. After locating the unstable 
stage attention should be focused on its associated 
wiring, decoupling, and shielding arrangements. 
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Practical reference books for your 
technical library and work bench .. . 

RADIO 
ENGINEERING 
FORMULAE AND 
CALCULATIONS 

RADIO 
ENGINEERING 
FORMULAE 
AND 
CALCULATIONS 

by W. E. Pannett, A.M.I.E.E. 

Problems in radio, radar and television engineering are usually presen- 
ted either in the form of examination questions and answers, omitting 
many intermediate steps or are framed solely for the instruction of 
the student. In this book, examples have been selected from everyday 
practice in design, installation and operation and are shown fully worked 
and generously illustrated. Although it is intended primarily for the 
practising engineer, it will be found equally valuable to the technical 
assistant and the student about to embark on an engineering career. 

Here is a book then for all those who wish to improve or revive their 
ability to cope with radio engineering problems. 

208 pages 
163 figures 

TELEVISION 
ENGINEERS' 
POCKET BOOK 
edited by J. P. Hawker 
The new and enlarged edition of this pocket manual and data book has 
been extensively revised to meet the practical needs of all concerned 
with the repair and maintenance of modern television receivers. 

Apart from useful basic circuit information and many pages of essen- 
tial reference data on cathode -ray tubes, valves, television stations, field 
coverage maps and transmission standards, it contains informative 
guidance on installing, servicing and aligning Band I and Band III 
receivers. Both the experienced engineer and the newcomer to service 
work will find this handy book invaluable for on- the -spot repairs. 

12e. 6d. (13e. 6d. by post) 
252 pages Over 200 illustrations 

ORDER HERE 
Please send me Cash on delivery the following books:- 
... Radio Engineering Formulae and Calculations 
... Television Engineers' Pocket Book 
Name...........__ -___....... ............ .__._ ._.__......... .._...__...__ .....- .._...._..._.. .._._... 

Address_- ____.__.........__ ._....._._ _._....___.._..__...._._. _..____..._: 

17s. 6d. (18e. 6d. by post) 

NOTE: Send no money now -simply complete and post this order form TODAY to GEORGE 
NEWNES LTD., Tower House. Southampton Street, London W.C.2. You pay on delivery 
plus normal C.O.D. charges. (If you prefer not to pay charges send a remittance for the 
price of the books plus Is. extra per book for postage.! 

FROM 
ALL 

BOOKSELLERS 
... or in case of 

difficulty use the Order Form 
on left 

NEW N E S 
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LOOK ! 
A Genuine Unrepeatable Offer 

ABSOLUTELY BRAND NEW 
19", 12 ", 14 ", 15" and 17" 

CATHODE 
RAY TUBES 
All made by England's leading manufacturers 

Because of very special bulk purchases we are able 
to offer the home constructor and the amateur 
repair mechanic these absolutely brand new 

TV TUBES 
at fabulously low prices. Carriage and Insurance paid. 

0" f3.3.0 10" 
Cossor type 108K. 

12" f S.S.O 12" 
Direct replacement for MW3I -16, MW3I -74, Cl2FM, 

121K, I2XP4, I2XP4A, T121100. 

14" f6.6.0 14" 
Direct replacement for MW36 -22, MW36 -24, MW36 - 

44, C36 -24, CI4HM, 14LP4, 14KP4A. TRI4,22 

15" f4.4.0 15" 
Cossor type 85K. 

17" f7.0.0 17" 
Direct replacement for MW43 -64, I7ASP4, I7AXP4, 
TRI7,21, 171K, 172K. We also can supply a tube at 
this price equivalent to CRM 171 but with a 6.3 volt 

heater instead of 12.6 volt. Please specify. 

17" f 7.7.0 17" 
Direct replacement for MW43 -69, C17HM, TR17;22. 
Also a tube equivalent to CRM172, but with 6.3 volt 

heater instead of 12.6 volt. Please specify. 

These tubes are not reconditioned, or "seconds," 
or export rejects but 
BRAND NEW BOXED STOCK direct from the 
factory and made available by special bulk 

purchases which are unrepeatable. 
Unconditionally guaranteed for full twelve months 

from date of purchase if returned securely packed. 

Take advantage of this special bargain now. Orders 
executed by return. Send cash, cheques, etc., with order to: 

ST. JAMES'S GENERAL TRADING AND 
INVESTMENT CO. LTD. 

2 SERJEANT'S INN, LONDON, E.C.4 

Please note that we are MAIL ORDER only. 
We regret that we cannot cater to callers. 

Multi- Purpose 
VALVE FILAMENT TESTER 

Model VT4I 

Pocket size 

Battery operated 

Gll'BS l \.S'TAAT 
CHECK" OE: 

* All TV and Radio Valves 
and Fuses. * All pilot lamps. 

* Circuit Continuity. 
* Built -in 7 and 9 pin valve 

straighteners. 

* Built -in Battery Test. 

Finished in black hammer 
case with gold front panel. 

Complete with 
internal batteries, 
full instructions 
and ready for use. 

With this revolutionary instru- 
ment you can test all current 
Valves, Fuses, Continuity and 
other radio parts. All components 
tested are shown "good" or 
"faulty" on panel indicator. 

From your local dealer or if in difficulty order direct: 

EAGLE PRODUCTS (Dept. Y.T.3.) 

EAGLE WORKS, COPTIC ST., LONDON, W.C.1. 

V I D I O`REBUILDS' COST 
LESS -BECAUSE THEY'RE BETTER! 

TOP QUALITY 
and NEW GUN UNITS 

`NEW ALUMINIA'- a special service 
Right up to Vidio -high standards, 
all types of re- screened and 
aluminised tubes are available now - 
immediate free delivery. 

ALL TUBES 
GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR 

Get full details NOW from 

VIDIO 
Replacements Ltd. 
HALES STREET 
DEPTFORD HIGH STREET 
LONDON, S.E.8 
Tel.; TID 4506 
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" HEY PRESTO!" are the 
magic words used by illus- 

ionists and conjurors to restore 
the two halves of a sawn -up 
woman -a trick they accomplish 
with incredible speed. Clever and 
amusing patter, diversionary 
actions, decoy lighting, mirrors 
and optical devices all play their 
part in creating the illusion. 
Interest and tension is retained 
not merely by the rapidity of 
the trick -but by the clever 
variations of the speed of the 
magician's actions and move- 
ments. Timing is the most 
important factor. 

Electronic Legerdemain 
I was reminded of these funda- 

mental principles of legerdemain 
when I was watching the last 
episode of the " Black and White 
Minstrel Show ", a swift -moving 
BBC musical series, recorded at 
the Hippodrome, Bristol. Here 
was the last instalment of a very 
good spectacular, which tried to 
beat its previous episodes -and I 
believe succeeded in doing so. 
Every technical trick in the pack 
was utilised to provide polish, 
slickness and speed, to exhibit 
the first -class cast, music and 
dancing at their best. Pre- 
recorded vocal and instrumental 
music was used for playback, 
scenery was moved in and out 
of shots and sometimes hoisted 
out of the picture, all to split 
second timing. Best of all was 
the variety of technical tricks 
used for continuity links and 
montages, particularly the liberal 
use of electronic " wipes " -the 
television equivalent of the 
optical effects seen in film trailers 
at the cinema, when one film 
scene appears to wipe the pre- 
vious one off the screen. The 
whole production came over at a 
merry pace, with Penny Nicholls, 
Stan Stennett, the Television 
Toppers, the Jazzers and a very 
lively supporting cast under the 
able direction of George Inn'. 

A MONTHLY COMMENTARY 

By Iconos 

But the technical point which 
interested me was the generous 
use of the electronic optical wipe 
as a continuity device. 

Special Effects 
Electronic wipes, dissolves, 

inlay, overlay, zooms and super- 
impositions were considered to 
be near- miracles only a few 
years ago in the television field. 
The development of the inlay 
and overlay processes by the 
BBC frequently used in the 
BBC's David Nixon programme 
of magic, derived from the 
special effects device used in 
film studios known as " travel- 
ling matte ". This process utilised 
photographic colour separation 
methods for securing such effec- 
tive superimpositions as the 
flying carpet in " The Thief of 
Baghdad " film and the chase 
around the Eiffel Tower in 
" Lavender Hill Mob ". Now, the 
electronic wipe and dissolve are 
standard special effects for tele- 
vision. The " special effects " 
panel is no longer special -a 

mysterious hay -wire device 
lashed together on a breadboard. 
It is an everyday piece of equip- 
ment which finds its place in the 
catalogues of several manufac- 
turers. On a recent visit to the 
Pye factory at Cambridge I saw 
and operated without any 
difficulty several production 
model instruments which enable 
the most astounding montages to 
be undertaken with complete 
confidence. There is a caption 
machine which cuts, wipes or 
rolls in any direction from one 
caption card to another at the 
touch of a button. Contained 
entirely within a sleek -looking 
cupboard, it is a cleverly thought 
out arrangement of mirrors, 
flapping title -card holders, relays 
and pre -selectors surrounding 
one vidicon camera tube. 
Another Pye device, which can 
be used with the caption machine. 
is the special effects control 
panel, which enables the 
operator to wipe a picture 
horizontally,' vertically, diagon- 
ally or in multiple sections. It 
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can be automatically or manually 
operated -thus giving a very 
flexible and wide selection of 
speeds. Several TV organisations 
have installed this type of panel, 
which is somewhat similar to an 
American special effects board 
made by R.C.A. T.W.W. at 
Cardiff have already made great 
use of it on their local pro- 
grammes, including news items. 
Easier to operate than inlay or 
overlay, I expect that it will 
find its way in every master 
control room - and possibly 
every studio control room, 
too. Hey presto! It's practically 
there! 

Natural Breaks 
Do the " natural breaks" for 

advertising annoy viewers? And 
if they do, is it due to the length 
of the advertising breaks or to 
the number of separate advertise- 
ment items contained in any one 
break? 

The answer may be found in 
the TAM ratings of BBC and 
ITV, which still give the com- 
mercial programmes a consider- 
able lead. Probably most viewers 
do not resent the advertisements, 
particularly if they are amusing 
and well -made. But, here again, 
variation in presentation and 
timing can soften the blow and 
make the advertising easier on 
the eye and ear. Much can be 
learned of the art of advertising 
presentation by studying the 
format used in film trailers at the 
cinemas. Several times lately I 
have timed the length of the 
cinema advertising break. Never 
has it been less than eighteen 
minutes, and on one occasion it 
rose to twenty -six minutes! Just 
think of the ground that is 
covered; there is point -of -sale 
advertising for ice -cream in the 
cinema itself, followed by a 
number of short coloured 
advert filmlets. Then follows 
a longer advertising film 
sequence about cocoa, a 
holiday camp or a brand of 
cigarettes. Next comes the 
" promotion " film announce- 
ment of next week's first and 
second feature films, followed by 
a brief trailer of the Sunday 
evening's programme. Finally, 
the patrons are reminded that a 
weekly film magazine can be 
purchased from the usherettes! 
Quite a long advertising film 
session, I think, without benefit 
of a natural break! But the 
variation in the type and length 
of each filmlet helps to put them 
over with the public. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

Educational Courses 
I had heard quite a lot about 

the BBC training courses for 
sound and for television, but it 
was not until I heard BBC 
speakers explain the scope of 
the scheme and the facilities 
available that I realised just how 
far they had progressed. Strand 
Electric, makers of lighting 
control equipment for theatrical 
and television studios, enterpris- 
ingly held a conference in their 
private theatre recently. to which 
many television technicians were 
invited, and the BBC lecturers 
were the " stars " of both 
morning and afternoon sessions. 
Slides thrown on the screen 
revealed that the BBC television 
school was comprehensively 
fitted up with lighting, image 
orthicon and vidicon cameras 
and a lot of other equipment and 
test gear. The studio stage, where 
students are able to carry out 
practical work, seemed to be 
larger than many smaller stages 
in use at some British Regional 
Stations. The course is mainly a 
refresher, but the students under- 
go an examination after a few 
weeks of study. I should think 
that the BBC are ahead of any 
other organisation in the world 
in the practical completeness of 
their training scheme. 

Echoes or Reverberation 
I admit that I am a " square ". 

I must be, because I have an 
aversion for the top -pop discs 
which have a superabundance of 
peculiar echoes. To my ear, some 
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of the tinny echoes are com- 
pletely phoney, with their flutters 
and wobbles, but there is no 
denying that they go down well 
in the juke box trade. Artificial 
echo was first used by the BBC 
at Savoy Hill, using the very first 
echo room ever, in the basement 
of that building. Music from any 
of the Savoy Hill studios was 
reproduced on a high -quality 
loudspeaker and reverberated 
around the bare concreted non- 
parallel walls. A microphone 
picked up the result and the 
echoes were added in any desired 
proportion to the direct sound 
from the rather dead studio. The 
result was a pleasant reverberant 
effect which added " roundness " 
to the original music. Since that 
time various acoustic tubes and 
magnetic delay devices, some of 
them very good, have been intro- 
duced. All of these systems have 
found their way into the facilities 
of television studios, and now we 
will soon be hearing the supple- 
mentary effects of superimposed 
vibro effects, oscillations and 
other gimmicks of the world of 
the golden disc. Fortunately, 
their weird resonances will be 
confined to the " top -pop " kind 
of programme. For me, they are 
tolerable when used by Jack 
Jackson in his bright but crazy 
play -back programmes, which 
are notable for slickness of cut- 
ting and the personality of Jack 
himself. But when used by any- 
one else. I can always switch 
over to the other channel like the 
other " squares "! 

PRACTICAL WIRELESS 
Chief Contents of June Issue 

Now on Sale, 1/6 
DUAL BAND T.R.F. 

AN ELECTRONIC PHOTO -TIMER. 
SIMPLE TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIERS. 

WIDE BAND BATTERY S.W. TWO. 
A COMPENSATED STEREO PRE -AMP. 

INTERSTAGE TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS. 
A.F. PHASE SHIFT TEST OSCILLATOR. 

STABLE V.F.O. FOR 80m. 
SOME USES OF RELAYS. 

MAKING CHASSIS. 
ETC., ETC., ETC. 
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EBF89 8/9 EZ41 7/8 R19 18/( 
EBL21 20/6 EZ80 6/3 T41 15/6 
EC92 11/- EZ81 71- 1325 13/- 
ECC81 FW4/500 8/- 026 11/6 
ECC82 //6 GZ32 9/- 

Ú52 KT33C 7/- 5/3 
ECCÓ KT41 14/6 U76 8/- 
ECC85 
ECF80 

8/3 
10/- 

KT44 
KT61 

9/- 
10, 

078 
ABC80 U 7 7/9 

ECF82 10/- KT63 8/8 UAF42 9/6 
ECH21 

26/9 
KT71 8/6 UBC41 7/9 

ECH35 MH9 8/- UBF80 9/8 
ECH42 MU14 7/6 UBF89 8/6 
ECH81 86 MX40 12/6 UBL21 20/8 
ECL80 8/- N18 8/6 UCC84 12/9 
ECL82 

14/6 
PCC84 7/9 UCC85 7/8 

EF39 PCC89 12/- UCF80 14/- 
EF41 PCF80 7/3 UCH21 20/8 
EF42 11/6 PCF82 9/3 UCH42 9/- 
EF80 6/6 PCL82 8/- UCH81 8/8 
EF85 8/9 PCL83 108 UCL82 10/9 
EF86 10 /8 PCL84 8/- UCL83 13/- 
EF89 PENA4 11/- 0E41 8/9 
EF91 3/6 PEN36C 8/6 11742 7/6 
EF92 4/6 PEN45 8/- UF8( 7/. 
EL33 10,- PEN46 5/6 UL41 8/- 
EL38 21/6 PL36 11/9 UL84 8/- 
EL41 el- P1,38 14/6 URIC 8/- 
EL42 9/6 PL81 9/6 UY21 11/3 
EL84 PL82 7/6 UY41 6/6 
EM34 8/6 PL83 8/- UY85 6/9 
EM80 9/- PY32 12/- VP4B 9/6 
EM81 PY80 7/6 VP41 8/- 
EM84 10/- PY81 8/9 W76 6/6 
EY51 PY82 7/- W77 4/8 
EY86 
EZ40 

8/3 
6/9 

PY83 
PZ30 

7/9 
17/- 

ZXBM 
l3%8 
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RECORD PLAYER 
CABI NET R.P.8 

CASH 
OR 

5,4 
INITIAL 

PAYMENT I 

Balance at 3/ I I for 19 weeks. This 
contemporary cabinet of famous 
manufacture in two -cone grey 
rexine, is ideal for the modern 
home. Added attraction is the 
cream plastic speaker fret. Press 
button lid; lock. Fittings for 
screw -in legs. Internal measure- 
ments I 4 x 18 x 81in. deep. 
Takes a Garrard 121 Mk. 2 or 
B.S.R. ÚA12; 9} x 41in. Elliptical 
peaker; our Mk. 2 portable 
mlifler. Carr. and Ins. 5/6. 

TERMS -NO DEPOSIT- INTEREST FREE 
20 or 36 WEEKS TO PAY 
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SUPER CHASSIS 

3/11 PER WEEK 

Five valve ;uperhet 
chassis including 8in. 
speaker and valves. Four 
control knobs (tone, 
vola me,tuning,w /change, 
switch). Four wavebands 
with position for gram. 
P.U. and extension 
speaker. A.C. Ins. & 
Carr. 5/6. / 

Cash price 79 6 

REPLACEMENT 

REBUILT T V TUBES 

£2 
allowed 
on your 

old TUBE 

CASH PRICE 18.10.0 
OR yours for initial payment of 8/6 
balance at 8/6 a week for 19 weeks. 
12 months full guarantee. All sizes. 
Completely rebuilt gun assembly, new 
cathode, heaters, etc., giving the high 
standard required for long picture life, 
quality and value. Carr. & Ins. 15/6. 

HOME RADIO 79/6 
A.C. or Universal mains. Five valve 
octal superhet. 3 waveband receiver 
can be adapted to gram. P.U. 
Attractive polished cabinet. Dimen- 
sions 91 x 18+ x 111in. Carr. & 
Ins. 4/6. 

DUKE & CO. (Dept. E.6) 

621;3 Romford Road, Manor Park, E.12. 
ILF 6001/3. 

SEND FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
Full details on oods and eas terms. 

B.S.R. Monarch 4 -speed Auto- £6.19.6 
changer. Post & Ins. 5/6. 
Portable Amplifier Mk. 0.2, 4 wts. 79 /6 
2 control. 
Portable Amplifier Mk. D.3, 4 wts., 89/6 
3 control. P. & P. on each 3/6. 
Elliptical Speakers. 91 x 41in. and 19/6 7 x 4in. P. & P. on each. 2/9. 

MODERN 17" T,V 
CHASSIS 

Complete and 19 Gns working 
A chassis including 17ín. tube 
permanent magnet speaker 
13 channel Turret Tuner lane 
two selected channels fitted) 
Other channels supplied on 
request at 7/6 each. 13 valves. 
Chassis and valves guaranteed 
for three months. Tube 12 
months' full guarantee. A.C. 
only. Ready and working to fit 
into your own cabinet. Carr. 
& Ins. 25/ -. As above with 
14ín. Tube, complete and 
working 12 gns. 

TV CHASSIS FOR SPARES 
ALL THIS FOR 9/6 ONLY 

56 Resistances including 7 vari- 
able controls. 54 condensers 
including electrolytics. Coils. 
7 I.F. and R.F. transformers. 
13 valve holders (8 -B8A, 2 -B7G 
and 3 octal). 4 transformers: 
Mains, Output, Line, Frame. 
Chokes 250 mA. Metal Recti- 
fiers -300 volts at 250 mA. 
Fuse panel, scanning coils, focus 
magnets. Plugs, sockets, switch 
chassis screws, tag strips, etc. 
I.F. strip can be separated. 
Power pack can be used with- 
out dismantling. These chassis 
have been used but were 
working when stored. Six page 
circuit and instructions show- 
ing position of each component. 
Carriage 7/6. 

"AS -NU" 
Regunned 
TV Tubes 

Supplied from stock, and despatched by 
British Railways same day. 

COMPLETE NEW GUNS 
fitted in every tube and fully guaranteed 
for TWELVE MONTHS. 

12 in. 

14 in. 

15 in. 

16 in. 

17 in. 

21 in. 

Mullard 
64.10.0 

64.15.0 

E6.10.0 

65.15.0 

68.10.0 

Plus 10,- Carr. & Ins. 

Mazda 

65.0.0 

65.10.0 

66.5.0 

66.0.0 

68.10.0 

Other types available. Please contact: 

J. P. WRIGHT, 
lc Shotton Street, Doncaster 

Sole Distribution Agent 
'Phone: DON 2636 or 66252 

VALVES "N 
ME DAYSERVICE 

EW ! TESTED ! GUARANTEED 

1A7GT 
1135 
1H5GT 
1N5GT 

1114 
1S5 

1Ú5 
3A5 
3Q4 
3S4 

504G 
5V4G 
5Y3GT 
5Z4G 
6AL5 
6AM6 
6AQ5 
6AT6 
6BA6 
6BE6 
6BH6 
6BJ6 
6BR7 
6BW6 

6C G 
6F1 
6F6G 
6F13 
6E19 
6K7G 
6K7GT 
6K8G 
6L1 

12/- 

101- 

16/9 

5/9 
4/9 

10/8 
8/6 
6/9 
7/6 

9/6 
6/9 
7/9 

36 
7/3 

81- 

5/9 
10 /- 
8,6 

22 6 
186 

12/8 

l3 /9 

6/9 
15/- 

I SETS DÁF96 DF96, N663171196 
DAF91. DF91. DK91, DK92, DL92. DL94, any 4 f r 2306 

6K7G,6K8G,6Q7G,6V6G,6X50,or6Y3G .. . 5 for 27,- 

61,18 12/3 25Z4G 8/- 
6LD20 10 /- 25Z6GT 9/6 

30C1 7/3 
6Q G 6/9 30L1 7/9 
6Q7GT 9/6 35L6GT 10/- 
6SL7GT 6/3 35Z4GT 6/- 
6SN7GT 4/9 35Z5GT 8/8 
6U4GT 11 /- 50CD6G 26/9 
6V6G 5/- 59L8GT 8/9 
6V6GT 8/6 185BT 25/- 
6X4 5i- AZ31 9/6 
6X5GT 5/6 B36 8/9 

7/6 CL33 13/- 
7C5 7/6 DAC32 10/- 
7C6 76 DAF91 5/9 
7H7 7/8 DAF96 7/9 
7S7 9/9 DCC90 10/6 
7Y9 DF33 10/- 
10CÌ 14/6 DF91 4/9 
10C2 17/6 DF96 7/9 
10F1 15/6 DH76 6/6 
10P13 14/6 DH77 7/3 
12AH8 

15/9 
DK32 12/- 

12AT7 DK91 6/9 
12AU7 6/6 DK92 8/6 

71- DK96 7/9 
12BA6 8'- DL33 9/- 
12K7GT 5/6 DL35 10/6 
12K8GT 11/6 DL92 6/9 
12Q7GT 5/6 DL94 7/6 
12Z3 7/6 DL96 7/9 
19S7 16/9 EABC80 7/- 
19AQ5 7/- EAF42 8/8 
20F2 17/6 EMI 3/9 
20LÌ 17/6 EBC33 5/- 
25A6G 8/- EBC41 8/6 
25L6GT 9/. EBF80 8/- 

READERS RADIO 
24 COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL 
LONDON, N.16. STA. 4587 

Post 6d. per valve 
extra. 

Any Parcel Insured 
Against Damage 1n 

Transit 6d. extra. 
Any C.O.D. Parcel 216 

extra. 
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ACOS MICROPHONES 
Acos Mie. 39/1. Crystal Stick Microphones 
for use as a hand, desk or floor stand unit 
for high quality recording, broadcasting 
and public address work. List Price 23.3.0, 
OUR PRICE 39/6. With desk stand 47/6. 
With floor stand adaptor 52/6. Postage 1/6. 
Acos Mio. 40, as supplied with most modern 
tape recorders, with folding rest and 8ft. 
lead, response 40- 6,000_c.p.a. Listed at 35/ -. 
OUR PRICE 125/ -. 

CONVERT TOUR RADIOGRAM with 
one of these Modern Automatic Record 
Changer Units. 
Monarch UA8, 4 -speed automatic record 
changers with Ful -Fl turnover crystal 
cartridge, 28.19.8.. Carriage 3/6. 
Collaro Conquest. 4 -speed fully mixing 
changer, complete with Studio "O" Crystal 
cartridge, £7.19.6. Carriage 3/6. 
Garrard RC120 /D, Mk. 11. 4 -speed unit 
manual control to enable records to be 
played singly, 28.19.6. Carriage 3/8. 

TAPE DECKS 
Latest Collaro Studio Tape Transcriptor. 
3 motors 3- speed, 11. 31. 71 1.p.s. takes 71n. 
spools. Push -button controls. Price 
215.15.0. Tape extra. Carr. and Insur. 126. 
Latest B.S.R. ' Monardeck ", Single- Speed. 
30 1.p.s. takes 6} spools. Simple controls. 
Price 29.19.6. Tape extra. Carr. and Insur. 
12/6. 

EMI Single Record Player, 4 speed, fitted 
with stereo cartridge. 28.19.8. Postage and 
packing 3/6. 

11.1'1I.1 It.111i41 
Si;Pl°Ll CO. 

VALVES GUARANTEED ALL 
BEFORE DESPATCH 

AZ1 10/- 
AZ31 10/- 
DAF98 8/9 
DF96 819 
DK96 8/9 
DL96 8/9 
EAF42 10/6 
EBC33 819 
EBC41 9/6 
ECC81 8i- 
ECC82 713 
ECCd3 9- 
ECC84 
ECF80 12;- 
ECF82 13/- 
EEEECCIHI81 

EF33 lb/9 
EF41 9/9 
EF80 a8I- 

ÉÌ,3'i 
.13'- 
1dd44'/- 

EL41 10/6 
EL42 10/6 
ELM 9- 
E5134 911 
EM80 11)/- 
EY51 10'- 
EY86 10/- 
EZ40 7/6 
EZ81 7/- 

GZ32 12/- 3S4 7/8 
PCC84 91- 3V4 ' 8/8 
PCC85 9/6 5Y3G g/- 
PCF80 9/6 5Z4G 9/- 
PCL82 12/- 6AL5 4/6 
PCL83 14/6 8F1 14/- 
PL36 13/6 6F15 14/- 
PL38 2811 6J7G 8,6 
PL81 12/6 6K7G 3 
PL82 8/6 8K8G 616 
PL83 118 6K25 19/ 
PY32 17;6 6L6M 9!E 
1781 8/6 6AM8 4/6 
PY82 7/- 6Q76 7/8 
PZ30 19/11 6V60 8/g- 
TP25 

BXSGT 7//- 

V37 
1$bÌg- 
26/6 7H7 18/8- 

U281 19/11 781 9/8 
U801 29/10 7Y4 8/ 
UAF42 9/8 10F1 1á/- 
UBC41 9/- 10P13 15/- 
UCH42 10/6 12AT7 7/6 
UF41 9/- 12AX7 8/- 
UL41 30.- 12AU7 9i- 
UUB 26/6 20P1 26/8 
UY1N 12/6 25A8G 10/6 
UY41 7/6 25Z4G 9/8 
1R5 7/8 2750/ 19/11 
165 8/8 35L8GT 10/- 
1T4 61- 36Z4GT 8/- 

TELEVISION TUBES 
Regunned. 12 months' guarantee 

MW31 /71- £5.10.0 
CRM152B- £6.0.0 

CRM123- £5.10.0 
M W 36/24 -X5.10.0 

CRM141- £5.10.0 
MW43i69- 6.0.0 
CRM171- £6.0.0 

Carriage and Insurance 10'- extra 
ALLOWANCE ON OLD TUBES 

IF RETURNED 

TRANSISTORS 
Red spot .. .. 
White spot .. .. 718 
Germanium Diodes from 1/- each. 

COLLARD JUNIOR 
Single 4 -speed record player unit In cream, 
complete with pick -up fitted turnover 
cartridge, special price 75/- each, post 3/6. 

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Pye V4- V7- VT4 -VT7, Pam 906. 909 -952- 
953 -958, Invicta 118 -119 -120 55,2 
Coseor 935- 933 -940 -939 -934 -937- 938 -931, 
RI7A- 942 -944 -946- 939 -943 . 61/11 
Alba T524FM, T724FM, T741FI4. 
T7144FM, T641. T644 .. .. .. 48/2 

METAL RECTIFIERS FOR RADIO 
AND TELEVISION 

CATALOGUE HMI, 6/3; RM2. 6/9; RM8 7/6; RM4. 1183Q/8: 

BEST QUALITY RECORDING TAPE our 1960 catalogue is now available, 
EMS, 

199/69; 1RÁ. (19 /6; 
14A97. 

1 F /6: 600ft.5 spool 
13/9 

850fí. 6 }1n spool 18/3 Please send 1/- in stamps for your copy. (14RA- 1 -2$2), 17/8: FC31 (14RA- 1- 2 -8.3). 
MI 

600í[L. 51n. spool ló/9 200fí. 3 }lh spool b/3 21/ -; LW7, 19/6. 
ALPHA RADIO TERMS. -Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and Peeking charges extra, as follows: Order value 10 /- add 
1/3; 20/- add 1/9; 401- add 2/6; £6 add 3,'6. Minimum C.O.D. Fee and Postage 3/ -. For full terms of business see inside cover of 
Our catalogue. Personal Shoppers 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Friday. Saturday 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

103 LEEDS TERRACE, WINTOUN STREET, LEEDS, 7. 

REGUNNED 
TV TUBES 

Supplied from stock and despatched by 
British Railways, same day. COMPLETE 
NEW MULLARD or SUPERIOR ELEC- 
TRON GUNS fitted in every tube, and fully 
guaranteed for 12 MONTHS FROM DATE 
OF INSTALLATION. 

Mullard AW AND MW types available. 

Mullard Mazda 
12 in. £5.0.0 £5.0.0 
14 in. £5.0.0 £5.0.0 
15 in. - £6.0.0 
17 in. - £6.0.0 £6.0.0 
21 in. - £8.0.0 £8.0.0 

Carriage & Insurance 10 /- extra. 
Other types available; Brimar, E.E., G.E.C. etc. 
C.W.O. to:- 

CLARKSONS (DieÚ °butere) 

120 Commercial Road, LEEDS 5 

RADIO CONTROLLED MODELS 
by F. J. Camm . . . the book for the serious 

model maker. 
Its. 6d. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS 

.. or in case of difficulty 13s. 6d. by post from C. ARTHUR 
PEARSON LTD., Tower House, Southampton Street, London W.C.2. 
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Letters to the Editor 
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents. 

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we 
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of 
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes 
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also 
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a 
source of supply of such apparatus. 

FRENCH TELEVISION 
SIR, -I managed to pick up the French Television 

Service on Friday evening, the 8th April. I 
tuned in from about 9.30 p.m. -10.30 p.m. The 
programme included a violin and piano recital, a 
journalistic report, advertisements, and ending with 
news and weather, etc. I obtained two perfect 
pictures side by side, both identical and complete. 
This was obtained on Channel 7. Unfortunately, 
the sound could only be obtained on Channel 6 
and I was unable to combine the two. The set is 
a Marconi BR217 model, the aerial was an 
ordinary BBC double dipole. This was obviously 
freak reception and this area is not noted for perfect 
reception, I.T.A. in particular. -E. W. EZZARD 
(Dorking). 

TELEVISION COMPONENTS 
SIR, -Being one of your latest readers of 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, I think it would be a 
good idea to publish each month an article on 
television parts, taking a few of these parts 
and describing them fully and also describing 
their use. This would be of great help to many 
readers who do not have much knowledge on the 
subject.-B. LADYMAN (Boreham Wood). 

[We shall certainly bear your suggestion for a 
future series in mind. -Ed.] 

SOUND REPRODUCTION 

SIR, -How refreshing to read your "exposé" of 
the deplorable "sound reproduction" of modern 

television sets -more so, since the advent of the 
110deg. tube. It would seem the BBC is wasting 
equipment in transmitting a high- standard sound 
signal when its translation at the receiver end is, 
in many cases, bad. I can think of other adjectives 
more apt. 

Who can press the manufacturers to do some- 
thing about it? I would go so far as to suggest 
a 3 or 4 watt push -pull output -with a "jack- plug" 
for extension. I have a TV console with an 8in. 
speaker (the original was a very cheap unit), also 
a 12in. bass reflex extension. The difference in 
sound reproduction had to be heard to be really 
appreciated. Having carried the extension via a 

7 -watt push -pull amplifier, the results are most 
rewarding. 

Thanks to your advice, all the proper pre- 
cautions have been observed, which leads me to 
suggest, can your technical department give an 
article on this subject? I am sure many readers 
would be glad to have it detailed. -W. H. CHESTER 
(Barnsley). 

[We hope to publish an article on this subject 
shortly. Ed.] 

BARKHAUSEN EFFECT 
SIR, -On reading your May issue of PRACTICAL 

TELEVISION, I was interested in the letter from 
Mr. G. J. Wilde, of Stanmore. Although I have 
never come across this fault, I would like to point 
out that a frequency of approximately 101.25kc/s, 
getting to the cathode of the tube would cause 
(by beating with the line freq.) 10 vertical dark 
bars. This 10125kc /s could be a beat frequency 
and could be caused by some frequency beating 
with the I.F. or oscillator frequency. With the 
latter the trouble would only be present on one 
channel. Although I have looked upon this from 
a theoretical point of view it is possible that it 
may help Mr. Wilde with his investigations. -A. 
KNOWLES (Co. Durham). 

SIR, -In answer to Mr. Wilde, who is 
experiencing difficulty in removing lines on his 

picture (May issue), I would suggest that he first 
ascertains whether the lines are coming "in with 
the picture" or are introduced in the timebase or 
tube. To do this, simply earth the lead coming 
from the video stage to the tube cathode or grid. 
Alternatively a IktF condenser connected from the 
tube input to ground may be used. This will 
effectively short -circuit all incoming pulses, and if 
the lines are carried by the picture intelligence 
the result will be a perfectly clean raster. (The 
brilliance control may need adjusting.) If, however, 
all the picture has gone, but the lines are still 
there, then they originate in the timebases or by 
induction in the leads feeding the rest of the tube 
base pins. -R. MORECAMBE (Portsmouth). 

LENGTHENING TUBE LIFE 
SIR, -Mr. Pearson is quite right in assuming that 

the idea mentioned in his letter (April issue) 
is a fallacy -with modern tubes. Before the general 
use of the ion trap, however, it was quite a good 
idea and many old receivers had a nasty ion burn 
due to the tube not having been moved around. 
This was avoided by the idea mentioned, but in 
these days of ion trap magnets there is nothing to 
be gained by turning the tube. -F. R. TURNBULL 
(Prestwich). 
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with 
their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable 
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying 
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details 
for constructional articles which appear in these pages. 
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES 
OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon from p. 496 
must be attached to all Queries, and if a postal 
reply is required a stamped and addressed envelope 
mist enclosed. 

ALBA T.336 
The picture just fills the screen during the day 

but shrinks 11in. each side during the evening, with 
the width control full on. I have fitted new PY32, 
EY86, PY81 and PL81 with slight improvement. 
The picture also fades badly after 6 p.m. each 
evening, sometimes preceded by horizontal lines 
appearing on the screen. Sometimes the picture 
fades altogether but it can be brought back by 
clicking the channel selection knob. The ITA 
fades so badly that it cannot be seen even with 
contrast at maximum. I have fitted EF85 with 
some improvement. -A. McGlen (Blyth). 

You are apparently resident in an area severely 
affected by mains voltage variation. The voltage 
adjustment should be set at 216 -230V unless it is 
known that the average voltage is much lower. 
Check the ECL80 line oscillator and the 2.2k 
resistor to pin 8 of the PL81. Clean the turret 
Niter (Cyldon) spring contacts and biscuit studs 
and smear with MS4 silicone grease to prevent 
further coating. 

PYE 14in. 
Sometimes on switching on the set no picture or 

raster appears. The sound is perfect and all valves 
light and EAT is in order. The set has been 
returned to the dealers twice but the picture has 
returned and no fault could be traced. The picture 
is fine for a few weeks and then fades again. -A. 
Cook (Culgaith, Penrith). 

When the fault appears short a wire across the 
grid and cathode pins of the tube. This should 
flood the screen with light if the tube is O.K. If it 
does, suspect the brightness circuits and the video 
amplifier, but if it does not and there is a voltage 
on the Al pin (10), suspect the tube itself. 

PAM 500C 
This set is about 24 years old. Just recently the 

following fault has appeared; ragged black and 
white lines move across top half of the screen 

June, 1960 

when contrast is turned up, more so when the 
background of the picture is all white. The only 
way I can stop this is to reduce contrast which 
spoils the quality of the picture. -G. O. Davies 
(Warwick). ' 

Suspect the PCF80 at the back of the set near 
the mains dropper. If this is in order check the 
sync coupling condensers C23, C45 and C46. These 
are marked on the printed panel. 

COSSOR 933 
There is a black band approximately lin. deep 

above and below the picture on this set. Some 
time ago a valve in the picture circuit was replaced 
and I was given to understand that there was also 
a fault in the height circuit, " probably a resistance 
gone high ". -J. M. Edmondson (Thorpe, Yorks). 

Your fault is usually due to one or both of the 
6AB8 frame timebase valves on the right hand 
side of the top deck as viewed from the back. If 
both of these valves are working suspect the 100µF 
electrolytic decoupling the cathode bias resistor 
(pins 3 to chassis) of the right hand one. 

VIEWMASTER 12in. 
I have the above set and also the PRACTICAL. 

TELEVISION VM1 valve amplifier. I wish to alter 
the coils from Holme Moss to Sutton Coldfield. 
What number of turns is required for Sutton Cold 
field? I note that in the 1 -valve amplifier the 
damping resistances will have to be altered. I still 
have the circuit diagram of both VM and VM 1- 
valve amplifier. On my signal generator originally 
bought some years ago Sutton Coldfield's frequen- 
cies are given as sound 59.95Mc /s, vision 
6345Mc/s. When were these altered to the present 
sound 58.25Mc/s and vision 61.75Mc /s' -A. Hills 
(Harlington). 

To modify your 1 -valve pre -amp for Sutton 
Coldfield, it is only necessary to remove 2 turns 
from each tuning coil, then realign. It is not 
necessary to alter the damping resistors. So far as 
we are aware the Sutton Coldfield frequencies have 
not been changed at any time. They have always 
been 58'25Mc/s and 61.75Mc/s for sound and 
vision. 

SOBELL T143 
The width and height of the picture have 

decreased leaving -4in. of black around all four 
sides. I have changed PY81 and PL81, but only 
achieved slight improvement. The height control 
is fully turned clockwise and the vertical hold is 
very critical. Apart from this fault the picture is 
excellent. -C. A. Felstead (Leicester). 

It sounds as if the metal rectifier is faulty and 
should be replaced. The height can be increased 
by replacing the 39k resistor in series with height 
control by a 27k. Frame hold could probably be 
improved by fitting new valve V7- ECL80, but 
H.T. should be checked first before a new rectifier 
is fitted, and make sure that H.T. is in region of 
180V to 200V. 

ULTRA 12in. 
The trouble is insufficient height. l'he control 

will close it up to a thin line and open out to half 
a picture with a white line top and bottom. I have 
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R S. C ¡BRADFORD, LEEDS\ 
(Leeds) Ltd. `and MANCHESTER, 

54 -56 MORLEY ST, (Nr. Alhambra) BRADFORD. 
5/7 COUNTY ARCADE, BRIQOATE, LEEDS, 1. 
8/10 BROWN St. (Market St.), MANCHESTER. 
Mail orders to Dept. N., 29 -31 Moorfield Rd., Leeds, 12. 

Post Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. No C.O.D. under £1. Postage 1/9 extra under £2. 
2/9 under £5. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. Wednesdays until 1 p.m. S.A.E. 

with enquiries, please. Trade supplied. 
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS 

Fully Guaranteed 
Interleaved and Impregnated 

Primaries 200- 230 -250 v 50 e/s screened 
TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH 
260-0-260v- 70 ma, 6.3v 2 a. 5v 2 a.. 17/9 
350 -0-350 v 80 ma. 6.3 v 2 a. 5 v 2 a .. 18/9 
250-0-250v 100 ma, ß.3v 4 a 5v 3 a.. 23/9 
300-0-300v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a.. 23/9 
350-0-350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a .. 23/9 
350-0350 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, 5 v 3 a ... 29/9 
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT 
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2 a 

Midget type 243-3 in... .. .. 17/9 
250-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a. 5v 3 a.. 25/9 
300 -0 -300v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a .. 27/9 
350- 0-350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a.. 27/9 
350-0-350v 150 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5 v 3 a.. 35/9 
425-0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 

6.3 v 4 a,C.T.5v 3a .. .. ..49/9 
FILAMENT TRANSFORMER.S 
All with 200.250 v 50 c/s Primaries: 6.3 v, 
1.5 a, 5/9: 8.3v 2 a, 7/8: 0- 4-6.3v 2a, 7/9: 
12 v1a. 7/11; 6.3v 3a, 8/11; 6.3v 6 a. 17/9. 
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS 
200 -250 v 0 -9 -15v 11 a. 12/9; 0-9 -15 v 3 a. 18/9: 
0 -9 -15 v 5 a, 19/9: 0-9 -15 v 6 a, 23/9. 
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Midget Battery Pentode 66:1 .. ., 3/9 
Standard Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms .. 3/9 
Small Pentode 5,000 to 3 ohms . 5/9 
Standard Pentode. 7/8.000 to 3 ohms 5/9 
Push -Pull EL84 to 3 or 15 ohms .. 
Push -Pull 1042 watts 6V6 to 3 or 

Push- -Pull 10-12 watts 6V6 to 3, 5. 8 or 
18l9 

15 ohms .. .. 19/9 
SMOOTHING CHOKES 
100 ma 10 h 250 ohms .. .. .. 8/9 
80 ma 10 h350 ohms .. .. .. 5/8 
60 ma 10 h400 ohms .. .. .. 4/11 

SELENIUM METAL RECTIFIERS 
Special quotes for quantities of 50 to 5.000. 

F.W. (Bridge) 4 

6/12 v 1 a .. 3/11 
6/12 v 2 a .. 6 /11 

6/12 v 4 a .. 12/3 
6/12 v 5 a .. 14/8 
6/12 v 6 a .. 15/8 
6/12 v 10 a .. 25/9 
6 /12v15a ..2719 

H.T. (H.W.) 
250v50ma ..3/11 
250v80ma ..5/11 
250 v 100 ma .. 8/11 
Contact Cooled 
250 v 80 ma .. 8/11 
250 v 75 ma 
F.W. (Bridge) 8/11 
CO -AXIAL CABLE fin. 
75 ohms 14/36 .. .. 8d. yd. 
Twin- screened Feeder .. .. lid. yd. 
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT 
All parts for converting any normal type 
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200 -250v 
50 c /s. Supplies 120 V. 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma. 
fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T. 
of 2 v at 0.4 to 1 a. Price including cir- 
cuit, 49/9. Or ready for use, 9/9 extra. 
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY 
ELIMINATOR KIT: -All parts for the 
construction of a unit (metal -case 
54- 44 -2in.) to supply Battery Portable 
receivers requiring 90 v and 1.5 v. Fully 
smoothed. From 200 -250 v 50 c/s mains. 
Price, inc. point -to -point wiring dia- 
grams, 39/9. Or ready for use, 48/9. 
D.C. SUPPLY KIT.-Suitable for Elec- 
tric Trains. Consists of mains trans. 
200 -250 v 50 c.p.s. A.C. 12 v 1 a Selenium 
F.W. Bridge Rectifier. 2 Fuseholders. 2 
Fuses, Change Direction Switch, Variable 
Speed Regulator. Partially 33/9 
drilled Steel Case, and Circuit. 

TELEVISION RECTIFIERS 
250 v 200 ma. Size 3 x dins. Brand 
New, 8 /9. 

EX -GOVT. MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
All 200 -250 v 50 c/s input. 

Removed from New ex -Govt. units, 
270-0-275 v 100 ma. 6.3 v 7 a..5 v 38 

300-0-300 v 60 ma. 6.3 v 2a . 1119 
265.0 -265 v 150 ma, 6.3 v li a. 5 v 3 a. 5 

29 /11 
350-0.350 v 100 ma, 8.3 v 2 a, 5 v. 2 a .. 18/9 
0.10 -25 v 24 a. .. .. 79/6, caIr. 15 / -. 

AUTO 0-110 /120. 220/240 v, 50 watts .. 8/11 

EX -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES - 
60 ma 5-10 h 250 ohms .. .. .. 2/11 
80 ma 10 h 150 ohms .. 8/9 
100 ma 5 h 100 ohms Troplcallsed .. 3/11 
100 ma 8 -10 h 100 ohms Parmeko .. 8/9 
120 ma 12 h 100 ohms .. .. .. 8/4 
150 ma 10 h 150 ohms .. .. 9/9 
200 ma 3-5 h 100 ohms Parmeko .. 7/9 

EX -GOVT. CASES. Well ventilated. 
black crackle finished, undrilled cover. 
Size 14 x 10 x Blin. high. IDEAL FOR 
BATTERY CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT 
CASE, OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR 
AMPLIFIER. Only 9/9, plus 2/9 postage. 

BATTERY CHARGERS 
For 200 /250 v 50 c/s A.C. 
mains. 12 months guar- 
antee. Attractive, well ventilated hammer 
finished cases, 6 v or 12 y 
4 amp. with meter 
and variable charge 
rate selector, as illue- trated 69/9 carr. 5/- 
Or Deposit 13/3 and 5 
monthly payments of 
13/3. 6vor12v1amp 
type. Also suitable for 
electric train power supply. Only 29/9 
post 2/9. 

New TI' Tubes 
RESCREENED NEW GUN C.R.T.S. 
EXACT PLUG -IN REPLACEMENTS 

CATHODES TRIPLE COATED 

LATEST SILVER SCREEN FOR 
BRILLIANCE 

LARGE GETTERS FOR HIGH VACUUM 
FULLY GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS 

We can supply replacements for - 
Mullard, Mazda, Cathodeon, G.E.C., English 

Electric, Emiseone, Emitron. 

12 ", 14 "- £6/15/0 
15 ", 16 ", 17 " -£7 

21 ", £8/10/0 
24" £10 

Carriage Free. 
Trade Discount. 20 Weeks' Credit available. 

Express Electronics 
281 PARLIAMENTARY RD., GLASGOW, C.4 

Telephone: BEL 4569 BRI 7296 

Unrepeatable 
Offer 

COSSOR IO" TUBE 
108K - BRAND NEW 

EQUIVALENT H.M.V. 3/16 

Twelve months guarantee 
NOT A RE -GUN 
-we have a few only 

ISM- each 
I0 /- Packing, Postage and Insurance 

HARVERSON SURPLUS 
LIMITED 

48 Beddington Lane 
CROYDON, SURREY 

THOrnton Heath 2577 
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GOVERNMENT SURPLUS & MANUFACTURERS CLEARANCE 
TRANSISTORS 

r /C71. 5- ea. 0072, 7 /13ea. 
%Vhlte Spot, 2.5 Mc /s, 6/6 ea. 
Yell/Red Spot, 8 Me /s. 12/- ea. 
Cr)'atal Diodes, 1/- ea.. 10' -doz 
Specials, 2- ea. Extra Sensi- 
tive, 34- ea. 
Iced Spot (Seconds), 3/6 ea. 

VOLUME CONTROLS 
Midget Long Spindle, 5 K 
ohms -2 Megohms. Less switch. 
3/ -. DP Switch, 4:6. 
Mixed Surplus Bargain Parcels, 
leas switch, 15'- doe. 

12tH. 
14ín, 
15in. 
17in. 

REBUILT TV TUBES 

MULLARD AND MAZDA TYPES ONLY 
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE. CARRIAGE AND 

INSURANCE 10 / , 

£5.0.0 
£5.10.0 
£5.10.0 

METERS. 500.0500 Microamp, 31ín. dia. 37/6 ea. Dual Rance 
0.5 v. 0-100 v. FSD 1 mA, 201- ea.; 50- 0- 50"Mlcroams, 21in.. 30 -. 
TV AERIALS. Combined BBC /ITV. 3 element, 32'8. 5 element, 
37/6. ITV 3 element. 22/6.5 element, 276. 
CO-AX CABLE 8d. yd. Alit SPACED 9d. DIPLEXERS. 12 -. 
CONDENSERS. Twin Gang 0.0005 Standard, 5/8. Midget. 6 6. 
VHF CHASSIS. contains over 50 components. 5'8 ea. 
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M. and L. wave, mfrs, surplus, 6/6 ea. 
METAL BOXES. Well vent., ideal p. packs, etc. 11 x 11 x 71n. H. 
8/8 ea. 
SEL. RECS. 12 v. 1 amp., 5 / -. 2 amp.. 11/6. 4 amp.. 15/ -. 500 v. 
! amp. containing 30/35 mm. discs.. 101- ea. 
ELECTROLYTICS. Canned. 20 ±20 mfd. 450 v., 2/6 ea.. 25 /- doz. 
VAR. SLIDERS. 10 ohms 30 w. for chargers, trains. 31- ea. 
CONNECTING WIRE. P.V.C. 100ft.. 2/8, various colours. 
PICK -UP ARM with turn-over cartridge. 19/6. 
SLEEVING 2, 3. 4. 5. M/m. 3d. yard. 2/6 dozen. 
VENEER SILVER -ZINC ACCUMULATORS. H.105. New, 
12 v. D.C. MOTORS. 3 x I Iln. D.E. Spindle, very powerful, 12 /8 ea. 
SIMIANS HIGH SPEED RELAYS. 1000 plus 1000 ohms, 78 ea. 
TANNOY RE- ENTRANT SPEAKERS. 71 ohms 8 w.. 15' -, p. 3'8. 
HEADPHONES. Moving Iron lightweight, low imp. 6r -: Bal. 
arm, 9/ -. Moving Coil. 10/ -. 

BATTERY CHARGER KITS /PLASTIC RECORDING TAPE 
6 and 12 volt, 1 amp... 1913 ea, 
6 and 12 volt, 2 amp... 29,8 ea. 
6 and 12 volt, 4 amb... 45/- ea. 

Ammeters for all types 
10 /- extra. 

5in. Standard, BOOR. 15'- ea. 
71n. 1200ft. 22'- ea. 
Long Play. 31m 22,5ft. 7 ;- ea. 

.. ., bin. 850it. 21. - ea, 
511n. 1200ft. 25 ea, 
71n. 17001t. 32 8 ea. 

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 
'65 kc/s Miniature 7/8 pair 

Combined 
465 kcrs and 10.7 Mc's for F.M. 

10.. Hair 

ACOS CRYSTAL STICK 
MICROPHONES 39/6 ea. 

"SKYATRON 3" 
Three transistors and Diode 
Personal Radio. Complete kit 
Including cabinet and deaf aid 
ear piece. No aerial or earth re- 
quired. Good reception any- 
where. PRICE 79 /6 

VALVES TESTED ON DULLARDS ELECTRONIC TESTER 
ILS 5/- 6F1 7/6 8D2 4/6 EB41 7/6 
IT4 6/6 6F6 7/- 9D2 5- EB91 5/8 
1U4 8/- 8F13 7/8 10F1 7'8 ECH42 8/- 
3AS O/- 6J5 O'- 12A6 7-8 ECL80 9h 
5E4 9!- 6J8 8'- 12AH8 84- EF36 5.- 
4D1 4,- 6J7 8/- 12AT7 8,- EF37 9/- 
6AG5 5.- 6K7 :/8 12AU7 7,'- EF30 5i8 6AL5 5 - 6L6 616 12AX7 71- EF50 3/8 
6AM5 5 - 6SA7 81- 1213117 tor- EF50 b!- 
CAMS Gr- 6SC7 4/6 12SH7 5/- EF80 8.'- 
8AQ5 6SJ7 5/- 128.17 8/8 EF91 8/- 
MUG /- 6SK7 5/- 12SK7 5/- EF92 7/- 
6BA6 8,- 6SL7 8/- 1502 8/- EL32 b/- 6BE6 

58 61157 8/8 807 
10/- 

- EL91 bló 
6BW6 8.8 6V6 6/6 EA50 1/8 E:'51 5l- 
8C4 5'- 6X4 7,- EABC80 EY51 fil- 
602 6,- 6X7 7/- 8r- EYdB 9/6 

PËN48 7 8 
PEN46 7/- 
PL81 1248 
PL83 9/- 
SP41 4/- 
SP61 4.'- 
VR150/30 

b'- 
UL84 9'- 
VCR97 

15'- 
VCR138A 

VCR139A 
28'- 

SECONDHAND VALVES. YOUR CHOICE. 21.0.0 for EIGHT. 
ECL80. 6C4. 8AM6, 6AG6, 6J6, EF50, 613E6, 3A4, EF80, SP61, P81, 
6.15, PY80, PY82, Z77, 6AL5, 6K7. 6SJ7, EL32, EF42, 6D2. 20P1, 
6E13, SP41, EY51. EB91, EFM, EF39, PCL83, EF36, PEN45, PEN46. 

ENQUIRIES- S.A.E. PLEASE 
HUGGETT'S LIMITED 

2 -4 PAWSONS ROAD, WEST CROYDON 

LINE OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMERS 
Most types available. State Make and Model 

Number of Receiver when ordering. 
S.A.E. please with all enquiries. 

HOWORTH 
51 POLLARD LANE, BRADFORD, 2, YORKS. 

Tel. 37030 

REBUILT TV TUBES 
FULLY GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS 

Complete New Gun fitted in every Tube 

12in., 14 in.... E5.0.0 17 in. ... E6.10.0 

15in. ... ... E5.10.0 ( 21 in. ... [8.0.0 

Immediate Delivery 
Carriage and Insurance 101- extra 

NU -GUN TELETUBES LIMITED 
3 The Mews, Duckett Rd., Harringay, London, N.4. 

Telephone: MOUntview 2903 

TELEVISION 
TUBES 

REBUILT 
A NEW GUN IN EVERY TUBE 

Buy direct from the factory ! 

12 months' guarantee 

12 inch - £5- 0 -0 
14 inch - £5 -10 -0 
17 inch - E6-10-0 

£1 refunded on receipt of your old tube 

Special terms to the trade 
Carriage and insurance 12/6 extra 

ELECTRONIC 
MAINTENANCE 

SERVICES 
131. St. Ann's Road. Tottenham. 

London, N.15 S"FAmford Hill 3267 
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had valves tested, 6L1, 6F1, UL46 and all are in 
order. -C. Hall (Wirral). 

Your remarks suggest that if the front right side 
UL46 is 'in order, the 6K25 next to it is at fault or 
the 0.5p.F capacitor coupling the 6K25 to the 11L46 
is leaky. 

VIDOR CN4207 
This set has given very little trouble despite its 

age, and it is still possible to enjoy the present 
quality of its definition. I should like to adapt it 
for reception of ITV (Lichfield). What kind of 
modification would you recommend? Would a 
turret tuner be satisfactory or do you think I could 
successfully achieve reception using a type of Band 
Ill converter advertised in the pages of your 
journal in the form of a kit. My location is about 
15 miles from both BBC (Sutton Coldfield) and 
Lichfield.-T. Jones (Rolleston -on- Dove). 

Conversion of the C'N 4207 k a little difficult 
as the 1.F. is low: sound 6.25Mc /s, vision 9.75Mc/s. 
This means that the most satisfactory type of 
tuner. Cyldon E101 or Brayhead 10P, will have to 
have its output 1.F. coil tuned down as well as the 
oscillator coil. This is not too difficult and we 
could help you if you decide to use a turret tuner. 
The use of an add -on converter brings different 
problems the major one being BBC break -through 
on to the ITV reception resulting in severe pat- 
terning and perhaps audible BBC sound. The 
converter therefore must he carefully chosen, 
giving a high gain at low receiver sensitivity. 

PHILIPS 1236U -15 
This set is suffering from loss of frame and line 

sync. I have had the valves checked and I will soon 
be receiving a service sheet for the above. -R. L. 
Deverxux (Wokingham, Berks.). 

YOu should check the ECL80 valve on the right 
side of the chassis (as viewed from the rear). the 
high value resistor associated with this valve hase 
and the white cardboard -covered electrolytics 
associated with the video amplifiers under the rear 
of the sanie chassis. 

BUSH TV22 
Watery lines keep appearing at the top of the 

screen, and at the same time there is a continuous 
loud humming noise. i have noticed when the 
picture changes scene the watery lines clear for a 

second or so then reappear. -J. Trinder (Edmon- 
ton, N.9). 

The described symptoms indicate incorrect 
tuning. Check knob to the right of aerial ter- 
minal and the inset brass cores (2) between. Tune 
knob for maximum sound, cores for optimum 
vision and sound. 

MURPHY V15OB 
The trouble is a weak picture which cannot be 

seen in daylight or even at night if a light is on. I 
have had the V24, V801 and 20P1 tested and found 
to be in order. Do you suspect the 680pF con- 
denser? if so, can this be replaced with any other 
as the makers say this is now unobtainable? -G. 
Wilson (Northwich, Cheshire). 

There is no need to suspect the 680pF capacitor. 
The symptoms are of a weak tube which should 
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either he replaced or boosted by means of a 2V 
boost transformer t of the isolating type). 

REGENTONE BIG 12 
The picture has lost definition and will not till 

the screen at the top and bottoni even with the 
height control at its maximums. The picture is dim 
and any attempt to brighten it merely increases 
the blurred effect and eventually leads to flaring 
of the white elements. I think the fault is in the 
14A100 rectifier. -P. Harvey (Wootton, Liverpool). 

The I4Á100 should be replaced by a 14A100 
or an Automat TV IOU. The symptoms cannot all 
he attributed to a low rectifier; the tube may well 
he failing and the 1.5 resistor (brown, green, green) 
to the 6SN7 may requite renewal. 

RAYMOND RF91 T 
The set is fitted with a turret tuner. The picture 

stretches at the top and seems to fold over at the 
bottoni. Adjustment of the frame linearity control 
to bring the top half of the picture back again 
causes double images. Also the sides of the picture 
are now pulling in to the centre. -H. Mullen 
(Liverpool II). 

You should replace the ECL80 valve, next to 
the PY82 on the left -hand side. Also check the 
main smoothing capacitors of 60 + 100µF, the 
ECC82 line oscillator and the PL81 line amplifier 
valves. 

DECCA DM41 C 
There are horizontal black lines intermittently 

on the screen which become worse if the volume 
control is advanced. Sometimes the lines are so 
had it is impossible to see the picture. I have fitted 
an isolation transformer to the CRT tube to cure 
a heater /cathode short. and I have tried all the 
usual " cures." This fault has only been present 
since the tube developed a short. -F. Breakwell 
(Kidderminster, Worcs.). 

Check the H.T. smoothing 100 + 200aF capa- 
citor and the 8p.F sound section (EC80) decoupler. 
Frisure the oscillator cores are properly trimmed. 

R.G.D. H1700 
The level of the volume has dropped. By 

adjusting the oscillator tr" rs the volume is 

higher but the sound on vision ruins the picture. 
I have replaced the 12Á'r7 and other valves which 
were low according to test, but it did not help. The 
picture also slips up and down, although it can 
be controlled by the frame hold which lucks it for 
various lengths of finie, from a few tes to a 

few days. A slight movement of the control puts 
it right. 1 have replaced the 6K25 but it made no 
difference. The picture quality is perfect. -J. Bor - 
rill (Hull). 

You should check the sound I.F. 6F13, the 
detector- amplifier 6LD20 and the output 6P25. If 
these are in order. check the resistors associated 
with the noise limiter (small metal rectifier) and 
the voltages to the above valves. Also check the 
components associated with the 6K25, particularly 
the 0.5f.F and 50,ß%F capacitors. 

FERRANTI T1405 
After switching on the picture is fair but focus 

is rather poor. After a short period the picture 
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darkens and I have to turn up the brightness con- 
trol and the focus becomes worse. The height 
shrinks after half an hour or so although height 
control is at the limit of its travel. If I nut mains 
selector to 200 -210V position it improves the 
picture a little. AU the valves have been in use 
since the set was new but appear O.K. -C. Patch 
(Grays, Essex). 

The majority of your trouble is due to a failing 
metal rectifier. This is the grey finned object in 
the centre under the tube. A RM4, TV4 or 
equivalent rectifier may be used. 

H.M.V. 1807 
After repairing one of the wire -wound sliding 

resistors I have a good picture and loud sound. 
Trying out a converter for ITV I see there are no 
Band III results but still BBC very strong. Would 
it be because this is a straight set ? -H. George 
(Shepherd's Bush, W.12). 

An aerial will, of course, be required to produce 
ITV reception of any worth. The BBC reception 
is obtained on the coaxial connecting the receiver 
to the converter. The contrast must be kept well 
down, a strong ITV signal applied to the con- 
verter and this must, of course, be accurately 
tuned. If these conditions are met, reception is 
assured but patterning due to BBC pick -up may 
be too severe for satisfactory viewing. 

PHILIPS 385U/15 
This is a 9in. set which I would like to convert 

i from channel 1 to channel 2 and, if possible, also 
be able to provide for the alternative programme 
from the ITA Dover Station. I want these two 
channels only, without the expense of a multi- 
channel tamer if possible. -A. Jones (Canterbury, 
Kent). 

You cannot convert the 385U to dual band use 
without using a tuner unit or at least an add -on 
converter. It is fairly straightforward to realign 
the aerial, R.F. and oscillator circuits to channel 
2. You will see a beehive type rotary trimmer next 
to the second UF42 from the far end (front) on 
the left. This should be unscrewed until sound is 
heard. Retune the coil cores of the far end aerial 
and R.F. coil cans on either side of the front 
UF42, also the front variable capacitor. Tune for 
optimum picture and sound and retrim the oscil- 
lator (next to V2) for best results. Do not alter 
any of the other coil cores. There is one core in 
the first can, two in the second (top and bottom). 

ULTRA W.T.917 
There is no sound or vision on this set. The 

U25 valve does not light. One FW10 valve is not 
lit. U801 valve burns with a bright blue glow at 
all four points. Will replacement of U25 and 
FW10 bring back the picture? The U25 valve is 
immersed in wax. Is it necessary to replace this 
after fitting a new valve? If the CRT requires 
boosting, can this be done ? -W Ramsden (Shef- 
field 10). 

There is no FW10 valve fitted in the WT917. 
The valve (10F1 ?) should be replaced, also the 
U801, not the U25. If the symptoms persist check 
the electrolytic capacitors and the H.T. line 
generally. The CRT can be boosted by wiring a 
5k 10W resistor from the yellow lead on the mains 
dropper to pin 12 of the tube base socket. 

SOBELL T145 
The only way a picture can be obtained is to 

have the contrast fully advanced clockwise. Any 
attempt to adjust the control in the other direction 
causes the picture to cut out completely, although 
sound can still be heard faintly and a raster is still 
obtained. A visual check of components associated 
with this part of the circuit revealed nothing, but 
as the control did not seem in good condition I 
fitted a new one without any improvement. A 
slight drop in the local mains voltage seems to 
make the picture uncontrollable, i.e. the height 
falls and the picture revolves rapidly. Sometimes 
this can be checked by advancing the height and 
vertical hold fully clockwise. At times even this 
is not sufficient to correct it. -W. S. Jones (Wolver- 
hampton). 

First check that the H.T. is at the correct 
voltage, which should be in the region of 190 
with 250V input. If not, metal rectifier is low. 
Failing that, check EHT rectifier EY51 for low 
emission. A small modification will improve the 
height situation however: R140, 39k in series with 
the height control, should be replaced by a 27k 
resistor. 

FERGUSON 305T 
Every so often there is a sharp click and the line 

hold is lost for a few seconds. It rights itself 
after this. Since the ITA transmissions started 
from Dover the set sutlers badly from sound on 
vision and black lines running across the picture. 
Where is the oscillator core on the tuner? The 
interference is on Band III only. -F. Fagg (Rams- 
gate, Kent). 

The click heard is probably a discharge of EHT 
which causes momentary loss of line hold. The 
source of this discharge may be in the top right 
hand EHT section or at the rear of this. We 
cannot suggest a remedy without knowing the 
exact point of discharge. The oscillator coil core 
is directly under the PCF80 valve and is adjusted 
by inserting a non -metallic screwdriver into the 
hole provided from beneath. If the sound on 
vision is caused by overloading adjust the local - 
distant control at the rear next to the aerial socket. 

QUERIES COUPON I 
This coupon is available until JUNE 22nd. 1960, and I 
must accompany all Queries sent in accord with the 
notice on page 492. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JUNE, 1960 

..t 
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Still available - a practical comprehensive 

course in TV transmission and reception 

A 
BEGINNER'S 
GUIDE TO 

TELEVISION 
by F. J. Comm Covers: 

Persistence of Vision 
and Scanning. Cathode - 
ray Tube . The Timebase 
. Receiving and Trans- 
mitting Systems . The 
Aerial . Tracing the 
signals through the,Re- 
ceiver . Video Section . 

The Television Camera 
. The tuning Signal, Test 
Card C, and tracing 
faults . Colour . The 
N.T.S.C. System -Tri- 
colour Tubes explained 

Telecine -Video Tape 
Recording. Stereoscopic 
Television . Technical 

Terms . Index. 
With 61 illustrations 

ONLY 7/6 FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS 
... or in case of difficulty send 8s. 6d. to GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 

Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2. 

A SUPER SPECIAL 
TV TUBE OFFER 

Unused tubes made by world- famous manu- 
facturers complete with 12 months' maker's 
guarantee. 17ín. Tllbe to replace the MW43 -64 
43 -69, 171K 172K. 17 ABP4 17 AXP4, C17 -1, 
017 -A. CÌí17.22. C17 -FI(I, MW 43-80. 
Our Unbeatable Price 58.10.0. Also 
available brand new 141n. to replace 38-24. 
38-44. TR14 -21 TR14 -22, 14 KP4A, 
14 -LP4, 141K, 038 -29, or for AW 38-80, 
36 -21 121n. brand new 31 MW 31 -79, all 
at 87 each. Also Cossor 85K 151n. 4 volt 
filament equivalent to TA15 or 85K by fitting 
6 volt filament transformer 10 gns. Cossor 
106K 10in. equivalent to EMI 3116 28.10.0. 
Ferranti 91n. T9 /5 4 volt filament 501 -. Post. 
packing and insurance 10..- extra. 

NEW MAX 
ELECTRONICS 

for London's Finest Bargains in elec- 
tronic and radio rquipnuot. Also 
Largest Selection or Tape Recorders In 
the U.K. Also in stock 'IDO chop soiled 
and H.P. repossessed TV sets in all 
.1 /en. Ail Guaranteed. 

220, Edgware Road, London, W.2. 
'l'el. PAD 5697 

GUARANTEED VALVES 
1L4 We D77 3/6 PCF80 6/6 
6F1 6/6 ECL80 716 PY80 6/6 
6F15 7/6 EF80 51- PY82 6/6 
ion are EF91 3/- SP81 6d. 
20D1 6/6 EL32 8/- 11L48 7/6 

All fully guaranteed for 3 months. 
Postage 6d. each. Send S.A.E. for list. 

SERVICE SHEETS, BOOKS, 
CO MPONENTS. 

Send stamp for lists. 
HAMILTON RADIO (T) 

287 Sedleseombe Road North. Hastings. 
Sussex. (Mail orders only) 

1Y ¡UBES 
Complete New 
Gun Assembly 

New 
Base- 

Completely 
Remanu factured 

as new 

New 
Getters 

-Aluminized 

-New Silver 
Activated Screen 

-Regraphited 
COMPLETELY NEW TUBES EXCEPT 

THE GLASS 
ALL MAKES AND TYPES FROM STOCK 
12" £5 10 0 
14" .. .. £6 10 0 
IS "- 17" .. .. .. .. £6 19 0 

12 months NEW tube guarantee. 
C.W.O. or C.O.D. Carr. & Ins. 7 6 (passenger) 

20,- refunded on your old tube if returned 
in our container. 

The Finest Tubes. The Fastest Service 

LAWSON TUBES 
156 PICKERSLEIGH ROAD, MALVERN 

WORCS. MAL 3798 

B.B.G. - .T.V. - F.M. AERIALS 
B.B.C. (BAND 1). Tele- 
scopic loft, 1918. External. 
S /D. 26 3. 
I.T.V. (BAND a)). 3 Ele- 
ment loft array. 24/ -. 5 
Element. 32'6. Wall 
mounting, 3 Element, 33,9. 
5 Element. 41/3. 
COMBINED B.B.C. 
I.T.V. Loft 1 +3 Element. 
41/8. 1 +5 Element. 4$,9. 
Wall mounting. 1 +3 Ele- 
ment. 56 /8. 1 +5 Element 
68/9. Chimney and mast 

mounting units also av8gflable. 
F.M. (BAND 2). Loft "H 88/ -. 3 Ele- 
ment loft, 52/6. S/D loft, 12 /6. External 
S /D. 26/8. State channel when ordering. 
C.W.O. or C.O.D. PP.. 2/6. Coaxial cable. 
Bd. yd. Coaxial plugs, 1'3. Send 8.1. 
stamps for Illustrated Ilsta. 

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept.T.P.) 
31:, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey 

TRANSFORMERS 
Suppliers to B.B.C., I.T.A. and leading 
radio manufacturers, single or long 
runs, prompt delivery, home and 
export. 

Rewinds to all makes 
H.1r 1v .FORREST(Transformers)Ltd. 

Shirley, Solihull, Warwickshire 
Tel.: SM. 2483 

Please mention Practical 
Television, when replying 

to advertisements 

SPECIAL VALVE 
OFFER 

For Limited Period 
EB91 4 . ÚF42 8'6 OLI 8'- 
ECL80 8 6 1IL41 - 61 18 9 - 
ECL82 9 UL44 î 6 6P25 6 6 
EF811 5 - UL46 7 6 8LD20 6 
EF91 4 11BC41 7 e 68N7GT '8 6 
EL38 10 6 UCH42 76 7Q7 6 - 
EY83 7 6 U35 6 6 10F1 6 - 
GZ32 8 SP6I 2 6 1nP13 8 6 
KT33C 6 6 3136 2 6 10P14 8 8 
KT38 8 6 bAT6 e o 12AT7 6- 
PL33 8 bCH6 - 2ob1 6 
PL62 7 6 58060 10 6 20F2 - 

7 
6 

PL83 7 6 61'1 6- 20L1 . .8 6 
PY80 7 61'13 6:- 201.1 96 
PY82 7 6F14 6:- 907 6- 
pz30 11 eF15 6 - PY31 6 
UAF92 b -6 ' WRIT 5- 1625 6- Postage 4d. per Valve. 

Air- Spaced Coaxial Cable, 76 ohms, N. yd. 
Ion Traps, 5 / -: Midget 2 Gangs, 8'6; 
211n. Flush Meters, 0 -100 mA and O-509 t71Á. 
17.6. t 

TV AERIALS: We carry large stocks: 
send S.A.E. with your requirements and we 
shall reply and send leaflets by return. 

MAIL ORDER ONLY - NO CALLERS 
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D., minimum OO O.D. 
3/ -' postage, packing, other than valves. 
under 22. 1 /6; under £5. 2' -; aerials 2i6. 

ELECTRO SERVICES & CO. 
221 BATTERSEA PARK RD., S.W. I 1 

Mac. 6833/4 
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SETS & COMPONENTS SETS & COMPONENT 8 (continued) 

THE 

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP 
FOR 

FULLY REBUILT 
TELEVISION PICTURE TUBES 

TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE 
allowance on 

old tube 
I2in. £4.10,0 
I4in. L4.10.0 
I4in. round E5.5.0 
I5in. round £5.15.0 
17in, L5,10.0 
21in. L8.0.0 

10/- 
10 /. 
10 /- 
20/- 

Carriage 5/- 
57 guinea Model Tape Recorders for 645. 
3 speeds, 4} watts. Really beautiful mach- 
ines wich Collaro "Studio" deck. E10 deposit. 
48 Battersea Bridge Road, LONDON 

S.W.I I. BATtersea 6859. 

MULLARD TUBES, reclaimed, 6 months' guarantee. gin., 30/ -, 12- 
14í.n., 50/8, 17in., 79/6. All picture tested. FI'rrrlD FREE. Picture shown 
to callers. Other makes, types, cheap. Salvaged spares for modern and obsolete sets. Prices from: LOT 17/8, FOT 718, Osc. Tr. 8/ -., Mains Tr. 10/ -. Valves: 1,000 types in stock. EF91, 
EB91, 635, 2/6, EF80, 10H, ÚF42, 3/8. Save money. Send a S.A.E. with enquires or for free list. " ST. JOHN'S RADIO," 156, St. John's Hill, 
S.W.11. (BAT9838). 

REBUILT TV TUBES 
FULLY GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS 

ALL MAKES - 12" to 2V 
BLANE & MARTIN ELECTRONICS 

SANDOWN LANE 
LIVERPOOL 

Details on request. Tel. SEF. 3428 

AERIALS. Combined BBC dipole plus 
3 element ITV with fittings 34/8 plus 4/6 post. TV Tubes 12 months' guarantee £8118/8 post paid all sizes. Trade supplied. NATIONAL RADIO, 
66, Holdenhurst Road, Bournemouth 
25232. 

NEW REBUILT TUBES, 12 months' guarantee. Free advice on fitting. 
Service Sheet Library. S.A.E. with 
enquiries. G. HURST, 3. Coniston 
Road, Sheffield 8. 

LONDON TELEVISION 
OFFER THE FOLLOWING BAR- 
GAINS. RIGIDLY TESTED EX- 
EQUIPMENT TELEVISION VALVES. 
Individually Boxed. 3'- to 7 6 each. 

WIDE ANGLE SCANNING TELE- 
VISION CHASSIS. Complete less valves. 
30;- each. Most makes in stock. 
TELEVISION COMPONENTS at Bar- 
gain prices. Please write for your individual 
requirements. Carriage extra. 
The undermentioned Televisions for Per- 
sonal Callers Only. 
14 in. TELEVISIONS. Working. L4.0.0 
to L8.0,0. I7in. TELEVISIONS. L9.0.0 
co £14.0.0. Trade enquiries invited. 

4 HENDERSON RD. EASTNEY, 
PORTSMOUTH. 

RATES: 4'- per line or part thereof, average five words to line, minimum 2 lines. Box No. 1/- extra. Advertisements must be prepaid and addressed to Advertisement Manager, "Practical Television," Tower House, Southampton St., London, V .('.2. 

SETS & COMPONENTS (continued) 

IS IT THE L.O.P.T.? 
Be SURE with the SKANTEST. The most compact low- priced line output and time base component shorting turn tester, Will indicate even one shorting turn. 
£7.10.0, Carriage 5/ -. 

EAGLE MULTI- PURPOSE VALVE 
FILAMENT TESTER VT-45 

.... 

Gives INSTANT check of: 
All radio and TV valves. Fuses. Pilot lamps. Circuit continuity. Built -in 7 and 9 pin valve straighteners. Built -in battery tester. 

Aluminium,front panel style printed in gold and black, 
Complete with internal batteries, detailed instructions. ONLY 30 /- (post 2/8) 

NEW TUBES 
2 Years' 1 Year 

Guarantee Guarantee 
12 in. MW 31 -74 - 25.5.0 
14 in. MW 36-24 .. 210.10.0 86.6.0 
17 In. MW 43 -64/69 .. 212. 0.0 28.0.0 
17 in. CRM 213.10.0 29.0.0 Carriage 7/6 

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS 
Direct Replacements for 500 sets. 

53/ Baird. T29, T163 
T164, T167, T172, 2014, 1712 60/- Bush. TV 11A. B; 12A, B; TVF 12A 
TUG 12A. H; TRG 12A, B 45/- 
TV12AM; TV22 24; TRG24, TUG24 60/- Cossor. 930, 931, 933. 934. etc. . 60 /- Ekco. TS46; TS113 -114; T161, 164; 
T222, 231; TSC311, etc. .. .. Ferguson. 841, 2, 3; 941 to 945 .. . 55/- 990T-998T; 103 -145T; 203 -246T .. 66/6 Ferranti. 14T3, 171(3, 17T3 45/- 
14T2, T1205, T1215, T1225, T1325, 
T1405.1T1415, T1425, T1505, T1825 .. 65/- G.E.C. and H.M.V. mostly 55 /- to 60 /- Invicta, T108 to T110 52/- 
T101 -104; T114 -128; T133 -142 ., Murphy, V1140. V116C, V118C 44551 . - 
V120C, V180. V178, V200. V202C .. 57/6 Philips. 1114 OF /UM, 1115 U, 1437 U, 
1446 U. 1726 U, 1746 U, 1747 U .. 65/- 383A. 463A. 563A. 663A .. 60/- Pye, LV30, 16T. CS17, etc. 50/- CTM4; V9, VT4; V7, VT7; VT17 . 60/- Add 2/6 post. S.A.E. with enquiries 

WESTWAY RADIO 
5 Westward Way, Harrow, Middlesex 

RECLAIMED VALVES. All tested and perfect; modern and obsolete; huge stocks; all one price. 5/ -, plus 6d. postage each, delivery by return. 
LEWIS, 46 Woodford Avenue, Ilford, 
Essex. 

REBUILT TELEVISION TUBES -121h. 
£5; 14in. £5110/; 17in. £8/10/. Twelve months' guarantee. 10/- carr. 
BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNERS - 
£811918. Carriage paid. State coils. 
All types BBC and ITA AERIALS. 
AIRSPACED COAXIAL CABLE from 
6d. per yard. TELEVISION SPARES 
AND EXACT REPLACEMENTS. The latest BSR. ÚA14 four -speed Changer 
£9/10/ -. Carriage paid. All leading 
makes of TAPE RECORDERS, TAPES, AMPLIFIERS, TAPE DECKS, 
RECORD PLAYERS, TELEVISIONS 
and RADIOS. All new goods on 
Eai,v Hire Purchase Terms. TRAN- 
SISTORS RED SPOT 5/6, TRAN- 
SISTORS WHITE SPOT 5/6 each. 
GERMANIUM DIODES 1/ each. 
Stamped addressed envelope please, 
for inquiries and callers are welcome. 

DEVIZES TELEVISION SERVICE 
29-30, The Nursery, Bath Road, 
Devizes, Wilts. Tel.: Devizes 1100. 

BRAYHEAD TURRET TUNERS for any area. Will convert over 600 models. Complete with fitting instruc- 
tions. State set, model and two 
channels when ordering. 110m /c models 95/ -, 16m /c and 35m /c 120/ -, External cabinet (if required) 24/ -. Carriage paid. CWO or C.O.D. 
DURHAM SUPPLIES. 175, Durham 
Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire. 

AERIALS AT TRADE PRICES 
For Example DOUBLE FIVE ARRAY 

COSTS ONLY 60 / , Band III Self -contained Pre -Amplifiers Only 23.15.0. Band III Converters, 100 / , Turret Tuners, 94/ -, Complete Rebuilt T.V. Tubes from £5. Revacuumed ones. All Sizes, 
22.10.0. All Tubes are Guaranteed. 
Super Low -loss Coaxial Cable, 1/1 yd. Standard. 6d, yd. Diplexers, 8/8 each. S.A.E. FOR FULL LISTS. 
G. A. STRANGE, Broadfield, North Wraxall, Nr. Chippenham, Wilts, 

Tel.: Marshfield 236. 

BRAND NEW, bankrupt stock; DF96, 
EL84, N369/30P12. Transistors OC71, 
all 7/. each. Tubes 7401A, 7404A, £8 each. All types of Radio equipment 
bought, sold, part -exchanged. Other 
valves and tubes available. Send for Lists. NORMAND TELEVISION, 
Normand Road, W.14. 

TV TUBES, factory rebuilt (re- 
gunned), fully guaranteed, 14in.. £5 17in., £6, p and p 10/ -, 24, Bristol 
Road, Brighton. 

BOURNEMOUTH 
NATIONAL RADIO SUPPLIES 

66 HOLDENHURST RD. 
Tel.: 25232 

Television Tubes. 12 month written 
guarantee. £6.19.6 and 10!- allowed 
on your old tubes. Carr. paid. 
3 Element ITV and BBC dipole com- 
bined wall fixing, 34/6 and 4/6 carr. 
Complete range of capacitors, resis- 
tors, Hi -Fi radiogram chassis, ampli- 
fiers, motors and pick -ups, stereo 

and mono. 
Bournemouth's Hi -Fi and constructors' 

centre. 

NATIONAL RADIO SUPPLIES 
BOURNEMOUTH 
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SETS & COMPONENTS continued) SETS & COMPONENTS (conttnued) 

C. EI)WARDS 
1070 HARROW ROAD 

LONDON, N.W.10 
LADBROKE 1734 

Offers 
5/H TV in 
First -class 
Condition. 

12ín. ES. 0.0 
14ín. E7.10.0 
I71n. E15. 0.0 

(all 5 channel 
+15 /- carriage. 

Guaranteed 
VALVES 

10H, 10/ -; 10C2, 
7/6; 20D1, 6/ -; 
6F1, S / -; SP61, 7/.; 6K25, 8/ -; 20P1, 10 / -; 
PZ30, 10/ -; PL33, 7/ -; ECL80, 8/ -; 
EB91, 6/.. Plus 6d. post. 
5 /H. 12ín. Tubes, 50/ -, plus 7/6 post. 

FERGUSON, ECKO 

TV TUBES from stock. 17ín. new 
gun £41151 -, new gun and guaranteed, 
£5115! -. 12 months' guarantee. TV 
ELECTRIC & CYCLE CO.. 1 High 
Street. Chalvey, Slough, Bucks. Tel.: 
Slough 21860. 

SALVAGED VALVES 
2/6 each 

Tested on Mallard High Speed Valve Tester 

New and Boxed Valves 
all at I0 /- each. 

S.A.E. FOR LIST 

ARION TELEVISION, 4 Heated Road, S.E.IS 

NEWX 7152 

THOUSANDS of reclaimed Valves and 
other components at Lowest Prices. 
S.A.E. for your requirements. CG. 42. 
Southffelds Road, Littlehampton. 

TV ENTHUSIASTS clearance. 75 
valves, etc. Offers, carriage paid. 
Box No. 23. 

TELEVISION TUBES 
NEW TV TUBES. TWELVE Months' 

Guarantee 

12" MW 31 -74 
14" MW 36-24 
17" MW 43-64 
17" MW 43-69 
Carriage ... 

E.s.d. 
6. 0.0 
7. 0.0 
8. 0.0 
8. 0.0 

10/- 

FULLY Rebuilt TV Tubes TWELVE 
Months' Guarantee 

E.s.d. 
12" MW 31 -74 CRM 123 5. 0.0 
14" MW 36-24 CRM 141 5.10.0 
14" AW 36-21 CRM 142 5.15.0 
17" MW 43 -64 CRM 171 6.10.0 
17" MW 43 -69 CRM 172 6.15.0 
17" MW 43-80 CRM 173 6.15.0 
21" 11W 53 -20 CRM 211 ... ... 8.15.0 
21' MW 53 -80 CRM 212 ... ... 8.15.0 
15" CRM 152 CRM 153 ... ... 6.10.0 

Carriage paid 

CATHODE RAY TUBE SERVICE 

35 Broomwood Road, St. Paul's Cray 
Orpington 21285 

17 INCH tubes £5, new guns, all 
sizes available, guaranteed. STAR 
TUBES, Brief Street. Bolton. 

T/V SPARES 
LARGEST RANGE OF NEW 

AND USED SPARES 
Line Outputs our Speciality. Used 
from £I, New from 451 -. Also break- 
ing hundreds of TVs for Spares. All 
Coils. Transformers, Chassis. Valves. 
etc. No Lists. Sent S.A.E. and State 
Requirements for Immediate Quote. 
VALVE KITS. A complete Kit for 
YOUR set (one of each type) from 
50/ -. Quote Model No. for exact price. 
TV BARGAINS. Reconditioned. All 
channel Models at New Low Prices. 
14in. from 22 Ana., 17ín, from 29 gne. 
Fully guaranteed. Terms available. 

T.C.S. LTD. 
112 CAMBERWELL ROAD. S.E.5. 

Phone Tideway 5394. 

FOR SALE 

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. 
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A. 
BOXMAKERS. 75a, Godwin Ereet, 
Bradford 1. 

100 BAYS of brand new adjustable 
steel shelving. 721n. high x 341n. wide 
x 12in. deep. stove enamelled. dark 
green, sent unassembled. six -shelf bay. 
£3/15! -. Sample delivered free. 
quantity discounts. N. C. BROWN 
LTD, Eagle Steelworks, Heywood, 
Lancs. Tel.: 69018. 

AMPLIFIER TRANSFORMER 12 /8 
Prim. 0- 240v., Sec. 0 -200v. at 50mA. Heater: 
6.3 -11 amp. Brand New. Ideal for radio, 
amplifiers, etc. P. & P. 3/9. 

FERRANTI TRANSFORMERS 8/9 
Prim. 0- 200 -250V. Heaters: 22.5v:1 amp.. 
6.3v.-1 amp., 6.3v. -8 amp. (ex. TV). Ideal for 
large amplifier or charger, etc. P. & P. 319. 

S /VISION STRIP 2/6 
Superhet. Takes 6- 6F1's, 2 -602's (not Incl.) 
I.F.'s 10.5 -14 Mc /s. Drawings Free. P. &.P.2í6. 
Stamp for New Catalogue. Mail Order Only 

P. & P. COMPONENTS LTD. 
MS ILFORD LANE. ($.FORD, Essex. 

SERVICE SHEETS; also Current and 
Obsolete Valves for sale. JOHN 
GILBERT RADIO. 20, Extension, 
Shepherds Bush Market, London. 
W.12. (Phone: SHE 3052). 

1.000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from 
£3 working, 10/- not. Callers only. 
9 till 6. including Sate. 39. White- 
house Lane, Stepney, London. 

TELEVISIONS 
All sizes including Projections. Require 
attention from 

n BBC froworking 
order:- 

12ín. and 14ín. BBC /ITA from £10 

SRelòredl 
CRT £6 extra, 171n. f roe Paid. 

SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
BRYAN STREET, HANLEY 

STOKE -ON -TRENT. 

WANTED 

NEW VALVES WANTED. - EY51. 
ECL80, PCC84, PCF80. PCL83. PL81. 
PCL82, PY81, R19. U801. 30P4. etc. 
Best cash prices by return. DURHAM 
SUPPLIES. 175. Durham Road. 
Bradford 8, Yorkshire. 

WANTED -VALVES. Modern 'TV 
and radio types. Large or small 
quantities. Box No. 22. 

WANTED, Service Sheets. No 
quantity too large or too small: 
highest prices paid. SULTAN RADIO. 
29 Church Road, Tunbridge Wells, 
Kent. 

NEW TV VALVES WANTED. Send 
valves. cash by return to: P. J. F. 
Andrews, 61 -63, Rosemary Road, 
London. S.E.15. 

A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your 
surplus Brand New Valves. Speakers. 
Components. Test Instruments, etc. 
R.H.S.. 155. Swan Arcade, Brad- 
ford, 1. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

PROTECT YOUR CAR AT NIGHT 
LITON " 

PHOTOELECTRIC 
PARKING LIGHT 

SWITCH 
will switch your lights on at dusk -oft 
at dawn. automatically. while you are 
at work, in bed, or away from home. 
Controlled by light. Transistorised. 
Avoid accidents, fines. Save your 
battery. 

KIT OF PARTS 52 /6 
BUILT AND TESTED 57/6 

Pat. Pending. Send ed.stamp for pamphlet. 
"St. John's Radio," 166 St. John's 
Rill, S.W.D. BATtersea 9838 

SERVICE SHEETS 

SERVICE SHEETS.. Largest stock 
Radio and TV Service Sheets North 
London. 4/- each wit/It S.A.E. State 
make and model no. Circuit diagram 
only 2/8. Also Manuals for sale or 
hire. Radios over 20 years Our 
speciality. All enquiries S.A.E. please. 
WYNDSOR TELEVISION, St. Albans 
Road, Barnet, Herts. 

FAULTFINDER FILES (TV) showing 
common faults that each receiver is 
prone to and other useful servicing 
information. 2/- ea. List 9d. plus 
postage. S.P DISTRIBUTORS,_ I1. 
Old Bond Street, London, W.I. 

SERVICE SHEETS. TV 4/- ea. Radio 
31- ea. List 1 / -. All orders dispatched 
on day received. C.O.D. if required. 
Also manuals for sale and hire. 
SULTAN RADIO. 29 ChureLl Road. 
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. 

SERVICE SHEETS. -Huge stock at 
4/- ea. List 1/ -. Immediate delivery. 
GLOBE SUPPLIES, 33, Fairfield Close, 
Sidcup, Kent. 

(continued overleaf) 
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SERVICE SHEETS (continued) 

SERVICE SHEETS for sale, all types. from 1/ -, Free Fault Finding Guide with all service sheets. 100 TV ser- 
vice Sheets covering 330 popular 
models, 18/6. Radio, TV, Electronic, 
Books. S.A.E. lists / enquiries. 
HAMILTON RADIO (T), 237, Sedles- combe Road N., Hastings. 

SERVICE SHEETS. - We have the largest -Lock of Radio and TV Sheets 
in the country for sale at 4/- ea. 
1960 Radio and Television Service Sheet List Now Ready. 1/ -, Also Manuals for sale or hire. List 

9d. S.A.E. please. Mail Order Only. S.P. DISTRIBUTORS, 11 Old Bond Street. London W.1. 

SERVICE SHEETS. Radio, T.V., 
5.000 models. Lists 1/ -, S.A.E. enquiries. TELRAY, 11, Maudland Bk.. Preston. 

EDUCATIONAL 

INCORPORATED Practical Radio Engineers home study courses of radio - and TV engineering are recognised by the trade as outstand- ing and authoritative. Moderate fees to a limited number of students 
only. Syllabus of Instructional Text free. The Practical Radio Engin- eer," journal, sample copy 2/ -, 6,000 Alignment Peakes for Superhets. 5/9. Membership and Entry Conditions booklet 1/ -, all post free from the SECRETARY. I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield 
Road, London, N.8. 

" HOW AND WHY " of Radio and Electronics made easy by a new, non - maths, practical way. Postal in- structions based on hosts of experi- ments and equipment building carried out at home. New Courses bring enjoyment as well as knowledge of this fascinating subject. Free bro- chure from. Dept. 12 P.T., RADIO - STRUCTOR, 40, Russell St., Reading, Berks. 

STUDY RADIO, TELEVISION AND ELECTRONICS with the world's largest home study organisation - 
L.C.S. Courses for the enthusiast and for those seeking examination qualification. Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds. R.T.E.B., etc Build yo pr own equipment with Practical Radio Course Write to-day for free book. 
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPON- 
DENCE SCHOOLS. Intertext House, Parkgate Road, (Dept. 516), London 
S.W.11. 

*LEARN* 
RADIO & T/V 

SERVICING 
for your OWN 

BUSINESS /HOBBY 
041) by a new exiting no -maths 
system, using practical equipment, 
recently introduced to this country. 

FREE Brochure from: - 
RADIOSTRUCTOR 

DEPT. G78, 40 RUSSELL STREET 
READING, BERKS. 6/60 

Factory Rebuilt . . , Super 
TELEVISION TUBES 

All types fitted with New Gun 
Assembly. Fully guaranteed 

12 months. 
Mullard, Mazda, etc.: 

12 inch .. .. , , £5.0.0 
14/15 inch .. ., .. £5.10.0 
17 inch .. .. £6.0.0 

Carriage and insurance 10j- 
C.W.O., C.O.D. or Credit 
terms available. S.A.E. for all 

enquiries. 
Allowance on old tube. 

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. P /I) 
3B Godstone Rd, Kenley, Surrey 

A 3d. stamp will bring you a copy 
of our latest 

RADIO & TELEVISION 
COMPONENT Catalogue 

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO. 
FINSTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE 

ULVERSTON, LANCS. 

RES /CAP. BRIDGE p.171721. 
Checks all types of resistors, condenses 

6 RANGES 
Built in I hour. Direct reading 

READY CALIBRATED 
Stamp for details of this and other kits. 

RADIO MAIL (Dept. VZ) 
Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham 

1960 EDITION 

/ RADIO AMATEUR'S 
HANDBOOK 

0 
32í6 by The A.R.R.L. Post 2/- 

/TELEVISION RECEIVER SERVIC- 
ING. V.I. Time -Base Circ., by 
E. A. W. Spreadbury. 21/ -. Post. I/- 

/TELEVISION RECEIVER SERVIC- 
I NG. V.2. Receiver and Power Supply 
Circ., by E. A. W. Spreadbury. 21/ -. 
Postage 1 / -. 

O. TELEVISION EXPLAINED by 
W. E. Miller. 126. Postage II -. / TV FAULT FINDING. A Data 
Pubn. 5/ -, Postage 6d. 

Or MODEL RADIO -CONTROL by 
E. L. Safford. 21 -. Postage I' -. 

/ TELEVISION ENGINEERS' 
POCKET BOOK by I. P. Hawker. 
12/6. Postage 8d. 

RADIO VALVE DATA. 6th Ed., 
compiled "WW ". 5r -. Postage 9d. / NEW 1960 CATALOGUE 1 / -. 

THE MODERN BOOK CO. 
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS 

of British and American Technical Books / 19 -23 PRAED STREET, 
LONDON, W.2. 
Phone: PADdington 4185. 

Open 6 days 9 -6 p.m. 

NEW VALVES ! 
Guaranteed Set Tested 

24 HOUR SERVICE 
185, 165. 1T4, 354, 3V4, DAF91, DF91, DK91, 

DAF96. DF98 DK96 DL96, SET of 4, 27/6, 
1D5 7/6 DL33 8/6 
11(5 6/3 DL35 10/6 

1T4 
4/9 DL92 

7Ì3 
3S4 8/3 DL96 6/11 
3174 7/3 EBC41 7/11 
5040 5/3 EBF80 8/- 
5Y3GT 6/- ECC81 5/6 
5Z4G 7/6 ECC82 6/- 
6K7G 2/- ECC83 6/6 
8K8G 6/9 ECC84 8/3 
8Q70 6/3 ECC85 S/- 
6SL7GT 8/- ECF80 9/9 
6SN7GT 4/8 ECH35 6/9 
6V6G 5/- ECH42 8/6 
6V6GT 6/3 ECL80 7/9 
6X5GT 5/- EF41 8/8 
12K7GT 5/6 EF80 5/- 
12K8GT 11/8 EF85 6/6 
12Q7GT 5/8 EF88 10/3 
35L6GT 9/- EF89 7/8 
35Z4GT 5/6 EL41 7/3 
AZ31 8/9 EL84 6/9 
B36 8/8 EY51 8/8 
CL33 12/6 EY86 8/- 
DAC32 9/9 EZ40 6/9 
DAF91 5/6 EZ41 7/6 
DAF96 6/11 EZ80 6/3 
DF33 9/9 EZ81 7/- 
DF91 4/6 GZ32 9/- 
DF96 8/11 KT63 6/6 
DH77 6/6 MU14 71- 
DK32 12/- PCC84 7/6 
DK91 6/3 PCC89 11/6 
DK92 8/- PCF80 7/- 
DK96 8/11 PCF82 8/6 

PCL82 7/8 
PCL83 11/3 
PENA4 11/- 
PEN36C 8/- 
PL36 11/6 
PL38 14/6 
PL81 9/- 
PL82 7/6 
PL83 7/6 
PY32 11/- 
PY80 7/- 
PY81 6/3 

P83 ?/3 
U25 12/6 
U26 11/- 
U52 

80 7% U 6 
UAF42 9/- 
UBC41 7/9 
UBF80 8/6 
UCC84 12/9 
UCC85 7/- 
UCF80 14/- 
UCH42 7/9 
UCH81 8/- 
UCL82 10,- 
UCL83 12'6 
UF41 8;3 
UF42 7/- 
UF89 6/8 
UL41 7/8 
UL84 7/6 
UY21 11/- 
UY85 6/9 
VP4B 9/6 

Postage 6d. per valve extra. Any Parcel Insured Against Damage in Transit 6d. extra Any C.O.D. Parcel 2/6 extra. 
Office address, no callers. 
GERALD BERNARD 

90 CARR MANOR AVENUE 
LEEDS 17 

FIRST -CLASS 
TELEVISION and 
RADIO COURSES . e 

GET A CERTIFICATE! 
After brief, intensely interesting study 
-undertaken at home in your spare 
time -YOU can secure your pro- 
fessional qualification or learn Servicing 
and Theory. Let us show you how 1 -FREE GUIDE 

The New Free Guide contains 132 
pages of information of the greatest 
importance to those seeking such 
success compelling qualifications as 
A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds 
Final Radio, P.M.G. Radio 
Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cert. 
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.), A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., 
Draughtsmanship(all branches), 
etc., together with particulars of 

our remarkable Guarantee of 
SUCCESS OR NO FEE 
Write now for your copy of this 
invaluable publication. It may well 
prove to be the turning point in your 

career. 
FOUNDED 1885 -OVER 

- - - -- 150 000 SUCCESSES- - - - ---/ 
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 

ENGINEERING 
(Dept. 462), 148, HOLBORN, 

LONDON, E.C.I. 
S. Africa : P.O. Box 8417, Jo'burg. 
Australia : P.O. Box 4570, Melbourne. 
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Build y our own Aerials... 
4Tyati1E 

AERIAL, FITTINGS 
FOR BAND 

III, BAND I & 
RADIO Useful 

for F constructing 
muyour hints 

IM. and 
quickly and 

for 
illustrating cheaply, 

own 

Diec g our increased 
ran 

Band III 
Alloy Fittings d ge of 

Reflector to Band I including 
and Mast Couplers, 

Holders, Insulators Direct or Rod and "H" types), 
Rod ( both " Fit' tings, 

Masts a 
Masthead Fit- 

tings, 
Brackets, and Elements, 

Chim- 
ney 

for the above. Send 1/- in to :_ 

tif 

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS. Phone : 657/8 

AS ADVERTISED ON TELEVISION 
Save £££ 12 Months' Guarantee 

FACTORY REBUILT .. . 

TELEVISION TUBES 
ALL TYPES AND SIZES- Immediate Delivery 

FITTED WITH COMPLETE NEW GUN 

Price 
12" £5.0.0 14" £5.0.0 15" £5.15.0 17" £6.0.0 

21" £8.10.0 
TERMS TO 
THE TRADE 

flus 10'- carriage and insurance. 
Cash with order or C.O.D. 

RE -VIEW (LONDON) LTD. 
10 High Street - - Colliers Wood, S.W.19 

Telephone : Liberty 3272 
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iv PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS 
TYPE A. OPTIONAL 25% and 50% BOOST. 
2 V. OR 4 V. OR 6.3 V. 0/1 10.8 V OR 
13.3 V. MAINS INPUT. 12'8 
TYPE A2. HIGH QUALITY, LOW CAPAC- 
ITY, 10/15 5F. OPTIONAL BOOST 25%. 50 %. 
75 %. MAINS INPUT. 1616 

TYPE B. MAINS INPUT, MVLTI OUTPUT 2, 
4, 6.3, 7.3, 10 and 13 VOLTS. BOOST 25% 
AND 50",,. LOW CAPACITY. 21 /- 

TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 30, 50 70 pF, 9d.; 100 pls. 
1550 pF, 111; 250 pF, 1 /6; 500 pF, 750 pF, 1/9. 
RESISTORS. Preferred values. 10 ohms to 10 meg.. 
1 w., 4d.: 4 w., 44.: 1 w., 8d.; 1 f w., 8d.: 2 w.. 1 / -. 
HIGH STABILITY. 4 w.. 1%, SI -. Preferred values 
1000 ta 10 10 mes. Ditto. 5 %, 10011 to 5 med. D. 9d. 

5 watt} WIRE -WOUND RESISTOR/ 118 
10 watt Y 25 ohms -10000 ohms ' 1/6 
15 watt 9/- 
15.000 ohms- 50,000 ohms, 5 w., 1/9; 10 w.. 9/3. 

PLASTIC RECORDING TAPE 
Long Play lin. Plastic reel. 1,70066. .. 85/- 
Long Play 5fia. Plastic reel, 1,200ft . 98/- 
Long Play lia. Plastic reel, 850ft. .. 61/- 
Long Play 3in. Plastic reel, 225ft. .. 7/8 
Standard 71e. Plastic reel, 1,20061. .- 94/- 
Standard 61e. Plastic reel, 600ft. .. 15/- 
"Instant" Bulk Tape Eraser and Head De- 
fluter, "110. 2511 v Al.. ' 27/6. Leaflet, B -A.E- 

O.P. TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Duty 60 mA. 4/8. 
Multiratio, poch -pull, 7/8. Miniature, 384, etc.. 4/6 
L.P. CHOKES 12'10 N. 00/65 mA, 5 / -: 10 H 
b5 1(;A. 10 6. III I1 , 150 n1A. 14 /- 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 200.250 e. A.C. 
STANDARD. 250 -0 -250, 80 mA, 6.3 v. 3.5 a 
tapper) 4 v. 4 a. Rectifier 6.3 v. I a 5 e. 
O a. or 4 v. 2 a. ditto, 350.0 -370 22.18 
MINIATURE 200 v. 20 coA, 6.3 v. 1 . 10/6 
MIDGET. 220 v 45 rnA, 6.3 v. 2 a 1516 
SMALL, 2220 -0220, 50 mA, 6.3 v. '2 a 17/8 
STD., 250.0.270, 65 mA, 6.3 v. 3.5 a.. 17'6 
HEATER TRANS. 6.3 v. 14 amp. . 716 
Ditto, tapped sec. 2, 4. 6.3 v. 14 amp.. 816 
Ditto, sec. 6.:) v 3 amp 10'8 

ALADDIN FORMERS and core- lin., 811.; I in.. 10d. 
0. sin. FORMERS 5937/8 ami Cane TV1/2 fin eq. x 
2íìn. and IÍs. e11. s hill., 2/- ea.. with coree. 
TYANA. - Midget Soldering Iron, 230 v 40 w., 16/9 
REMPLOY Instrument Iron, 230 v 25 w., 176. 
MAINS DROPPERS. Sin. x [tin Adi Vivien. 
(r3 amp., 1,000 ohms. 4/3. 0.2 amp.. 1,000 ohm., 4.3. 
LINE CORD. 0.3 anm,., 60 ohms per ft., 0.2 atop_ 100 
ohms per ft, 2-way. 6d. per ft, 3 -way, 7d. per It 
LOUDSPEAKER P.M. 3 OHM. Stu. Role, 17/8. 
his. Plessey, 19/8. 18 / 

l 
1 x din. Role, - 

Olin. Role. 18'8. 10 x din. 27/8. 10in hole. 30 -. 
401. Hi -Fi Tweeter. 25' -. 12in It A , 30/- 
14 x Ain., 45! -. 12iu. 15 ohm, 10 w l'I..sev, 45/ -. 
STENTORIAN HF 1012 I0 in. 3 to 1S 11111. 10 w 95/- 
12in. (taker 15 watt :i ohms, or IS ohms, 1051_ 
CRYSTAL DIODE O.E.C., 2/_ GEX34. 4/ -. 
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4.000 ohms, 18/8 pr 
MIKE TRANSF. :10 : 1. 3/9 ea.: 1110:1, Potted, 108, 
SWITCH CLEANER. Fluid squirt spout 4/3 0e 
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS. 363 pF 
miniature lin x I lio x loin., 10/ -. 0.11(105 Standard 
with trimmers. 8 -. less trimmers. S' -. midget, 7/8. 
SINGLE. S1( pl". 2 6. 75 pF. 150 p0, 160 pr. 7/ 
Solid dielectric 11111, :400, 30(1 pr. 3/6. 
SPEAKER FRET. GOLD CLOTH. 17ìu x 251n. 5/ -. 

< 35in., 10 -. Tygan 4ft. bin. wide. 15 /- ft.. Oft 
3ity wide, 5/- it Samples S.A.F, 

New and Boxed VALVES 90 -day Guarantee. 

1115 186KS0 It 7/81FACSO 8/5 HABC4ì0 
ISS ^i8I6,1,eO 1018 FB01 12'8 
IT4 8.,65751 818 11('33 8/6 IIVR2A 8/6 

X2 381Q 1 BF MAI 8/8111714 9'- 
304 6163 5 BFSO 10'- P61 3'6 
3V4 7 '61;6.17 NI 6'-' I, I ( v1 9/8 PCC84 9'8 
5114 , 616357 6 6 Fsn 9/8 P1'F80 9.6 
6Y3 7 6OCn11 6'6 I '1172 10/8 l't'L82 11'8 
67,4 98,754 761 '1.s2 10/6 PE525 6'8 
BABO 5-,i\5 6B1 1.-30 518 PL82 10:6 
6136 
6BE6 

5 - 
7'6 

l2 41'7 
12.41'7 

81- F 1'41 9/8 
PY81 9 6 

6BH6 
6BW6 
6D6 

9'8 
9'8 
6/- 

12AX7 
1 2I1E6 
101F 7 

8:_ 
8'6 
6'8 

1 

EF91 
8_ 
5- 

PY82 
aP61 
l'0C41 

7 8 
3 

96 
6F6O -'8 12Q7 66 KF9^ 56 1'1.1142 9 8 
6116 3 8 351,6 9/6 01.3! 5'8 l'P41 9!6 
6J5 5'6 :4724 7/8 01.84 818 1' L41 9 8 
6J6 96 Ili 9'6 F.M81 9/8 1,'41 8 8 
6070 6/6 807 5/8 E'/,40 7/8 l'_- 8/8 
6K6GT 816 954 1/8 E7a0 7!8 VR105 98 
,6K70 5/8 PASO I'S R114 1 6 VR150 916 

TELEVISION 
REPLACEMENT 

LINE OUTPUT 
TRANSFORMERS 

70 - ea. from stock. 

For Makes and Models 

Argosy: T2, CTV5I7. Decca: 
D17 & C. Defiant: TR1753. 
RGD: 6017T, 7017C, C54. 
Regentone: 17C, 17T, 17 

Comb. 
Argosy: T3. Decca: D14. 
Defiant: TR1453T.Regentone: 
14T. RGD: 6014T. 

Marconi: VT63DA. 
Baird: 2014, 2017, 2114, 2117. 

Cossor: 930 & T, 931, 933 -4 -5, 
937, 938 & A. & F. 
939 & A & F, 943T, 946. 

H.M.V. 1824 & A, 1825 & A, 
1826 & A, 1827 & A, 
1829 & A, 1865, 1869. 

Marconi: VT68DA, VT69DA. 
Sobel }: TS I7, T.346. 

Ferguson: 306T, 308T. 
Other makes available (7 days). 
S.A.E. with all enquiries. 

LINE BLOCKING TRANS- 
FORMERS, IO,- to 16!6. 

FRAME BLOCKING 
TRANSFORMERS, 13;'6to21 /- 

FRAME OUTPUT TRANS- 
FORMERS, 27/6 to 39/ -- 
Most makes available (7 days) 
S.A.E. with all enquiries. 
TV and RADIO SERVICE 
SHEETS. 1,500 models Send 
2,6, your Model No. and S.A.E. 

HIGH GAIN TV PRE -AMP KITS 
BAND I BBC 

Tunable ch:u,w-Is I to 5 t: am 18dB 
013184 valve Kit price 29;6 or 49.8 with power 
Pack Detail. öd (l'CI '34 valves if preferred I 

BAND III ITA- Same prices 
Tnnal:le channels 11 to 13, halo 17110 
00084 valve (PC084 valves If preferred.) 
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Aces. precision 
engineered. Size only I iD. s 3 16 In. S.S. 

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. 18 g. undnlled. 
With 4 .1 Ie-, riveted corners and lattice fixing 
holes, 21ín -ides. 7 e 4 in., 4.8: 9 x 71a., 5/9 
11 x - ., 89. 13 x 9in., 86: 14 x /lin.. 10 /8 
15x 14111.. 126. I., x Ill s:Ol)., 16/8. 

TELETRON "TRANSIDYNE" 
MIDGET SUPERHET PORTABLE 6" x 4' x If' 

11 transistor, printed eircuit. Ferrite aerial. 
All parts and cabinet, £11.19.6. 
We include Ediswsn Trau,i,t0r, for maximum 
performance. Details 9d 

BBC TRANSISTOR RADIO. Med and bong 
Wave Two transistors and diode Complete 
kit. 32 6. phones 7.6 entra. Deaf Aid Earpiece 
with Special Lead 15 - Details oil 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 

June, 1960 

GARRARD SINGLE PLAYERS 

Al'D11) PERFECTION 
I 

Designed to play 16, 33, 45. 78 r.p.m. Records 
710.. 10in.. 12m. Lightweight XIII pick -up 
GC8 plug-in head. Stereo Wired 

MODEL TA MK I I f8 -10. 
MODEL 4 HF L18. 
AUTO CHANGER R.C. 121 IO GNS. 

/Stereo heads 22 extra.) Leaflets, S.A.E 

Volume Controls 80 CABLE COAX 
Long spindles. Ouaran Poet Id. per yarl oleo 
teed I year. Midget Semi -air. apace'} i. 
.5K ohms to 'J Meg. dia. Losses cut 6d,vd. No Sw D.Pitee 50 %. 

3/- 419 Fringe Quality 
Linear or Log Traok.s. Air Spaced / yd. 

COAX PLUGS 1/- LEAD SOCKET 5/- 
PANEL SOCKETS 1/- OUTLET BOXES . 4/6 
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER yd. (Id no or :400 ohm.. 
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1'6. .11 o111111 only. 
WIRE -WOUND POTS, 3 WATT. l're set Mia. 
TV Type. All veins 25 ohln. I 27 E., S- ea. 
311 R., 50 K., 4/- u'arI, II :el K to 2 tneg 5 / -.) 
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT P..1, Long .Spindle 
Values, 100 ohms to 511 K., 6 8. inn E., 7 6. 
CONDENSERS. New St.,1k. uni u,id 7 kV. 
'l' 1'.I., 5'8: Ditto, 20 kV. . 916: u 1 mfJ , 7 kV. , 9/8: 
7111 in 51(11 x. n 11111 to 0.11.3 1111,1., 9d.. II I, 11 -: 

_:. I o 5:500 v...1/9; 0.1;350 v., 9d.. 11.11119.11111 

0.I 1,11011 v., 1.9: 0.1 01íd., 2,000 volts. 3/8. 
CERAMIC CORDS. 500 v., 0.3 pF to 0.01 odd., 9d. 
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS. 10% 5 pF to 500 pF, 
1/ -: 1400 pi) to 3,000 pr, l'3. (lose tolerance 
I I (Fl 1.5 pF to 47 pr., 1 /8. Ilitlo I% 50 pF to 
n i,5 pr., 1/9: 1,000 p0' to 5,01(0 

I.F. TRANSFORMERS 7 6 pair 
465 Re e Slug Tuning Miniature Can. 21in e 
lin. x lin. High Q and good bandwidth 
By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied. 
WEARITE M800. Miniature. 1218 pair 
WEYMOUTH. Standard. 12 6 pair. 

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES 
TUBULAR TUBULAR CAN TYPES 
I /360v. 2/- 50/350v. 5/6 8I5011v á/- 
2/450v 2/3 100 /25v 2/- 10.600v 4/- 
4/4500 2/8 250125v. 215 30,350v. 4/- 
8/4500 2/8 500 /12v. 3/- 100 /270. 5/6 
8 /50llo 2/9 8 +8/450v. 4112,500/3v. 4/- 
16/450v 3/8 8 +8/500v. 5/- 5,500/6v. 5/- 
16/500v. 4/- 8+16/450v. 6/- 32 +32/35/1v. 4/8 
32/450v. 5/8 8 +16/500v. 5/8 32+ 32 +32,350v.7/- 
25e2.34 1/9 18 + 16/420v. 5/830 +50/3504. 7/- 
50 /25v_ 2/- 18 +16 /500v. 8/ -64 +120/350v. 11/8 
50:0v. 2/- 32 +32/á50v. 9/8 100 +200 /275v. 12 /8 

LATEST EMI. 4 -SPEED SINGLE RECORD 
PLAYER. Aces 73 hi -fl etereo and normal 
rvstal pick -up Bilent motor, heavy turn- 

table Special Offer. £6.19.8. Post 316. 

MAINS TYPE SELENIUM 300 v. 85 mA, 7/8. 
CONTACT COOLED 250 v. 50 mA, 7/8: 60 mA, 8/8: 
85 mA. 9 /8: 200 mA, 21/ -: 300 mA, 27/8. 
COILS Wearite "P" type, 8/- each. Oemor Midget 
'Q" type adj. duet core from 4/.. All range.. 

TELETRON. le A Med. T.R.F., with reaction, 318. 
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. M.W., 8/9; M. s L., 12:8. 
T.R.F. COILS A /HF, 7/- pair. H.F. CHOKES, 2/8. 
FERRITE ROD, lin. x fin., dia., 5/8. 

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET, 28/ -. H.P. 
coil, aerial coil. Oseillator coil. two 1.F. trans. 
10.7 Me/s. Ratio Detector and heater choke. 

'flit book 111ing (our 6.1516, 218. 
COMPLETE JASON F.M. KIT. FMTI 5 go.. 
Set of 4 valves, 201 -. 

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIER: 
6 or 12 v. I amp., 8;9: 2 a.. 113' 4 a. 178. 

CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input 110/ 

250 v. for charging at 2, 6 or 12 v. II amps., 1518. 
2 amp., 1718: 4 amps., 22/8. Circuit included. 
VALVE and TV TUBE equivalent books. 5/ -. 
TOGGLE SWITCHES. S.P. 2 / -. D.P. 3/8, D.P.D.T. 4/- 
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES 
5 p. 4 -way 2 wafer long spindle 
2 p. 2 -way, or 3 p. 2-way short spindle .. 2/6 
2 p. 6 -way, 4 p. 2 -way. 4 p. 3 -way long spindle 3/8 
3 p. 4 -way. or I p 12 -way long spindle 3/8 
VALVEHOLDERS. l'a.x Int. Oct., 4d, EF50, 0.50, 
6d. 1412.5. I'll T, 113. Etlg. and Amer. 4. 5 toil 
7 pin. 1 -. MOULDED MAZDA and Int. Oct., 8d, 
1171). OCA. 118( i, fill A, 9d. 117(1 with 

I 

c . 1/8. 
B II OA with can., 1/9. CERAMIC EFSO, B7 11.11. 

lot Oct. 1'-. 8 /CANS 6171:. 139 .1, 1/- ea 

OUR ONLY ADDRESS 
337 WHITEHORSE RD., 

WEST CROYDON 
Post and Packing I. -, over C2 free. 1E40ort Dost Extra.) C.O.D. 1/6 (Wed. I p.m.) THO 1665. Buses 133 or 68 l. 
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